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and numerals B. H. S., XIV, in gold.
Ferns and palms were banked on each side of
the stage and on the right was a bouquet of
daisies, the class flower. The class gift to the
school, two sections of the frieze "Alexander’s
Triumphal March,” was on an easel at the
right. Seated on the stage with the graduates
Woodwere their teachers, Superi itendent

Died. .Market.

bury, Mayor Robert F. Dunton, Rev. William
Vaughan and Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant.
About 8 o’clock the classes began the march
Mr- H. S. Pearl returned by boat from the corridor to the front of the house in
in Bangor.
t,ni tl 1 jef visit
the following order: Freshmen, Sophomores,
Rnoades attended the Com- Juniors and Seniors, the latter wearing caps
and gowns, which were worn for the first time
xt-r vises of Freedom Academy.
in Belfast. The Seniors took
ierve returned Saturday from i at a graduation
their places on the stage The Juniors occui. Peaks Island and Bath.
front seats in the center of the hall,
North Islesboro arrived pied
..u K l'V of
which were decorated in green and gold, with
Jollison is visiting relatives in

v

;

|
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jarday

uv,“

*or
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pennants on which in gold
the figures, T5. The Sophomores
green

friends.

letters
were

aright

were

seated

Aiusiie of Unity attended the ! on the lett, ana tneir uecorauons weic icu
rceffient *t' the bangor Theological. white. The side wall was draped with white,
.ast week.
dotted with single red tulips and on which
0iD>r>
’16” in red.
Wildes arrived Tuesday from were the class pennants, with
i|ju
with sprays of
where she was called by the
j Loope of red bunting edged
white lilac made this a most attractive comer.
;:er nephew, Harry Bagley.
On the opposite side were the Freshmen, who
arher
two
and
iiarns
daughters
jv,
;
used their colors, purple and gold, in a very
en
last
morning,
Boston
Friday
fj0 ;: rr.
j effective design. A panel effect was formed
home on Holbrook’s
,r summer
(
with strips of purple crepe paper on a founda-
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here.

Macomber, pianist, Alphoncomposed
and family have moved
gjgj. Mscomber
j 30 Ritchi *, flute, J. Franklin Waterman,Wesley
where
Mr.
MaWoods, violins, and Ben Parker drums, furjtajert "ve. Islesboro,
the summer on the
nished the accompaniment for the opening
K,r is employed during
It was
chorus. The Soldier, by Jakobowski.
ne.-Biddie motor boat fleet,
rendered and both orchestra and
ijrec Wandyke, the Lewiston young man splendidly
were loudly applauded.
jrjj:;l'O hit ilast last year while on a tramp- singers
was offered by Rev. William Vaughan
a $300 scnolarship !
Prayer
awarded
been
nse
rtri[.
Reformed Church, East Belfast, and
Df
Trinity
in
work
:‘v.r
geology.
girvaru
Arline Annette W adlin then gave
Miss
Newell expects to leave June
Hi. k.
THE SALUTATORY
rawford House* White MounU f.T the
Teachers, schoolmates, and friends, we the
»'u* lias been appointed telegraph j
j;
class of 1914, are greatly pleased to welcome
■!:i summer season.
t:u;.
the
you on this, to us, important occasion;
L. Dun ton has arrived from
crowning of four long years of study; the culHi
and
school
our
of
struggles
ruination
high
a uere she is
in
of Miss

engaged

K;

a two

library

months’vacation with her j hardships.
To you, our Supt., the guiding hand of the
K. F. Dun ton.
3chools of Belfast, we feel the deepest gratiin our behalf and it i- a
W. Roberts of Reading. tude for your labors
final exercises
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For you,

me

guest, Mrs. T. T.

arrived

i.eir summer

lust week and

home

I^r

the

sea-

our

upon

dear teacners, who

nave

ueen

our

daily associates, who have kept us on the
course that has finally brought us to our destination, who have assisted us through the petty

in CoLcord.

Taliaferro of Jack-

their

city,

iviis& me

nueiiie.

trained

P:

■

sever-

Homes,

Concord, N. H., is the

<_•, Artuur

welcome you to

We wish to express our appreciation for y^ur
efficient work in trying to secure the best <*f
instructors and to provide the necessary equip
inent for the school.
We are very pleased also, to welcome you,
Mayor Dunton, the representative of the city
government, through whose earnest endeavors
we feel that we are soon to see the long desired school building rise.

of

jay.

to

leaving our dear old Alma Mater.
And we are glad to extend our kindest greetings to you, the members of the school board.

Providence and his daugh..-nan Freeman of New haven,

L

it

on

|

vicissitudes of school days, we shall cherish
feelings of respect as long as memory lasts. !
It is now, as always in the past, a pleasure to
have you

near us.

Parents and relatives, the foundation of the
home, the base upon which all school work ,
h
Ritchie has returned home from
3tands, without whose faithful support and
occasions of this kind
.t.u, Plymouth, Mass., and Lewisj never ceasing efforts
could not exist; we feel it a great honor tnat
m v
to Plymouth to accompany her
here
have
we
tonight.
you
tei air-..
uiida Skillings, to her home in 1
Schoolmates, our greeting would certainly j
*iii.’.e summer.
be quite incomplete without saying a few
you. First, to you, the Juniors, who j
WHd-ij.iuis of Bar Harbor called on Bel- words to to
take our place in school, we speak
are soon
SKiauvts ucsday. He is spending a few i our
delight in having you present to enjoy this
J'^Ustine with his sister Arline, a stu- event with us. We hope that you have noted
to perform the
KiUhc Normal school, who was recently our mistakes, and will try
school duties more satisfactorily than we have.
toUcuu lor appendicitis.
To you, dear Sophomores, who have been
Hr. jgene Sturtevant of Holderness, N. very helpful and obliging schoolmates, we exthis
press our pleasure at seeing you present
''il2e guest of Rev. and Mrs. Walter F.
evening.
•tevai.t. She came to attend the graduaFreshmen, we grieve somewhat to think
t4*--r daughter, Miss Ethel Marian, who that, as yet, the serious things of life have
such small imprints on your gray matter;
made
'teat her nume with her uncle,
nevertheless we are glad to have you here tohud tors. Clarence W. Proctor and little night, and hope that you may be interested
to strive to have a betl*K*r- Annie Viola, left Wednesday for enough in our program
ter one three years hence.
wnere they will spend the summer
With the sincerest wish that you may be
They went early to attend the pleased to remember the commencement exerteii'X exercises there tomorrow, Friday, cises of the class of 1914, once again we extend to all a most cordial welcome.
The class historian, John Franklin WaterHuniMrs. Robert P. Coombs have taken man, then gave
'Hhwn collage on the South Shore for the
THE CLASS HI STOUT
^and will close their home in Franklin
When, in the course ot human events it becomes necessary for the members of the class
^ T'heir daughter. Miss Gertrude, will of
1914 to dissolve the educational bonds which
to June
22nd from St. Joseph Conventhave connected them with the school, and to
summer
for
the
Portland,
holidays. assume among the powers of the earth the
and equal station to which the laws of
McLellan, Esq., of Boston arrived separate
nature and nature’s God entitles them, a
t0
his
son, Hugh D., decent respect to the opinions of mankind reaccompany
:
caughter, Janet N. McL., for a visit quires that they should declare the causes
H Tr grandparents, Hon. and Mrs. C. O. which impel them to the separation.
remain a few days here and
Having gained all the knowledge that is
^; will
will return to Belfast with Mrs. obtainable our preaence in the High school is
‘Mat.
needed no longer.
In honor to the old building that has sheltercc and Marian,
daughters of Mr. ed us for four ljng years we desire to depart
a
Millhouse of South Bend.Ind.,
^
with it.
ihursday to spend the summer
Some wish to go to college.
-randmother, Mrs. Alice I. Thombs.
Some, to practice domestic science.
U p- quests en route of Mr. and Mrs.
Still others, to take agricultural work.
> at Peaks Island. Mr. and Mrs.
However, I must not forget that it is my
6 Mil
come later in the season.
duty tonight to give a brief history of the class
before
a
you.
girl,
graduate of the C&mdtn
During our first year of school woik, 46 of us
Millay, has won
W .^ ina St. Vincent
for poetry.
The existed as freshmen, a state of being beyond
lege
prize
J
'•
Interim,” is to be published in description. At the organization of our class,
(’ per “The Miscellany.”
Miss the following officers were elected: Roy El•Hi
honored by being one of the lingwood, president; Ida Carleton, vice presi‘- iioaen 10 ine
dent; Arline Wadlin, secretary; Margaret
rrencu
v^onege
1
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ing to stay in nights or
Wuhthat the
tnat’s all there is about it!
Coombs
door waa hastily flung open, end Agnes
the collar,.* I
entered, not dragging Jipson by
in her arms
bad supposed, but ser mely bearing
the conwhom
a sleek, well-fed, black cat, to
it le said,
for
directed,
versation was doubtless
old maids are content to talk to their cats,when
get no other audience.
next scene.
How exhilarating was the the
into
A portion of a circus parade was coming
band drew
the
of
view, and as the crashing
once for our
nearer and nearer I looked at
there
class musician, Alphonso Ritchie. Ah,
exhe was, cheeks puffed out to their fullest
while
tent, blowing for dear life on his flute,
and
hia
violin,
aver one shoulder was strapped
other infrom his pocket protruded several
of
struments. He had them all handy.you see.as
now
appeared,with
3ld But the rest of the parade
toearth
the
grouped
sof
all
wonders from
part
gether. The female equestrians attracted my
was one
ittention first,for among their number
who reminded me strangely of MargaretCraig.
Margaret Craig! Pink
But it could not be!
be lor there she
tights! No! But.yes.it mu3t
an upright trapeze
was chinning herself upon
It was a trick
strapped to her horse’s back.
a girl
she had tried for years to learn when

they

can

now

accomplished

with the

an

“Thirteen steps forward, three to the left,
turn around to face the setting sun, spell your
grandmother’s name backward, then turn completely around.”
Surely tnat was right, for had not these
words been seered into ray memory from childhood days while awaiting an opportunity to
test their virtue? Now it had come! I turn-.d
about for the last time. Lo! That mystical
garden of Persia stood revealed before me, its
massive golden gates swinging slowly inward,
I will not attempt to describe this place, but
imagine if you can a garden whose fruits are
of gold and silver, whose shrubs and trees are
silver meshes, whose walks and terraces are
precious stones, and where all glitters with j ;o test its virtue frequently.
such luster that mortal eyes can not long enThis was followed by the clacs declamation*
dure its glare.
Toussaint L ’Ouverture,” by Myrl B. Smith*
However, I took these things as a matter of
course, having already seen it thousands of y jhich was well rendered. Next in order, and
times in my imagination, and hied myself di- {
lways an interesting feature was
rectly to the first person I met, a sort of genii, 1
who bore in his arms a large golden book.
THE PRESENTATION OF GIFTS TO
‘Sir,” quoth I, “tell me where I can find the
CLASS
means of discovering my classmate’s future.
Surely it is in this garden somewhere, for here i
By Alton Leroy Johnson, as follows:
ill magical things are kept.” The .genii calm- (
According to two old sayings,44He who laughs
ly crew the book from beneath his arm, and, j ast
laughs best,” and “Everything comes to
pointing to a large pavilion, said: “Enter thou j im who waits,” 1 have politely given others
there with this book and thou shalt have what ;
irst chance to laugh and have very patiently
thou seekest, for in that abode magic abides, j
waited my turn at the hammer. As I have
and as you gaze on each leaf within this book, !
his advantage I am not going to keep Miss
wherein your classmate’s futures are, they be'arletou in suspense long,for I know she is on
;ome alive.”
Hastily thanaing him I ran into
to
ip toe with curiosity, like all children,
the paviiiion,where I lost no time in turning to
the first page.
A young man sat at a table busily sketching,
pain ter! Who in my class was to,become a
painter? It was Frank Waterman. A out the
room were hung pictures of all descriptions,
jut prominent among them, that of a girl in a
jright red coat. One picture in particular now
raught my eye as Frank was gazing upon it.
It represented a ball game, and on looking
closely at the suits I saw’ one of the teams was
:he “Belfast High,” whilst the others said
‘Bucksport Juniors.” Two figures were conspicuous, one the right fielder, and the other
:he girl in the red coat, who seemed to have
just written a note destined for him, as she
jointed him out to a little boy who stood at
ler side and who was evidently chosen to deiver the message. Beneath this picture was

1
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note;

have met,
Our lips
yet,
But oh you Crackie
I'll get you yet.—Isobel.
Frank now heaved a disconsolate sigh, mur- !
muring: “Yes, the greatest event in my life, \
md I, fool that I was, let it go by,"
I turned the page—it was too sad!
A cabaret seemed to be depicted here, for numerous little tables were scattered around the
Our eyes

not

room, about which sat

men

and

women

elabo-

rately dressed, chatting and laughing to the
sound of clicking glasses and the hum of a

hidden orchestra. About all seemed to be a
breathless air of suspense, and when the hour
of one, struck, little murmurs broke out here
and there, as “How late they are!!’ “I wish they
would hurry." At this moment a door was
hastily thrown open and a young man and
woman entered.
Ah, that Titian hair looked
familiar but I could not place the man until a
guest spoke. “Yes, Mac, is often tardy, he
oversleeps nearly every morning." Then I
knew it was Ethel Sturtevant and Malcolm
Vaughan making their way to a stage on the
left hand side of the room. What were they,
actors? No! The orchestra broke forth in
tumultuous music and Ethel and Mac began to
dance. And what dancing! It was plain to be
seen that the envied position of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Castle had been taken by two of my
former classmates, in the line of fancy dances.

A typical summer resort was displayed on the
next page. Young men and women swarmed
everywhere, on the beach, playing tennis,
rowing, motoring and enjoying themselves in
general. A motor boat had just come in, and
from it stepped a jolly crowd, two of whom I

instantly recognized, Louise Innes, and Arline
Wadlin, for their specialty was motor boats and
by whom they were both amply surrounded. They made their way to the hotel

men,

steps and here I discovered another friend,
Esther Wiley, in her favorite position on a
“Maurice” chair However she did not remain
long seated, for everybody seemed to be leaving
the hotel. Following their motions I saw
they were moving toward a girl who was
Was an areoplaue
gazing fixedly upward.
passing by, or at what could she be looking ?
“Mariam
one
Some
cried,
Hayes, what are
doing ? “Blusbingly she answered
you
“Nothing, I was just looking at this Tree—ee."
Everybody roared, but even though they

thought they

saw

the

point,

could not

they

Miss Sturtevant: Ethel, you have not been
with us very long but we have all noticed that
you have a pin craze. I have been told that
when you are walking along the street you
stop every few steps to pick up something.
When asked what you have found you say,
"Another pin, this is the 39th today.” It has
been your custom to put these pins in your
dress, but fearing that you will get scratched
upon them I will give you this little pin tray
which I hope you will be able to fill every day.
Miss Wiley:
Esther, I believe it is your intention to get mixed up in matrimony soon and
we want you to be prepared for receiving your

ease

expert. While I was gazand
ing admiringly after her as she twirled
oalanced, swinging in perfect rythm to ™e
the
harlequins
music upon he» flying horse,
tkAii- mm•anni'P
Was I to find another
nf my classmates ia their number? It appeared
of Martin
so, for I easily recognized that gait
the hatchet
Henry’s, the black hen in one hand,
in the other, and above all, on his hat band,
the sign, “Mental science practised here.” To
under
ne sure he was scarcely distinguishable
iis paint and powder, his gaudy suit, and his
seen
have
to
but
greatly altered position,
him.
‘Singie” Cottrell once is never to forgetthink.
\t least that is what the Thomaston girls
for
it
was
next
to
the
page,
Slowly I turned
;he last one. And how I hated to think of reits
owner, for
suming the book once again to
t would be lost to the world, with only my erBut what
roneous tale to tell of its existence.
:ould this mob represented on this page,mean?
sort who was disof
some
faker
a
Evidently
slaying his wares for a wildly gesticulating
shook a bottle high
foung man, alternately
ibove the heads of the assembled crowd, and
ipieled off a flood of talk in such a rapid manler that I could scarcely understand it, until
Ihen at the
le paused for lack of breath.
lame time I obtained a view of his face and of
and his
was
Alton
Johnson,
It
\ iis wares.
vares, was no,—not Johnson’s liniment, but
[ohnson’s “Heart Balm” “Guaranteed to Kill or
< ;ure.”
He smiled out over the crowd and
idded: “Yes friends, I can give you personal
estimony of its effectiveness, for in my youth
j was obliged to have some such remedy to
s ip^ease my enamoured friends.”
And as I remember he certainly had occasion
and dexterity of

whose natural

have been mistaken? Perhaps Mariam was
looking for a job for the brown tail moth
catchers.
j Craig, treasurer.
j
4L,‘-.
FUnF
1
.1
The scene which ne xt greeted my eyes was
front of a store was
has been announced at Bal- j ihe
privilege of hearing Prof. Donald B. Mc- truly beautiful. The
'*
^*88
Blaine
Alice
Damrosch,
iL I-’
Millan’s lecture, “With Peary in the Arctic.” Bhown, seemingly that of Meyer JonaBson &
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Damrosch of Prof.
it could not be, unless the
but
Co.,
Boston,
Commander
who
accompanied
McMillan,
y#r'J'tu
i* Hall Pleasants
Pennington, son Peary in his dash for the pole, was a college firm had changed hands for the name that
t
Mrs. Josiah Pennington of Balti* classmate of Mr. Proctor, hence his lecture now appeared above the door was Carl JohnIn one of its large plate glass windows
Hamrosch is a granddaughter of had additional interest for us.
Bon.
,, 18f
James G. Blaine. Mr. Pleasants
At the beginning of our Sophomore year appeared figures dressed in resplendent clothes,
^
hnr in another was a real annarition.
Those
is
related
both
27
somewhat
parents,
our ranks looked
thin, only
being
Hi / lne
brown eyes, those
most distinguished families in
fo*
present. Much to our regret, Ellingwood was pink cheeks, those soft to
He is now
none
a
of
teeth
could
other
than
course
belong
completing
among those who were obliged to leave and pearly
at L’Ecole des
Beaux Arts in
Alton Johnson was chosen to take his place, in Myrtle Frost, and surely she made an attractWli! return to this country in Aug*
which position he has served the class most ive and novel advertisement with the soft silks
i-JQaie has
been fixed for the wedding. efficiently. Those remaining endeavored to swirling about her as she moved to and fro
gaze of a score of young men,
supply by additional interest what we lacked to the admiring
THt NEWS OF BROOKS.
standing both in and out of the store. This picin numbers.
me any .for 1 already knew
did
not
ture
surprise
have
the
benefit
of
a
That the school might
that Myrtle was always “on deck" with the
in another column call* baseball team and tennis court, our athletic aswell
as
on
the deck of the “Red
as
’'
was formed in the spring of this goods,
;,V t,f <or building a school building for sociation
Urooka. See the advt. for par- year. All the pupils were aroused by the Gables.”
t,
The next page might have been a lawyer's
spirit of the enterprise and with two such
bnt it could not have been, for little plapromoters as Steve Clement and Ansel Pack- office, were
of Edward Roberta, the Brooka ard to
cards
banging everywhere abont the room
to
the
how
their
shoulders
wheel,
put
who waa drowned June 2nd,
reading, “Come in and have Shorey write a love
could it be otherwise than a success.
k,/'1
for
sonnet
June 8d, about 9 o’clock, not far
you.” "Have Smith demonstrate a
Another feature of our school life has been
song.” “Their equals are not to
MiJ,re- Bia arma were grasped the annual Hallowe’en parties, the first three touching love
in the Isind.” A buzzer sounded and
b h,
luK with a root which held him
by our treasurer. That witches wars be found
men
three
entered,
Myrle, Clyde, and Carl
iu ,1<m of the atream, the water of
it
The
t loose on those eves is to put
mildly.
‘a p ace ia
dark and muddy. The last one of these memorable events was held Noyes. Could Carl be a prospective buyer of
in
sonnet?
For he gave some
s
love
K,bold at Chase’a Corner in Jackson at the home of our seeretary.Promptly at seven iirections to Apparently.
Clyde, who immediately sat down
and waa attended by hie o’clock we started on foot from the corner of
^n morning,
a
body end many of his school- Miller and Congress streets for our destination. to write. All was silent till the writer turned,
**8 a
<hj
popular young men and Sincefthe night was dark, the boys presented banding to Myrle the completed manuscript,
^ deathvery
but returned
ia deeply regretted.
arms as an assurance of protection from.the who immediately left the room,

^.“Kenient

to see .f
din from my ears, not even pausing
not
Carl took the poem on approval or
All
itself.
A lady’s boudoir next
scattered
sorts of feminine apparel "ere
and lying
the floor, hastily thrown over chaira,
a voice waa
in crushed heaps on the bed. boon
*■ “°l
dip.
“Now,
door:
heard outside the
re •itber goto last much longer. You

in as you always did in school.but stand up
and fight, always have the last word, and if

give
you
this

see

that your

question.

I

vocabulary

is

giving

out

use

will settle the
Hoping that this will be of much

fiat iron which I

am

sure

service to you we wish you much happiness.
Waterman: Here we have a very sickly
looking fellow! If the statement is true that
laughing makes one fat we can easily account
for this heavy weight. He has but one bad
failing; he is a regular lady killer. For one
example recall what happened in Bucksport
when we played ball there. One of the fair
sex became smitten and sent him a note by a
very

irresponsible messenger. It was just as
coming from the field and the boy

we were

becoming confused gave the note to the wrong
fellow,who passed it to me. Crackie, you have
been trying to get it ever since but as I cannot
produce the original note I will give you this
copy, which reads:
Our eyes have met.
Our lips not yet.
But, oh you “Crackie,”
I’ll get you yet!
Isabel.

which

we

may

rejoice;

and above ail

we

PERSONAL.

Dr. Elmer Small and bride returned Tuesday
from their wedding trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase have returned
from a week’s visit in Boston.
Mr. Charles H. Field was called to Brunswick Monday on businesa.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Norton spent the weekend with friends in Palermo and Liberty.
Mrs. S. G. Swift and Mrs. Wm. A. Coombs
Bangor Tuesday for a short visit.

went to

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Piper of Rockland arrived Sunday to visit Mrs. Nannie Gardner.
Miss Lillian G. Spinney of Dexter is visiting
relatives in Belfast and Stockton Springs.
Miss Melvena V. Parker will leave this week
for an extended visit in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. E. Q. Frost of Pittsfield was the guest
for some days of her son, Clarence E.
Frost.

recently

Miss Marian Hazeltine left Monday to attend the commencement of Smith College, her
alma mater.

“Billie” Burns of Chicago is making his anvisit with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs,
Robert F. Russ.
nual

Mrs. Ed. A. Richardson, who spent the win-

must

for in Rocfon

and shall do our best not to allow the same
blots to recur in our life-records. And now,
as we close this period of our lives, as we shut
the covers of this volume of our school-days,
we feel, perhaps unconsciously, the same emotions which Longfellow experienced when he

Isle for the

hoc orritrarl

hoc

of

—

n_

summer.

Miss Grace A. Lord will be the guest of Mrs.
Arline S. Cooper of Newport during the town's
centennial celebration.

wrote his

Mrs. Fred Dow returned to her’home jc
Pittsfield Tuesday after a few days’ visit With
Mrs. Edgar L. Smith.

“Morituri Salutamus:
hand shall dare to open or explore
rhese volumes.closed and clasped forevermore?
Not mine. With reverential feet 1 pass;
[ hear a voice that cries, “Alas ! alas !
Whatever hath been written shall remain,
Nor be erased nor written o’er again;
The unwritten only still belongs to thee:
lake heed, and ponder well what that shall be."
Mayor Dunton then presented the diplomas
ifter brief and appropriate remarks to the
slaas, in which he expressed the hope that the
next graduation would take place in the new
Whose

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Savage returned
home to Brewer, Monday, from a visit with
Mrs. Ira M. Cobeat Bohemia Cottage, Northport.
Mrs. E. E. Adams and Mrs. Percy Burrows
of Portland were guests last week of Mrs.
M.
A. Weeman and left Saturday for a visit ia

Bangor.

school building.
Next in order waB the singing of the class
jde, with the graduates in their caps and
gowns in line across the front of the stage,
rhe ode was written by Miss Frost and was
sung to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne.”
Class Ode.

Dr. and Mrs. C. W.
Jenneys, daughter
Blanche and son Willard, left
Monday morning

in their

auto

for

a

vocation

trip

to

Joneeport,

their old home.
Mrs. Thomas Rich of Searsport and her
daughter, Mrs. Annie Brown of Belfast, left
yesterday for a two weeks’ visit in Portland
and Palmer, Masa.

To-night

we part, no more to meet
As in the happy days
When we as schoolmates gathered here;
But go our separate ways.
Though parted we will not forget
The ties that bound us here,
Nor teachers kind whose helpful words
Have filled our hearts with cheer.

George A. Hussey, who recently went to
London for a short visit, returned last Satur
day and haa entered the employ of the Dins-more Shoe Store.
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Webber have returna few weeks’ visit in West
Winterport.
and the doctor will open his office in
Masonic

We’ve worked together all the years

And helped
on;
This was followed by the presentation of the
And though we part, we have no fears
class gift to the school—two sections of the
For what the years may bring.
Then to our schoolmates kind and true
frieze, The Triumphal entry of Alexander into
And teachers now goodby,
Babylon. This frieze, which will be placed in
Our fond farewell we sadly give
the assembly room in the new school building,
To dear old Belfast High.
was started by the class of 1911, and with the
Myrtle Evangeline Frost.
sections given by the class of '14 completes
The closing chorus “A Summer Holiday," by
nine of the series, of which there are 22 in all.
Sullivan.was sung by the school,and was followIt is by the famous Thorwaldsen, and when ,
ed by the school song, written after the “Stein
for
completed will make a beautiful decoration
Song of Maine," by Lincoln Colcord, which
the new building. Other gifts received from
was repeated in response to insistant applause
former classes, include statuettes, pictures,
etc. Mr. Johnson was very happy in his preThe exercises then closed with the benedicsentation speech as follows:
tion by Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant.
eceive her gift.
It has always been the custom for the gradMiss Carle ton: The night of otir class play
Ida Sarah Carleton.
Tiie Class of 1914.
ou were the cause of a very interesting game
uating class to make some giet to the school, i
Colonial
the
of
the
i.1
front
repreclasses have given pictures, some statu- Agnes Mary Coombs, Malcolm Leroy Cottrell,
Some
by
ilayed
entatives of four well known schools. Each ary, and for several years they have given Margaret Murray Craig, Myrtle Evangeline
U. of M. first, Bowdoin pieces of the frieze “The Triumphal Entry
nan had his place.
Frost, Mariam Virginia Hayes, Louise Caroline
econd, Philips Exeter, third, and last,but not of Alexander into Babylon.” Our class, wish[nnes, Alton Leroy Johnson, Carl Lewis Noyes.
east, Belfast High. When you appeared in ! ing to see the frieze grow, chose for our presMaine broke ent the next two sections, making nine of the
he doorway the game started
Evelyn Augusta Richards, Alphonso Thomas
hrough the line and took his place at your ; twenty-two slabs. It. has been the desire of Ritchie, Clyde Norman Shorey, Myrl B. Smitht
be
in
the
new
should
used
the
this
ide, Bowdoin stepped up and was given
( the classes that
Marion Sturtevant, Malcolm Vaughan*
traight arm which sent him to the ground. \ school building as a border for the assembly ( Ethel
Arline Annette Wadlin, John Franklin Water>hilins Exeter receiving the same medicine room and I, in behalf of the Senior Class, have
to
Mr.
Proctor,
you,
the honor of presenting
man, Sarah Esther Wiley.
as principal of the Belfast High School,these
pas not to be treated thus, this Sophomore
Clarence William Proctor,
The Teachers.
odged the straight arm and asked you if he two slabs.
Proctor accepted the gift in behalf Melvena Valentine Parker, Leona Josephine
night carry your suitcase, which Maine had
Principal
You readily consented and alMarian Hazeltine, Onie May Banks,
lot noticed.
the school and said that he had no doubt Achorn,
awed him to become the third member of the of
Simmons Pitcher.
Elbridge
make
would
new
of
the
|
builders
building
and
three's
a
the
crowd,”
iarty. “Two's a company
notes.
o I have been told,and according to onlookers
provision for the placing of the frieze.
onln “I linia ili T ommormcifir
flnnit seemed so that night, for dark and angry
The young ladies of the Junior class ushered.
vice
and
to
Maine
Belfast,
\ ooks passed from
The graduates were photographed Saturday
Thomas Ritchie, was liberersa, as they silently and sullenly continued zetti, by Alphonso
in a group, with their caps and gowns, at TutI o see you safely landed. Ida, I am sure you ally applauded, and Miss Agnes M. Coombs
tle's studio.
pill be pleased with this Maine banner, tied then read.
The music waa furnished by the school cho1 pith the Belfast High, which I
hope you will
under the direction of the musi.- teacher,
rus
I
OF
TESTAMENT
AND
LAST
WILL
THE
I leep separated hereafter.
Mr. E. S. Pitcher, and the school orchestra,
THE CLASS OF 1914.
Shorey: Our class is noted for its short
Misses Carleton, Frost and Macomber, Messrs.
Wood and Parker.
j teopie; in fact, one of our number holds the
Be it remembered, That we, the class of 1914 Ritcnie, Waterman,
A
, ecord for being a second “Don Robbins.”
of Belfast High school in the County of Waldo
, nan of this size can never hold his own in the
and State of Maine, beirg of lawful age and
LA TENA’S CIRCUS.
porld, for in a crowd he would not be seen and of sound and disposing mind and memory, but
, night get stepped on and never be missed.
of the uncertainty of life, do make,
mindful
Shorey we want to iielp you, and as you have
Will Show in Belfast June 18th.
and declare this our last will and testahis handicap I will give you a model of a pair publish
all former wills by us
La Tena's big three ring Wild Annual Circus
tf stilts which 'will bring you up so that you ment, hereby revoking
made.
will be in Belfast June 18th. Street parade at
vill be on a level with other men. I hope this
After the payment of all just fines on books,
and performances afternoon and
vill prove a great help to you and save you
and other city property, dispose of our 10.30 a. m.,
desks,
rom many accidents.
The Penny PresB of Middletown,
as follows:
evening.
estates,
have
the repuMiss Richards:*. Evelyn you
First: The care of the statuary to Walter L. Conn., says of this circus:
ation for being able to give the best advice.
Bowen, on the condition that he keep it well
La Tena's circus was presented before a
£verytime you made a motion in class meeting decorated. If he does not comply with this
t was always passed, but you did not get a
large audience on the Pameacha grounds
the aforesaid privilege shall fall
afternoon aDd before a “crowded
:hance to make many,for there was always so requirement
yesterday
to Lewis Gannon.
house" last night. The show was all that was
nuch noise that you could not be heard. Now
Second: One pair of Malcolm Vaughan’s claimed
the management and the advance
of
to
attract
the
attention
by
rou need something
shoes to Arlo Redman, that he may be able to
notices in reference to the trained animals
;he people and this horn will serve the pur
the aisles, without disturbing the
down
walk
La Tena preswere if anything too modest.
>ose.
When you wish to make yourself heard,
entire school.
a wild animal circus mostly, with other
ilow it and the people will sit up and take
all D's in deport- ents
To
'third:
Coombs,
Leroy
verv srood features.
lotice. This will give them the advantage of
ment, on the condition that he skips school
The best thing in the show is Captain w esley
four good advice and I hope you will go
on Wednesdays and Fridays.
only
This act made a trehis troop of 6eals.
and
born
often.
life
blowing
your
ihrough
To Wesley Wood, more commonly
Fourth:
mendousbit at the New York Hippodrome, and
Smith: There has always been a mystery known as
one of the numerous seats
“Jumbo,”
for
New York was
was
what
enough
to
full
good
asked
ibout you. When
give your
Carleton has occupied during the also
No one which Ida S.
good enough for Middletown. The perlame it was always Myrl B. Smith.
he be able to keep it longer
last
May
yetfr.
seals
must
be seen to be
the
formance of
las been able to find out what that “B” stands
than Miss Carleton did.
Captain Wesley’s
thoroughly appreciated.
for until lately. Fearing that you would for>
To Hazel Sheldon, all high notes in
Fifth:
entertainers. They
get what it is I will give you this little re- singing,accompanied by Mr. Pitcher’s baton,.to animals were most willing
The
actually fought to outdo each other.
ninder.
aid her in striking them.
musical instruments, walked
seals
played
Miss Coombs:. H£re we have a girl who has
care of the piano to Rutfr MaThe
Sixth:
She's never on time. If an
tight rope and juggled. There was a clown
me great fault.
comber, but if she does not fullfili her duty it seal who kept the audience convulsed with
ippointment is made for a certain time she thall revert to Marguerite Owen.
meat. It
as he attempted to steal
the
time
set.
about
an
hour
after
laughter
there
gets
To Milton Stephenson, all the seems almost incredible that these animals can
Seventh:
rhree mornings out of five she gets to school
doors in the schoolhouse so he may find some be
and
tricks
do
so
the
they
easily
of
Her
nine
o’clock
instead
taught
it about
eight.
way to leave the room when Miss Hazeltine gracefully. Another novelty act was Millie
>xcuse is always “I didn’t get up in time,” or
tells him to do so.
lions.
her
trained
and
They performed
Eugene
‘School began before I got here.” This little
A can of green paint to the incom- in
a great cage with two large dogs and the
;imepiece will help you, for if kept well ingEighth:
freshman class, and may they use it to animals
Others
beautifully
together.
along
got
vound and set at the desired time will never
advantage when hazed by the Sophs.
deserving of mention are Herman Griggs and
fail you. Agnes take this and keep it going as good
Ninth: To William Norris, the position
»»
Herman and
An
Captain
Reed,
equestrians:
Olga
which Frank Waterman has filled for the last his
troop of bears; the Howell family, wire
Ritchie: There is one musical genius in the four
as Mellen’s Food Baby of The Belartists, and the Silverlakes, contortionists.
;ia6S who has been on the stage a number of fast years,schocl. This is
anby
accompanied
High
The Silverlake children are most supple, in fact
lined,and he is a whole show in himself. He other trying duty, the care of Isabelle.
they seem to be made of rubber. Lo Tena’s
s able to get music out of anything, provided
Tenth: To Doris Clifford a salt-cellar so she circus has a number of well groomed horses
all
As
the
tour imagination is good enough.
may always have her “Salter” with her.
which are trained to do some wonderful stunts.
nstruments he plays requires a lot of wind
Eleventh: All Senior privileges to the Junior The
military maneuvers of the ponies was a
;hese bellows I hope will keep him supplied. class.
they be as successful in obtaining real treat.
May
of
music
out
these
don't
to
try
‘Ritchie,”
get
their rights as they have been in wining deAmong the side attractions were a rube,
is you do everything else.
hntoa
who busied himself escorting women to their
I
set
Miss Wadlin: Arline I understand that you
hereunto
my
In Testimony Whereof,
seats, a parade of suffragettes, a juvenile
lave been playing a sort of a telephone game
hand at said Belfast, Maine, and declare this
policeman and several clowns. La Tena has a
n school by exchanging rings with a Sophoto be our last will and testament, this fourth
splendid circus and the crowds of yesterday,
But after tonight you will be out on
nore.
■day of June, in the year of our Lord one thou- went home satisfied.
he farm and can’t play this game as well,so sand nine hundred and fourteen.
Agnes M. Coombs.
his little bell will keep you in practice and if
AT THE OPERA HOUSE
rou go away to school next fall you will be
Signed, published and declared by the above- ATTRACTIONS
named Agnes M. Coombe as and for our last
irepared for the telephone game again.
be
six
There
will
is
to
make
reels, with Maud Fealey in
of
us
Your
in
the
who,
difficulty
greatest
will and testament
Noyes:
presence
rourself understood. You may have the right at their request, in their presence, and in the the special four reel feature, “Moths." adaptat
the
ed
from
it
from
what you presence of one another, hereto subscribe our
Ouida,
Opera House tonight.
i dea but no one could grasp
A souvenir ot “Our Mutual Girl” is given
> lay; the more you try to make a thing clear
names as witnesses thereto, on this fourth day
to the first hundred ladies every Friday night
he more tangled it becomes. It would be a of June, A. D., 1914.
at the Opera House.
irime for us to allow you to leave us in thia
ICHABOD CBANE,
The next installment of Lucille Love, the
londition so we will give you this “T” square
John Gilpin,
vhich I think will help to straighten you out
great serial story now running in forty-seven
Rip Van Winkle.
of the largest newspapers in the country, will
ind make your future life easier.
Then followed a recitation, "The First Set- be seen at the Opera House next Monday.
Miss Innes: Louise you have caused me a
Through ^onth America with Col. Roosevelt
tler's Story,” by Carleton, very pleasingly ren, 'rest deal of trouble trying to find something
hat I thought you would like. But a happy dered
Miss comes to the Opera House Wednesday and
Miss Ethel Marian Sturtevant.
by
1 bought struck me at last and I think it will
Thursday, June I7th and 18th.
Lower’s Orchestra and six reels of Mutual
, trike you as happily.
Everyone knows that Margaret Murray Craig then gave
Movies at the Opera House Saturday.
’ou are very fond of the name “Harry,”but as
THE VALEDICTORY.
] t Is quite a distance over to your house you
( annot see much of- one person having that
Aroostook Potatoes.
Friends, and schoolmates, the time haB come
lame, so I will give you this little “Hairy when we, the class of 1914, must part, the
will
find
much moment when we are no longer bound by class
j low-cur” which 1 hope you
Quite a few Green Mountains have been
] ileasure in holding during your leisure hours. ties. This is the night to which we have been coming into market the past few days. It is
Mias Frost: There is one girl in our class looking forward for four years with mingled reported that a party in Fort Fairfield recentrho has great trouble over her comspond- feelings of joy and regret; joy at entering up- ly sold 1,000 barrels at $1.00 a barrel.—Fort
nce.
She is acquainted with a number of fel- on our life worh or upon our last preparation Fairfield Review.
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Miss Maude E. Mathews is visiting friends
in Boston and vicinity.

Ktrtals

glad to turn to the next page

out which she

T ant

for it; regret at ending our High school days,
and at severing our class relations. But instead of sorrowing over tin end of these days,
since I received a letter.” Now, Myrtle, we let us rather rejoice at finding ourselves at the
don’t want you to worry in this way, so take
of manhood and of womanhood; at seethis bunch of letters which are all addressed to
g before us numberless opportunities for
you,and if a week goes by without your receiv- putting to practical use the many things
ing one.drop one of these into the box and it toward which we have been striving and turnwill serve the same purpose.
ing our first and greatest efforts. Indeed, the
Cottrell: Here we have a very talented very name of these f-xercises, commencement,
person with such a wonderful voice that he emphasises the beginning of business life and
has won the name of "Singy,” and so lasy of citizenship.
that he won the name of "Martin Henry, the
We have often heard people wonder, and
lasiest man in the country.” In the class probably we have often wondered ourselves,
he
showed
that
his
life
work
was
play
acting. why the term commencement should be applied
To help you in preparing for this, Cottrell, I to the last week of a four year’s school or colwill give you this book entitled "What to lege course; but if we stop to consider the real
Play and How to Play It,” or "How to Become meaning of this last week, we shall soon see a
an Actor.”
You will find much valuable infor- new appropriateness and a deep significance
mation here and I hope it will show you a way in the expression.
to prevent laughing when on the stage.
And now we must say farewell to our teachMiss Hayes: Mariam I have been told that ers as teachers, and to our fellow students as
have
hard
luck
when
you
very
handling glass- fellow-students. Nevertheless we shall not
ware-especially in the laboratory. I would ad- forget the help of these friends while we were
vise you to leave glass dishes alone, but know- in school, no matter how we may be associated
ing that this would be next to impossible I hereafter; recollections of the faithful work
will give you this bottle of glue, with which and planning of our superintendent, and of
you can mend all broken articles, and I hope it our school committee; thoughts of the kind
will save you a great expense.
and generous guidance of our patient teachers;
Misb Craig:
Margaret you have always reminiscences of the loyalty of our schoolliked athletics, such as skating, playing ball, mates—these will not be short-lived memories;
running and jumping. Since the hobble skirt they will remain with us forever and will incame into style it has been difficult for you to
fluence, even decide, perhaps, the critical modo these things gracefully. I will help you to ments of our lives.
We shall always think of our school days,
put one over on the hobble and still be in style.
Here is the latest yet. straight from Paris, and and particularly of those spent in Belfast High
will prove more satisfactory to you. I’m sure.
School, either with pleasure or with dissatisVaughan: You are another of our quiet ones faction. We shall either delight to dream of
who never has much to say. I don’t know the many hours of work and of play passed
whether it is because you haven’t life enough there, or we shall regret them. But we have
oi* because you are bashful. If the first is true tried to keep our records free from blots, and
this book of "life” will help to wake you up. there are certainly many bright things over

in

days

THE PROPHECY.

1

nj-j,

our

strengthened by hard 3tudy.
She played exceptionally well and received
well merited applause.
Miss Ida Sarah Carleton was especially interesting and effective in her presentation of

s

season

forget

never

talent has been

tion of yellow bunting edged with sprays of
Charles Dana Gibson of New j
purple lilacs.
Seven
on
home
summer
4Il, ,i their
j At a
signal from the director of music, E. S.
are frequent visitcireu Acrt- island. They
Pitcher, the Seniors took places on the front
lie Belfast.
of the stage, the Juniors on the long step beis still abroad and has i
ujj At’t*y Me Lane
low, with the lower classmen on still lower
to
the
avenue
on
Northport
ivttuge
steps which had been built across the entire
arrived
who
have
jjpLai;, ,»t Baltimore,
front of the stage. The high school orchestra,
jwaJ the

we

j by Myrtle Evangeline

Mrs.

j..

|f

and may

spent in Belfast High.
A recitation, The Chariot Race, from Ben
Hur, was givem bj Mariam Virginia Hayes in a
manner that called forth liberal applause; as
did the class essay by Evelyn Augusta Richards, who told of the development in Industrial
Training in Europe and America, speaking
particularly of that in Germany. She told also
of many trade schools which have been opened
in the United States within the past few years.

lows,hut most of them live oat of town or go I
away to school. Sometimes she comes to school
and saye, "Why it has been almost a week

a moment accompanied by ®ve*?”r^'»n
and,-I
presumably the firm’, stenographer,
tell tue rest, he
acarcely have the courage to
began
knelt before her and the demonstration
raved. I was
Hoar he gesticulated, how be
that
shutout
and

avoided

Miss
Barnard, resigned. Mrs. Dunton, who had
taught faithfully for 18 years and 2 terras under the following principals: Reuben L Iislev
Hugh l). McLeliau, Will R Howard, Hal r!
E tton, Walter Adama and Clarence
Proctor!
was greatly missed by all.
Thus we came to what was to be our last
year of High school work, in which three
events of importance took place. Our class
supper of Feb. 6th proved a succeaa, as the
girls’ plans were well made. Not a little
excitement was caused among those waiting
on the tables who believed that the amount of
food was small for the gathering crowd.
Thanks to the help of our teachers all were
served and dancing followed to the music furnished by Ritchie and Mudgett.
Next came the presentation of our class
play, which called for much hard work. The
rehearsals that we had seemed to grow worse
as
the fatal night approached.
However,
having braced up and prepared ourselves for
the worst, we presented it in grand style.
The last event of our closing year was the |
lectures given by Prof. Nat M. Brigham, who
held his audiences interested for three
nights
with vivid descriptions and beautiful pictures.
Half of the proceeds, which amounted to a
goodly sum, were given to B. H. S. athletic
association.
We have turned the last leaf of
history’s
pages and tonight we sever the bands which
for four long years have held us together, and
each goes to occupy his own place in the affairs of the world.
May our steps be led

ters

i’LRSONAL.
ji

Having

we arr.ved in due
and eojoyed an
evening of dancing
games and refreshm*nis.
During our Junior year we buckled down ami
studied hard. It was at the end of this
year
that two of the teachers. Mias Field and

The graduation exercises of the class of
1914, Belfast High school, took place in the
Opera House Thursday evening, June 4th, ard
despite the rainy day and evening were largely
attended. The stage, decorated by the Juniors,
was in the Senior’s colors,gold and white, with
their motto, "Onward and Upward,’’ in large
gold letters over the proscenium arch. The
entire stage was hung with white, relieved
here and there with the green of potted plants.
At the rear on the white drapery, which was
dotted with single yell >w lilies, were the let-

U. ot M..The
of the Andes. .Pittsfield Pert*1'
from the Mission Field. .Big
Almost Completed on Piper
Hern

Economics

....

i

hosts that were abroad.
bad places m the road

many

season

j(tl

lit

evil

B. H. S. GRADUATION

today’s louraal.

ot

1914.__NUMBER

ed from

each other

Temple

next

Monday.

Allan Gillis of Lubec who is taking
course

at the

University

of

Maine,

a

special

returned

home Tuesday from a short visit with Mr. and
Mrs. William Haugh.
Dr. Frank P. Laffin, who recently graduated
from the Baltimore Dental schuui, is
spending
a few days at his home in Frankfort before
es-

tablishing

a

practice.

Mrs. Hannah P. Adams, who spent the winter in California, left Pasadena June 6th for
the east and will be at the
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York city, this week.
Miss Doris Roberts of Brooks, who has
studied with Miss Amy E. Stoddard for a number of years came to Belfast Tuesday, to take
part in the pupils’ annual recital.
Robert Titherington who played at Miss
recital, Tuesday evening will study
through the summer with his uncle in Philadelphia, who is an organist there.
Stoddard’s

Lynwood Long, clerk in the Carle & Jones
store, and Harry Snow, went to Lincolnville
Tuesday to spend a two weeks’ vacation with
the former’s uncle, A. B. Crooker.
Howard

]

Hilton

arrive next Sunday

and bride of Chicago will*
to

spend

a

days

or two

with

Edward Sibley and the remainder ofthe.
week in The Howard cottage at The Battery.

a

Mr.

Donald S. Clark came home from the University of Maine last Friday on business and
returned Monday morning.
The Belfast boys
at the U. of M. will all come home the last of
this week.
Mrs. Charles S. Bickford went to
Sunday and will attend the Commencement exercises at the U. of M. in Orono.
Mr. Bickford has not missed a Commencement
since his graduation.
Mr. and

Bangor

last

Mrs. Wm. F. Schoppe and her son, William
F. Jr., arrived last evening from West Auburn,
where they had been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. S. Schoppe and enjoying farm life.
Billy came to attend the circus.
William M. Randall, commercial traveler,
who was at home for the week-end, left Monday morning for his week’s trip and was ae_
companied by Mrs. Randall. After a brief
visit in Rockland the latter will go to Portland
and Farmington, visiting also in Lewiston be-'
fore returning to Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard of Wiliiamstown
are expected Sunday to occupy the
Mass.,
i
Stoddard Cottage at The Battery, recently
| bought by Mr. Howard. They have rented
1
to Henry Hoyt
f their cottage The Athaneaun,
Hilton and
who will leave Chicago the
j 20th on theirfamily,
way cast for the summer.

Commander and Mrs. William Veazie Pratt
arrived Wednesday morning and have taken
Commander
j rooms at the Windsor Hotel.
Pratt arrived in Boston recently on the BirmJ
ingham, the flagship of the torpedo fleet, from
Tampico, and Mrs. Pratt arrived Sunday from

j

Paris
land.

on

/\iueri

the

w.

Hamburg-Americ&n
Elevens,

u.

oi

m.

liner Cleve-

ue,

wno

nat

Idaho since his post graduation in
1909, where he was superintendent of the
power plants of the Boston and Idaho City
Gold Dredging Co., at Pioneerville and Grimpass, left last week for Seattle and sailed Juno
2nd on the S. S. Victoria, for Solomon, Alaska,,
near the Arctic Circle, where he will put in th©
electrical equipment of a gold dredge which
will work the Solomon river. Mr. Stevens will
remain in Alaska until early winter.
been

in

Mr. Thomas E. Shea was in Belfast over th©
week-end and left Monday morning for New
York, accompanied by his niece, Miss Charlotte,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, who will spend the summer at Cape
May, N. J., where the Sheas have taken a cottage for the season. Owing to a tiresome season, in which both Mr. and Mrs. Shea had serious illness, they will not open their North
Shore cottage this season.
Mr. Shea is
m anaging a company at the Casino, Cape May,
but neither he nor Mrs. Shea will play during
the summer. He is also producing at the
B roadway Moving Picture Company studios in
New York his famous play. The Man-o’-war’sman, which he wrote some years ago, founded
on the Spanish-American war, and has rewritten to apply to the Mexican situation.

Washington, D. C., June 8,1914. Th«
Isthmian waterway has been a fruitft
topic of discussion in Congress, in the
periodicals, and in the newspapers, for s
number of yearB, and it bids fair to continue to be one of the most important
■subjects of controversy for many years
to come. Up to the time of the Spanish
'war the cutting of an Isthmian waterway
was discussed in a desultory sort of fashion, the probability being that a canal
would ultimately be built through NicarWhen the “Oregon” steamed
agua.
from the Pacific coast through Magellan
Straits to join the Atlantic fleet, it
aroused the country to the belief that a

through the Isthmus
possible moment. From
that time there was no question about a

canal should be cut
at the earliest
.canal.

Now that we have the canal almost
completed the controversy is very interto how we shall manage it,
whether our own ships shall be allowed

esting
to go

as

through free, whether it is

a

part

coast line, or whether it is going
to be used largely for the benefit of forWhen this is finally set-

of

our

eign shipping.

open question
used by
as to whether the canal can be
an enemy of the United States if at war
with the United States. That is a question which will not be settled until a war
tled there will still be

an

and the country which is fighting
'iiie United States seeks passage for its

comes

3hips through the canal.
The probabilities are that, just as it
happened that those who first talked of
an

interoceanie waterway have long since

passed away, the problems arising over
the control and management of that
waterway will still exist long after those

ADVER' ISEMENT.

POLITICAL

Washington Whisperings.

1

——
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To the Voters of Waldo County.
GENTLEMEN:
On the first day of January, 1915, George E. Bryant of this town will have
ompleted one term as County Commissioner, and as far as we are enabled to ascertain, to the satisfaction of his constituents.
Mr. Bryant is, moreover, a man of unquestionable ability. It is unnecessary to
pass farther than his recent year of service to demonstrate this facj.
Greater than all, however, is the fact that in Mr. Bryant the 'County of Waldo
has a man of integrity of purpose and high moral character, without these sterling
characteristics no individual can be long sustained by his party for this office.
It has long been the custom of the Republican party of this county to give its
County Commissioners a second term. We ask for Mr. Bryant that this ^precedent

had

a

reasons

for this are

resident of

whiff of Stag from

as

party support without opposition, and his friends in this section expected the same for him. It is understood
that his official record is of a high order.
Freedom is his home by lawful right because he votes and pays his poll, personal and real estate tax here. He is not only a heavy taxpayer in this town, but
is a prominent member of its social and educational institutions.
It is indeed true that as General Manager for the State of Maine, of a large
agricultural implement concern, his business keeps him away from the town of
Freedom a great deal, but this fact in no way affects his home or restricts him from
conducting the duties of the office.
From what we know of the office of County Commissioner, its duties are
largely financial, and for this reason, it is one of great importance to the taxpayers

Try

been delivered
It touched in a

on

the “Free Tolls” bill. ;

masterly way upon phases
of this interesting question that have
only been indirectly alluded to during the
the debate which, in many
ways, rivals the long discussion on the
bill to repeal the silver purchasing clause

course

of

of the Sherman act in 1893.
Mr. Ransdell denied in a most

a

time when we needed

an

experienced Republican,

we

need him now.

not

know7 him to be

worthy.

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE OF FREEDOM.
A. M. Small,
Reuben Sibley,
Phillip Williams,
J. B, Bartlett,
Percy M. Turner,
Edw. J. Vose,

or

control commerce be-

Representatives has an equal power
with the Senate in passing legislation
affecting interstate commerce and that
this power could not be delegated to the
Chief Executive, even though there
might be a disposition to do so. As it
has been frequently held by the Supreme
Court that Porto Rico belongs to the
coast of the United States he had no
doubt that the Panama Canal strip would
also be held as part of the coast line of
the United States for purposes of domestic commerce.
of

EAST SEARSMONT.
Clinton Butler has taken the agency
for the Essex Fertilizer.
Mrs. Alvah Donnell and little daughter of Salem, Mass., are summer guests
of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Donnell.
M rs Marcia Lothrop has had a fine
hen house built this spring. She, liKe
many others, believes there is money in
the poultry business ar.d will try the experiment. We wish her success in her
work.

get

a new

smoking.

Pipe and Cigarette
-LASTING-LY GOOD

Far

UBERTY.

TROY.

;

Frank Seavey and wife and daughter
of Brockton, Mass., ar" visiting their
I parents, M. V. B. Mitchell and wife and
Ralph I. Morse, Esq., of Belfast spent I Mrs. Julia Seavey, in Troy.
Memorial Day with his parents in town.
Miss Ridley, a teacher of the Castine
Mrs. Ora Jones and son Fred of Sears- Norma! school, is at the Center and will
mont spent Sunday in town with rela- visit the schools in Troy this week, being
sent out by the State Superintendent.

Simeon Butler and wife of Camden
spent Sunday here with relatives.

E.

Mrs.

Belfast, Maine, June 8, 1914.
To the Republican Town Committee of the Town of Freedom

Audrey
days.

are

Mitchell and daughter
visiting in Camden for a few
S.

Linwood Pendleton and wife and Miss
Hazel Pendleton of Islesboro, were called
to Troy Saturday by the serious illness
of Mrs. Pendleton’s mother, Mrs.Charles
Smith.
E. E. Bagley and wife and daughter,
who spent the winter in Boston, have returned home and previous to opening
their home in Pittsfield, spent several
days at T. W. Hawes’ at the Center,
returning to their in Pittsfield home Fri-

Allen Knowlton of the American ExGENTLEMEN. From the statement of facts communicated to me by your
Co. in Belfast spent Memorial Day
committee concerning the legal residence of Mr. George E. Bryant, I will say that press
in town with his parents.
I have no doubt that the legal residence of Mr. Bryant is in the town of Freedom.
Very respectfully yours,
Mrs. Samuel Dovey, who passed the
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
winter in Boston with her daughter, Mits
Mary Kent Dovey, returned home May day.
The above opinion was asked in consequence of a recent statement published
by
the Town Committee of Searsport and settles the matter of residence of Mr. Bryant 28th.
Truman N. Cook, whose home in Troy
has
TOWN COMMITTEE OF FREEDOM
was destroyed by fire in January,
beyond question.
An auto party containing J. R.B. Dinsbought a farm two miles from the city
more and son, A. W.
Worthing and wife of Auburn and has moved there. Old
PROSPECT FERRY.
summer here.
Chester Harrison was at home over of Branch Mills, and Mrs. Prince W. neighbors were hoping he would decide
where he and his wife
Otis G.nn, wife and baby of Brewer Sunday with his mother, returning to Saunders of New Sharon, were callers to remain in Troy,
were born and had always
lived, and
Bangor Monday morning to join the at C. M. Hurd’s May 31st.
visited W. H. Ginn and wife May 30th.
of friends.
a
host
have
where they
steamer
Belfast.
and
wife
visited
Ed.
Gerry Harding
Clifford and wife in Stockton May 31st.
Herman Avery, wife and three
A healthy man is a king in his own
boys
right; On
Messrs. Charles and Frank Leake of Albert Avery, wife and
Children
baby, and Miss unhealthy man an unhappy salve. For imLynn, Mass., were week-end visitors Minnie Lovell of Brewer were week-end pure blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock
FOR FLETCHER’S
with their wives, who are spending the visitors here with relatives.
Blood Bitters. On the market 35 years. $1.00

CASTORI A

bottle.

|
the

OAKLEY C. CURTIS, Portland

j

FOR SHERIFF

Vote for ONE

^

j

|
"

j
Uli^SL

•

2

ICES

and after

city

limits:

$7.85 per ton
7.85

Chestnut,
Pea,

3.10

‘

6.60
‘

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

g

A discount of 25c. per ton is allow

Cash in 30 days from date of

delivery.

Appreciating past patronage

X

for

a

continuance of the

J

Yours

and hi t'
1

same.

r-spectfuHy,

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO,

|

MARCELLUS R. KNOWLTON, Belfast

ELMER E NEWBERT, Augusta

CHARLES A. PHILLIPS, Palermo

_

Hall’s Stave'n

Holmes Stave Mill Parts
■

FOR STATE AUDITOR

Brass and

—

Vote for ONE

JOHN E. BUNKER, Eden

! J. EDWARD SULLIVAN, Bangor
i--

FOR REPRESENTATIVE

“

Stove,

•NHIMINHMVMWViP*'

PERCY S. EDGECOMB. Belfast

BERTRAND G. MCINTIRE, Waterford

|I

i

"NoStr-„(

Egg,

©

CHARLES O. DICKEY, Northport

PETER CHARLES KEEGAN, Van Buren

I

"No it,-, a

delivered in the

2
2

S

Vote for ONE

unT"

Hay first we shall m:ke
following prices on coni put in on a hvd

On

®
X

STATE PRIMARY.

FOR GOVERNOR

"^o Stiof

SP

2

STATE“OFMAINE
County at the State Primary Election to be held June
15 1914
MAKE A CROSS X IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF
THE PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED
FOR EACH OFFICE. ADD NAMES BY WRITING
OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK X TO RIGHT OF SUCH
NAMES.
DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
;

•'.Vo

l

iCOALP

^

DEMOCRATIC candidates to be voted for in Waldo

*sa

j

9H ©©e©®©®®©® $®3©©©®®®®3®

Cry

6

i

P. Lorlttard Co, Bst. I76Q

tives.

D. C. Webster.

way, that a treaty could be made
which would take away from Congress
the right, given it under the Constitu-

regulate

tin and

TAG

Would it be

our

ic

ever to

good

The Handy Halfthe Pound and
10-Cent
Full-Size
Tin,
the
Size 5-Cent Tin,
Half-Pound Tin Humidors and the Pound Glass Humidor.

a

tween the States, either by treaty or
otherwise. He contended that the House

as

Convenient Packages:

term. They, or any one else acquainted with the duties of this office, know just
how experience counts in reaching right results on complicated questions, of which
there are many. To our minds, and to the minds of many others, if there ever was

emphat-

tion, to legislate regarding coastwise
He contended there was not
commerce.
single word in the Constitution which
gives the President any power whatso-

other

of our county. At the present time, besides Mr. Bryan;, there are two Democrats
on the board, both good men as far as we
know, but they are serving their first

chat State; Mr. Kettner, also of Califorthe grape juice; while Con-

Senator Ransdell, of Louisiana, President of the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress, has contributed a most instructive address to the many that have

a

thrill in

nia, supplied

newspaper correspondents.
It was seme “feed”, for sure.

Stag's taste is
its fragrance.

that

such story .ever come to our attention.
The facts are as follows: Mr. Bryant expected

Congressman

number of

some

a

fellow's, pipe, REMEMBER

no

Bell, of California, brought plums from
gressman Johnson, of Washington State,
provided the finest salmon seen in these
Darts for many years. The invited guests
included a score of House members and a

1

The first time you get

as follows:
It has been intimated that Mr. Bryant is
not to be a candidate. We do not wish
was
and
that
he
Freedom,
We know that it does
to infer that this story was started with any wrong intent.
not represent the facts, and that it is liable to mislead in case that it has not already
done so.
In justice to Mr. Bryant and his many friends, should such a storyjhave
been started or circulated on supposition, should not the true facts have been ascer'
tained before using it? We think that after you have looked into all the circumstances with care, you will agree with us.that our vote should be cast with the true
merits of the case in view, and for just the same candidate that we would vote for

Our

not

Governor, Sheriff, Treasurer, and other officials a second nomination and turn Mr. Bryant down? We believe that they are deserving, and that
passed away.
Mr. Bryant is as deserving as any of them. We know the circumstances and are
In honor of Speaker Clark, Majority asking nothing more for Mr. Bryant than we would ask for his opponent or any
Leader Underwood. Minority Leader other deserving Republican under like conditions. We ask this in the interest of
the Republican party, in the interest of our county, and more especially in the inMann and Progressive Leader Murdock,
terest of justice.
a luncheon was given in the restaurant
If we wish for a one-term policy, would it not be right and just to all of our
of the House of Representatives the
other day, which, to say the least, was officials and friends to secure such an understanding and begin on all at the same
unique in the viands served. They were time as their terms expire. Should we begin by turning down one deserving candiall the rest? We think not.
brought from the four corners of the date and nominate
For these reasons and many others which we might mention, we ask that you
U nited States by the hosts of these dissupport Mr. Bryant both by vote and influence. We would not ask this if we did
tinguished statesmen.

nished corn on the cob;

i
*

be sustained.

who constructed the canal have also right to accord

The potatoes came from Maine, being
provid'd by Congressman Guernsey;
Congressman Sparkman of Florida, fur-

Remember!

TO CCNORESS

Vote for

FOR COUNTV COMMISSIONER

Vote for ONE

Let Us

~

ALBERT J. SKIDMORE, Liberty

j

f Belfast

ONfe

FOR COUNTY TREASURER

Figure

on

Your

Sash

CHARLES B. EATON. Belfast
FRANK G. MIXER, Belfast;

Weights,

Requirements

Machine & Foundry Co.
am agagas ztw »
MANUFACTI RKKS

Vote for ONE

Iron casting

Cirey

Jobbing, Repairs.

Sg

WILLIAM R. PATTANGALU Waterville

up to 100 lb>.

Composition Castings

**

*

'*

j
i

OF'

Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, Wagon
Nuts ai.d Brake Weeels.

Orates of all Kinds, Shafting, Boxes, Collars,

Couplings,

f
S

GO RIGHT AT IT.
Friends and Neighbors in Belfast Will
Show You

a

Way.

Get at the root of the trouble,
Rubbing an aching back may relieve it,
But won’t cure it if the kidneys are weak.
You must reach the root of it—the kidneys.
Reach the cause; relieve the pain.
Begin at once with Doan’s Kidney Pillls.
Are recommended by thousands.
Here is a statement from a resident of Rockjand.
“In February, 1907, 1 was taken with a severe attack of La Grippe, and after recovering I found that my kidneys were disordered,”
says Mrs. Emma F. Raleigh of 28 N. Main St.,
Rockland, Me. “From then until midsummer
of the same year, I was practically laid up. I
had distressing pains in my back and was so
bad at times that I could not get up or down.
I didn’t Bleep well, being very nervous and
often I was so dizzy that I was afraid to walk
across the floor.
I had hot flashes, and the aec rations from my kidneys were in bad
shape. I
tried one remedy after another, but nothing
did me the least good and even doctors failed
to relieve me. Finally, I saw Doan's Kidney
Pills advertised, and as they were recommended for troubles such as I had, I decided to try
them. The first few doses helped me, and by
-the time I had taken two boxes, I was cured.
AM the trouble left and I felt like a different
iperaon. I can still recommend Doan’s Kidney
Pills highly, and f willingly confirm my formei
•endorsement of them.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
fisr a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—same that Mrs. Raleigh had. Foster•Hilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR STATE SENATOR

Vote for ONE

FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO LEGISLATURE

ALBERT D. RAMSAY, Montville
CLARENDON M. WHITNEY, UnityJ

j
I

ADELBERT MILLETT. Belfast
PETER HARMON, Thorndike
EDWIN S. CURTIS, Monroe
JOSEPH S. MULLIN, Lincolnville
LEWIS E. PITCHER, Northport

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

Vote for ONE

FRED W. BROWN, Belfast

KEEPS YOUR HOME
FRESH

1

=

amf3LEANfU

FRED B. WHITE, Belmont
WILLIAM H. MORRISON, Stockton Springs

EBEN F. LITTLEFIELD, Belfast

Qjunl&x/
j

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper
FOR CLERK OF COURTS

Vote for ONE

TPHIS Swiftly-Sweeping,

~

FOR REOISTER OF DEEDS

I

Vote for ONE

ROSCOE BLACK, Belfast
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast
HIRAM P. FARROW, Belmont
DANIEL B. PLUMMER, Montrille

P’"

j
d

j

I

~

Is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—
Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guar- !/
anteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the “Duntley” a trial in your home at our expense?

Duntley

m

!

7
)

Jjjgp?-,—....

|

"/

■

<'■
f
The Great Labor Saver of the Home— Every home, large
from a
and
relief
from
Broom
Can
drudgery
protection
enjoy
small,
M
the danger of flying dust.

Write today for full particulars

/

DUNTLEV S"

*
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time P'c''
1:
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION.
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It read
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the necessity
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.

I

GEORGE I. KEATING, Belfast

Easy-Running

Agents Wanted.
Co., 6501 South State Street,

mat

..

weeper

Chicago. 111.

j

FROM THE MISSION FIELD.

♦

r

FDR SALE BY

BELFAST, MAINE

VOTE FOR

m.

jH#RLES

conant,

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR

gtate Senator, Waldo County,
at 1HE PRIMARIES NEXT MONDAY

Indian
never

neighbors before, and I have
had anyone in the house with me

before.

Tomorrow

morning
all

at

3 o’clock the

toKhragpur to a
meeting lasting 2 or 3 days.
We are something like a family, not just,
but something, and it’s nice to go to see
each other.
We need it, and enjoy it,

[missionaries
! committee

go

besides it has to be done to decide about
the various phases of W'ork.
Today 18 of my Sunday school children
recited the Sunday school golden texts
for three months; 12 did not make one
mistake, the other 6, from one to three.
Can you neat that? I’ve just got $200,
for my Kindergarten from the Government, and a promise of a similar amount
each year,—for my other schools, smaller amounts.
One of my girls has just
won a silver medal and scholarship in the
government examination.
My love to all,

Sadie Gowen.

BIG BARN

ALMOST COMPLETED ON
PIPER RANCH.

Work is nearly completed on the !arg;e
and imposing looking barn which is
the latest addition to Valley View ranch,
the property of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Piper.
By the week end the force of carpenters
will have finished their contract and the
work of grading the yard and approaches
will be under way.
Undoubtedly this is one of the finest
structures of the kind in this part of the
State. Its cost is something over $6,000.
The barn is 42x84 on the ground and
stands on a splendid foundation of stone

The Best

ii.
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THE ANDES.

W. Chase’s inter- j
i.blic of Chile was

Aft.-r Mrs. Georg"
esting paper on the il

in type for last week’s Journal we found
in an illustrated article or. “The Landmarks of the World” in Ihe Strand
S'
cage n; lie vcrk:
de- j
economics ore Magazine for June the following
,11,
of
Thwart* scription of the Peace monument,
IK
.1
rrn,
lei
have :-.h\ ady had which she made mention:
At the summit of the Andean Pass, die
i-onoroics, or for
of rectly on the boundary-line between tne
*
.~:i :o know inor
and Chile, stands
6do not have the Republics of Argentina
It is ina most impressive landmark.
t
r course.
second stmes- scribed with the words, “Christ RedemBefore
tor” (“Christ the Redeemer.”)
r
:ary cookery. It 1
the completion of the tunnel a traveller
it-■
r, practice with breads,
crossed the Andes by coach, and as he
w
irozen desserts and j
wound in and out of the zigzag road, the
fc-tI
air being clear and sharp as he got high.■■se in dietetics, which
he had wonderful glimpses
d the proper diet for ! er and higher,
of the distant mountain-neaks against a
n
as for the sick ana
As he neared the
turquoise heaven.
;
serving in the sick room summit
the road suddena sharp turn i
h special
emphasis
outlined
of ly revealed a striking statue,
attractive
serving
j
against the sky, and a feeling a.most of
,' descent.
as he gazed for some
in sewing which will awe came upon him
in silent admiration.
Lofty
meet the needs of the minutes
tote
peaks everywhere lifted their weird
and
rock
dazzling
■Ivaneed sewing the fol- i masses of basaltic
snow into the cltar blue of the Andean
s will be
•ff
completed: Em*.
were Aconcagua
clearer
than
others
.ar
embroidered scarf or sky;
1,:red initial, Swedish darn- j and Tupungato.
j
“Sooner shall these mountains crumble
silk or cloth dress 1
into dust than the people of Argentina
tot
and Chile break the peace to wnieh they
have pledged themselves at the feet of
LIFE.
So wrote the
Christ the Redeemer.”
on
this gigantic Christ statue, |
sculptor
u.atiun: “0 Life! I feel thee j
as well as blazing on the opposite sides
!.
ins,” is a joyous one. Per- j
of it “Argentina,” “Chile.” Almost as
iy or never make it, in |
is
n..-rives, are among the most j impressive as the Statue of Liberty
not LIVE, but EXIST, for this colossal figure, set on its rock-hewn
|
i
»re tlian to be.
To live is to j column in a pass thirteen thousand feet
K —to arise feeling equal to! above the level of the sea.
irs of the day, and to retire ;
The silence and grandeur on all sides
them to feel life bounding
make it doubly impressive. The figure
medicine that has made thouHnk
of Christ is twenty-six feet high, and
men and women, well and
was erected
as a symbol of perpetual
.. plished a great work, bestowthings, and that medicine is peace following a bitter quarrel between
lla.
The weak, run-down, or the two Republics.
It was cast in bronze
6t
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any cause, should not fail to from the melted cannon
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whole
changes
system,
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nations, and marks the boundary-line esand makes life more aboundtablished by arbitration.
to say these words in its
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William C. Keene died June 4th at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. W.G Preble,
in Gardiner, Me., aged 92 years. He had
been confined to the house for several
Mr.
months and was a great sufferer.
Keene was born in the town of Freedom,
Nov. 22, 1821, son of James and Judith
Keene. The family moved to Augusta
when Mr. Keene was a small child and
he made his home there for several
He had been a resident of Gardyears.
iner for nearly half a century and was
As
one of the notable men of that city.
a young man he was engaged in the lumbering business; building and running
several saw mills. Later he was engaged
in ice operations on the river, and for
many years was superintendent of the'
Siurgis houses in Randolph and of others
For the past 32 years he had
later on.
been in partnership in the furniture and
undertaking business with his son-inlaw. W. G. Preble. Mr. Keene was a
man who retained his robust health in a
remarkable degree and never had a sickHe married
ness until the past year.
Laura Miller of Augusta and had three
of
William
chidlren living:
Nome, Alaska,
Charles of Randolph and Mrs. W. G.
Preble of Gardiner. In his younger days
Mr. Keene was much interested in civic
affairs and served in both branches of
the city council and was a member of
the Board of Health for several years.
He was a member of Gardiner Lodge,
No. 9, I. 0 O. I ., and was its oldest
The funeral was held at the
member.
late home Sunday afternoon.
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GENUINE 1

A vq:i5 Imstaifons— Ts&e tics Substitute
Rich Milk, malted grain, in powder form,
Forinfants, invalids and growing children.
Pureautrition,upbuilding the whole body.
In Aerates nursing mothers and iue aj.;*.
POLITICAL

.’lore hecilhfe! than tea or coffee.
Agrees w;!a the weakest Agestion.
Keep :l on your sideboard at home.
A quick lunch prepared in a minute*

WALTER A. COWAN

rILLATIVE
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n.mittee of theSeventyzed to inquire into the
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NOTICE.
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on

JUNE 19. 1914,

forenoon. All persons mjeet matter of the hear’ng
resent and to express them■
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WING, Chairman.
SANBORN, Secretary.
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Manicrr-

Facial Work.

1,11 k|nds of
Hair Work at my

ness.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Shiro’» Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

NOTICE
S,1

Rev. Arthur Linscott, a former pupil
of M. C. I., who has just recovered from
a severe illness in Hartford, Conn., was
in town Saturday,* guest at the home of
E. K. Wingate and wife. Mr. Linscott
was on his way to his home in Troy.
Herbert L. Palmer of this town has
recently purchased of Clarence McAllister of Burnham, who is agent for Somerset county for the Metz automobiles, a
car which he will use in his business, as
Mr. Palmer travels over the Stat^ in the
interest of his paper and post card busi-

"~tice.to my patients

and the
M»«>nic Temple will
bv
f«r«' il™ce
*tts'0ed r,. ,w wee'tB while I am taking a
n

21tf

DR. E. S. WEBBER.

IA
CASTOR
Children*
For
Tnfawta ftnd

The Kind You Han

Always Bought

in the Primaries
The office of

June 15th.

County Attorney is

lessness, incompetence

an

important

one.

or faithlessness to the oath to

Care-

one

done

so.

ever

The sufferer from constipation is distressed after eating, gas forms on the
stomach, the abdomen has a feeling of
pressure and weight and is hard and distended.
The blood soon absorbs poisons that
should have been expelled and loss of
flesh shows that the body is being poorly
nourished. Headaches becomerfrequent,
the patient is drowsy, irritable and sometimes faint.
Pinklets, the new laxative pills, do not
wear out their effect before accomplishing their work of correcting constipation,
because they do not stimulate the bowels
to over-exertion. They assist nature so
gently that the action is regular ard
thorough, yet without griping. Pinklrts
put the liver, stomach and bowels in harmonious, perfect working order.
A short trial of Pinklets will convince
you that they are the ideal laxative.
Every druggist can now supply you with
Pinklets at 25 cents per bottle. Write to
the Pr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.. l'or a Pinklet book tolling
all about the treatment of constipation.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal e£ all antiseptics is

discharge

have occasion for regret because of his

having

Startling Sensational
Return

Immediately Upon

Show

Doors Open at 1 and 7.
hour later.

official duties according to the laws of the State make this
office a burden to the county treasury and a source of gratificaA soluble Antiseptic Powder to
tion and encouragement to the criminal. An honest, efficient
be dissolved in water as needed.
administration of this office affords satisfaction and security to
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
or
all who believe in good government. If elected County Attorney in treating catarrh, inflammationthat
ulceration of nose, throat, and
of Waldo County I shall give my oath of office a rigid interpre- caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
the Lydia E. Pinkham
For ten
tation, and the public will receive the same diligence of service Medicineyears
Co. has recommended Paxtine
from me that an individual client has a right to expect. No in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
law-respecting citizen of Waldo County who gives me his active
who have been cured say

support will

This Season

ex™™
Parade

of

to

the

Grounds.

Round Trip Excursions...
...Special
Complete Performances Daily-2 ON
ALL RAILROADS TO THE

Women
it is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

BIG SHOW.

-
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PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable ;

Pinklets, the New Laxative,
Really Do Correct It.

Republican Candidate for County Attorney

Coming

TWO TRAINS OF DOUBLE LENGTH CARS WILL BRING IT TO YOU.

IS DANGEROUS

Mrs. Arthur Young visited over Sunday in Burnham at the home of Clarence
McAllisier and wife.

Wright.

Show

Only Big Responsible

CONSTIPATION

PERSONALS.

Mrs. Will Phillips returned Monday
from Stockton Springs,where she passed
the week-end with her sister, Mrs. Rose
Titcomb.
Mrs. Nellie Whitten of Enfield, who
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. William Dobson, has gone to Troy for a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.

The

u*'kv »ipa

w

PITTSFIELD

Contortionists, Trick Riders, Racing, Wonder Workers and Specialties.

Afternoon and Night.
Performances

,Jr’"

columns.

Past Graduates of Equestrianism, Animal Education, Acrobatic Gymnasts, Acrialists,

2

>

our

...Superbly Entertaining Program o! Thrilling and Amazing Acts...

street"parade ||

OF WINTERPORT.
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BTWAIT FOR IIS, WE ABE SURELY COMING!^

Pf~ Msk Fmr
ORIGINAL

.1

Children 25c.

Admission 35c.

} f IS TERROR T.

OF
H(

Belfast, Thursday, dune 1 8

Feed-Drink Lunch mt Fountains

sty?'

1

THE ONLY CIRCUS OF MERIT COMING!

j

ADVERTISEMENT.

POLITICAL

work which forms the walls for the spaThe upcious first story or basement.
A Home Letter from Mist Sadie
Cowen o f per part of the building is supported
from the basement floor by massive ceTroy.
ment piers and the basement itself is
Balasore, Indu. March 29, 1914
under drained and will have room for any
Dear Home Folks: Your last
week’, number of cattle or other stock.
newsamd the snow was
The first floor proper has a wide drivepiled high am
the cold waB intense. I don’t
wfnt
a
through the center and in the rear
way
your coldness, hut a little would fee
of each side are stalls and box stalls for
good just now. Our roasting season hai
about 20 head of horses. Each stall is
begun and the days I don't have to «
with an automatic hay chute.
provided
out in the sunshine seem
hotter that In the front are placed a well lighted
when I do. This is Sunday, and of
curst i tool room, a grain room and a lounging
I am home most of the day. Sundae
floor is arranged
| room or office. The next
school in the morning, and church in
the ! for an immense hay loft, a storage for
afternoon. Days when I go to Zenana
and two sleeping apartments, finwork, I go about 2 o’clock and get sc | grain
ished on the interior like a residence for
busy and interested I forget all about the hired men.
weather; but when I stay at home in a I The building is equipped with a special
comparatively cool house, I am miserably i stairway for stock, elevators, etc., and
hot.
an
furnishes the motive power
Miss Fenner from Rhode Island is still |1 for engine
pumping water, and performing vawith me and the joy of having some one rious
other services.
in the house with me is almost making i The
roof, seen from the interior, apmy grey hairs turn brown again. I didn’t pears to be an intricate maze of rafters
know it would be so nice to have some- I and braces and the whole
building is a
body to live with me. I think if Amy | model of skillful workmanship and a
Porter comes out, I shall try to capture credit to the
builder, Mr. Fogelman of
her for keeps.
! Red Lodge, Absarokee, Montana.
Then close by my house one of the !
Mr. Piper will be remembered as the
High school teachers and his sister are
living and we four sit out evenings on eldest son of Charles A. and Eudora
the piazza and read or play games, or (Pitcher) riper, both now deceased. He
J
talk, and have the nicest times. They, is a
very energetic young man and left
or at least the man, knows perfect, Engl
home
when in his teens for the West.
iish, has had a full college course, and is
bookkeeper and stenographer for Mr. He has a fine dwelling house on Valley
Frost in the office, and teacher in High View ranch, built a few years ago.
I
school as well. I’ve never had such nice
--

Is situated on Washington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
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YOUR CROPS DECIDE

you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

They will tell
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THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK
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BELFAST AGENTS.

JAcKsON & HALL

|

w

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the CouiiU^ at Belfa.-t, Maine.

Factory
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$1.00 for Three Months
Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new subscribers, first 3 months
$1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed coupon and sending to us, enclosing
$1 00, the Bangor Daily Navs will i>e sent the first 3 months to any aidress.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern. Northern and Central Maine,
first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press reports. All towns in Eastern.
Northern and Central Maine fully represented by regular Correspondents. After the
first 3 months the paper is sold at 50 cents a month.
The

for

----‘FILL THIS

ADDRESS.
PLEASE

FIND
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FOR
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X

S
A

SAME
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H. C. Hoffses

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

CLEANING.

Attorney at Law,

S TEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING

BELFAST, MAINE.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER
At 52High Street.
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JY

X

NAME.

ENCLOSED
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send the Bangor Daily News for three months to

(Please

X

Tel. 216-11-
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Practice in all Courts.

specaltv.

Probate practice
2tf

person
•riceless reward which
REMEDY
rho is working for the good of the other felRepuoiican journal OLD-TIME
member
that
MAKES_PURE BLOOD ! and feel
cornea to any

The

PUBLISHED

EVERY

THURSDAY

CHARLES

PILSBLIRY,

A.

#

| gusiness Manager

one
Advertising Terms. For one square,
one week
inc’i length in column, 25 cents for
insertion.
each
for
subsequent
and 25 cents
s
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
months; 50 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six

moiths.

Darn cut-worms!—Boston Globe.
Cut darn worms!

Col. Henry Watterson calls the British

suffragettes “screeching hell-cats.”
President Wilson forced his trust (oi
bills through the House last Fri-

bust)
day.

“Nebraska Editors to Live in Tents’
The live!
is a head-line in an exchange.
of most editors are intense.
It is cabled from England that Liptor
is confident now of winning the Ameribec a’s cup. But, as has been remarked
f

previous contests, “There's many
between the cup and Lip-ton.”

ore

£

j

I

tarrh,
of appetite, that tired feeling,
general debility.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been
tested forty years. Get it today.

hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o'clock, to which ali are welcome.

me

v

*.*.*.•

their

editor
Charles A. Filsbury, the veteran
is auof the Belfast Republican Journal,
that Normal
thority for the statement
to he called
School Hill in Machias used
Old Maids Hill. We wonder why.-Bosto

Globe.
We know, but wre’ 11
n

never

tell.

!

prayer meeting; SunThursday, evening,
at 10.45, morning worship; Sunday school
the

day,

12m.; evening service

at

7.30 p.

AT THE

joj

and

According to Presidiagnosis this depression
coasting trade is merely physco-

business just

now.

dent Wilson’s
the

in

’Jogical.

at
Flag Day will be observed next Sunday
the Baptist church and the pastor will take
for the subject of his morning sermou,‘‘Liberty
and National Power.” There w'll be several

extreme, or
head with a

there will be

an

MME. MARIA DIGABBI,
Prima Donna Soprano,

which he returned once or twice later only
to find that his waning strength would not permit him to continue. He is survived by his
wife and an infant daughter, Hope Heal; by
his parents, and by one sister, Mrs. Jennie
Gaskell of New York. He was a member of
Mt. Battie Lodge, Megunticook Encampment
and Cantons Molineau, I. 0. 0. F., all of Camlhe funeral was held at 1 p. m. June 5th
den.
at the home of his parents in the Wilband
house on Northport avenue, Rev. Walter F.
Sturtevant of the Baptist church officiating.
Mr. Ralph H. Howes of A. A. Howes & Co..
and ail their clerks, attended. The bearers
were Messrs. Orrin J. Dickey, Roscoe Arey,
Melvin O. Dickey, Edwin S. Perkins, John T.
Davis and Albra J. Clary of Penobscot Encampment, I. 0. 0. F. The interment was in Lincolnville, and a delegation of Camden Odd

Civil
9th and
in Maine, free for all, July 8th,
will be
15th, and it is presumed they
here is the
But—and
conducted.
fairly

joket—the

,jtt!e

appointment

can

r

affected by
post offices in Maine to be
the fcrtt riming examinations pay salaries

at
year up to $1,000,
becomes of the
an office
Senator Johnson and
class.

from $180

which point

features.

be

ade front one of the three leading candidates, and if a Democrat happens to be
be
second, or third, on the list it would
The 354
sa fe to bet on him as a winner.
■

L. McCann of Portland, Rev. R. B. MathEllsworth, Rev. H. I). French, Rev. C.
D. Booth bay, Rev. W\ H. Mousley and Prof.
Calvin M. C ark, executive committee. The
annual dinner at noon was one of the pleasant

a

presidential
Representative McGillicuddy,

The New Schooihouse Plans.
An

Made in the Front Eleva-

Improvement

tion.

Bonds all Sold but a Small Amount

and Work
Week.

Ready
At

a

for

Expected to Begin in About a
Hoped to Have the Building
Occupancy March 1, 1915.

meeting

Comp iny, held

of

the Belfast Public Buildings
office of the Superintend-

at the

Monday night at 7.30, the revisthe two ed elevation for the Church street side of the
Maine Democrats in Congress, will dis- proposed new schooihouse was submitted to
the members of the company for their approvtribute the spoils,
al. This revision provides for a central enIn a recent write-up in the Boston trance with a landing on the first floor. The
same general style of architecture is carried
Glc b« the claim was made that the recout here as is shown on the other sides of the
ord of the editor of The Journal of 35
which adds very much to the general
“is without an building,
years continuous service
This entrance is
appearance of this side.
The
to
that
As
equal in Few England.”
made possible by a slight change in the arFairhaven, Mass., Star, C. D. Waldron i rangement of the windows lighting the gymnasium and it can be done without using any of
nroprietor, says:
As for the record of continuous ser- the gymnasium room. This new elevation met
vice Fairhaven can offer an example that with the hearty approval of all the members
is a little better. The publisher of this of the company.
active head
paper has not only been the
At this meeting the subscription list for
of the Fairhaven Star for 35 years (Feb.
bonds was checked over and it was found that
46, 1914) but can claim the credit of hav- the
This
present arrangement will c»re for the full
ing established the paper as well.
issue of $85,000 worth of bonds, with the exwas in 1879.
of $6,000, and these are under-written
We are not responsible for the write- ception
parties. It is confidently exby
responsible
do
and
not
did
in the
inspire it,

Globe,

up

Know

no

now

j_
-wnu uuuuitu

be
flattering mention. We should not
surprised if there were other claimants

on
for the record for continuous service
we take
paper; but in the meantime
iff our hat to our Fairhaven contem-

one

continue
porary and trust his Star may
t o shine for many more years.

ent of Schools

pected

that

tome

parties

who have not

already

subscribed for the bonds will be glad to do so
within the next week or ten days. The showing was so good that the members of the Comthe
pany were unanimous in their opinion that
time had arrived for them to actually begin
the delivery of the bonds, and it is hoped that
the entire issue will be delivered and paid for
within a few days. This will make it possible
P/rnirvinir

en'-f-r

into

contract

Hull, general secretary, and Wes
with the builders and thereby enable them to
of the State Sunday School Asso- i begin work at once. It is confidently expectciation,ar: ived June 3rd to remain over Sunday ed now that actual work will be begun within a
in the interests of undenominational work in week. The first thing of course will be the
the Sunday schools. A union meeting was
tearing down or the removal of the two buildbeld. at the Baptist church June 3rd al ings now on the lot. This can be done while
7.30 p. m„ ar.d Sunday morning Mr. Hull the building material is being procured and
occupied the Universalist pulpit and ad. landed on the spot ready for use. In making
Rev. G. J.

ley 3.

Weir

dressed the Methodist Sunday school at noon
Mr. Weir occupied the Unitarian pulpit in the

morning and spoke to the Baptist Sunday
school at noon. Sunday evening a unior
held in the North Church
was
a ervice
tbe city pastors assisting Messrs. Hull anc
Weir in an interesting and helpful service
Mr. Hull spoke of adult work in the Sunday
school and the influence of parents attendanci
in keeping the boys and girls in the schools
Mr. Weir spoke of the work in general, anc
from his thorough knowledge of State conditions gave interesting examples of wbat if
done by systematic endeavor, with comparative statistics. Both are expert Sunday schoo
workers and their visit in Belfast and Waldo
county- will result in much good in this brand
church of work.
Bev. D. L. Wilson of Central Church sup

plied at the People’s Baptist Church Sunday
evening in response to a telephone call fron
Bev. S. A. Evens, who was shipwrecked in ■
launch between the two gstes in Back River

He went down to Barter’s bland with thi
Blown Sunday school cbes to conduct an afterms service and on their way home the gasp
dine gave eat end the party did not arrive ii
town until nine o’clock.—Bath Independent.

bellows

met me

remains

at

me

cemetery

unu

conducted their burial service at the grave.
The untimely death of this exemplary young
man is deeply regretted by all who knew him
and general sympathy is expressed for the
young

wife,

so

sadly bereaved.

On the morning of May 22nd Mrs Rosanna
Gilley, wife of Laureston C. Ciiley of Brooks,
passed to the higher life after a long illness
and most severe suffering. The deceased was
born in Monroe April 5, I860, the daughter of
Noah L). and Elzada (Sprague) Sargent. She
was educated in the schools of her native town

of

j

1

Phone 07-2

and made her home there until her marriage,
since which she had resided in Brooks, Later
she obtained a musical education both vocal
and instrumental, and taught classes in music
until failing health compelled her to abandon
it. She and her husband were converted to
the religious life many years ago and became
members of the Christian Church in Monroe,
La'.er
ar. organization no longer in existence.
they united with the Congregational church in
unof
a
sincere
and
Brooks. Kindness
heart,
affected devotion to her friends and family,
were perhaps the most prominent characteristics of the deceased. With these were combined persistence and energy in performing
the duties of life. During her long and distressing illness, with several severe surgical
operations 6he was most tenderly cared for by

h‘.r husband, and everything possible was dona
Besides
to restore her to health, but in vain.
her husband she is survived by three brothers,
Simon Sargent, Noah P. Sargent and George
Sargent, all of Monroe. In accordance with
the wishes of the deceased the funeral services
at her late home were very simple, the Rev.
David Brackett officiating. Ths interment was
injthe new cemetery in Brooks.
The

mystery which

we

all

shall know

Why mortals have to suffer so
Will no longer be concealed
But all the hidden things revealed.
Then we shall know upon that day
There

surely

was no

other way

Joys eternal, peaceful rest.
God's ways surely are the best.
Poor suffering soul we now rejoice
That you obeyed the Saviour's voice

called you from this world of sin
Where everlasting joys begin.
He’s

M.

GIOVANNI GATH,
Prime Tenure.

and novel program
Augmented by some new world-famed artist.-, with an entirely new
ballet
of concert and opera, and with an added feature in the form of a beautiful bevy of
Grand Opera
dancers from the Boston Opera House, the splendid aggregation of Boston
Wednesday
Singers which toured Maine the past season, will pay us a visit at the Colonial
evening, Jane 17th.
Brilliant as were the artists the‘last time, ml delightful as the program presented
then was, the coming engagement holds forth some new artists of even greater brilliancy,
and promises a program, which for variety and novelty, has never been surpassed anywnere,

'

Belfast. \jt

23 West Charlton street. She was three years
The funeral will take
and nine months old.
place at the home at 3 o’clock this afternoon,
Rev. Paul W. Ellis, pastor of the Wesjey
Monumental Methodist church, will conduct
the services. Interment will be in Laurel
Grove cemetery.
WEDDING BELLS.
Hopkins-Dukgin-

The marriage of Carl H.

Hopkins of Camden and Miss Stella M. Durgin of Belfast took place in Bangor Monday

RHEUMATISM ARRESTED

-Z

=30err;
1

A
CHANCE
j
TO MAKE
A DOLLAR

j

rarely equaled even in the larger cities, like Boston and New York.
Five of last season's great company will be heard again, lime. Maria DiGabbi, dramatic
to. Nikola Oulukonoff. the ‘vinous Russian
soprano, M Giovanni Gatti, a really great tenor,
and Iasi, but by no
baritone, Mile. Ernestine Gauthier, the petite prima donna contralto,
hassn. Of the new singers in
means least, Mr. Edgar Littleton, the magnificent American
in the company is M. Luigi
the aggregation, perhaps |the greatest interest will center
who brought to this country triumphs from nearly all
tenor
a
golden-voiced
Mainiero, great
the big European opera houses.
beside the music lovers, is the petit ballet
A feature which is going to delight others
These young ladies were selected for their
of solo dancers from the Boston Opera House.
will contribute to the
remarkable beauty as well as for their terpsicnorean ability. They
"Dance of the Hours” from Gioconda, and also a portion of
bewitching
the
program
has won unstinted praise in every city thus far visited.
This

My Grocery Business

on

Main

Street, Belfast, Me.

U. G. FERNALD.

novelty

Copelia.

and concert. Eight big operatic
musical part of the program will be com posed of opera
del destino,” made famous by Caruso and Scotti,
numbers, moulding the Duet from “Forza
and other equally well known ensemble numbers
the thrilling "Duet from Andre Chenier,"
will be An Act of Martha, sung complete in
will make up the concert part. The opera
English, with costumes and scenery.
which will .be Monday, June 15th, mail orders will
Previous to the public sale of tickets,
ko ranoived and filled carefully in the order of receipt.
The

Fire

BASE BALL.
Eastern

At

POLITICAL ADVKCII'

ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL

J. hTsAYWAKi»
JAMES H. CILLEY
Republican Candidate for Clerk of Republican Candidate i
1

Courts.

Courts.

Among the list of name*
Secy, of State, for Stat.
before the primaries to be
inst. is that <»f J. H. Saywa
who is a candidate for th*.

Palermo

of

Waterville, Jane 8. A fire today, which
destroyed the farm building; of A J. Tubey

Maine League Schedule.

in Palermo, spread to the hail of the Ladies’
first announcement of the schedule of J Improvement Society an*-burned that building
lea
together with a valuable collection of antiqu< a
jue
Baseball
Maine
Eastern
Tames for the
be of historic interest. The building itself was a
has been made, and while the dates may
landmark, having been erected many years ago
suit conditions, as the home of the Branch Mills Academy.
changed a little in the season to
the schedule will be substantially as announced.
Mrs. Harvey S. Ware died at her home in
Jair.f s McThe league officials have engaged
offici- Brooklyn, N. Y May 27th, after a long illne.s,
Innis of Gloucester, Mass., as one of the
an
Mrs. Ware
following a nervous breakdown.
al umpires, and Mr. Hodkins of Hampden,
was formerly Miss Nellie E. Newbert and hold-timer, who has umpired the hlg league
a try-out.
early life was spent in Belfast, where she had
games, is to be given
friends. After her marriage to Mr. Ware
In the schedule just announced Bangor plays many
from home, she lived in New York city for some time, later
59 games; 31 at Bangor and 28 aw ay
at home and going to New Jersey. About two years ago
and has seven Saturday games
from home.
they moved to Brooklyn. Beside her husband
eight Saturday games away
2S at Brewer and 31 she leaves one brother, Albert H. Newbert of
Brewer plays 59 games;
and has eight Saturday games Rockland, Maine, and a sister, Mrs. Frank Veraway from home,
from mily, of Bound Brook, N. J.
Funeral services
at home and seven Saturday games away
were held May 29th at her late home, No. 151
home.
Town and
Clarkson Avenue, and the interment was in
Old Town plays 59 games; 29 at Old
from home, and has eight Saturday Greenwood Cemetery.
The

30 away
games at home

and

seven

Saturday

games

and 27
games; 32 at Belfast
and has seven Saturday games
Saturday games away from

having the extra Saturday game
59 games away
at home lose three out of the
from home.
9th. At
The first games were played June
4 to
Old Town the local team defeated Belfast,
of South Brewer
1, and at Bangor the Easterns
Yesterdefeated the Bangor team. 12 to 5.
and
were Belfast at Old Town

Call for the Waldo County
sive Convention.
T

r.t

1Q1Q

Progress-

k„n;nn

tn

enact a law whereby the Progressive Party of
Maine can lawfully participate in the direct
primaries, the Progressives of Waldo County
are hereby inviled to send
delegates to a
County Convention to be held at the Court
House in Belfast on the twenty-seventh day
of June, 1914, at ten o'clock in the forenoon
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
the following County offices, viz., State Sen-

---

at Belfast
at Belfast
13—Bangor at Brewer;
at Belfast
at
Bangor
Brewer;
Old
Town
16—
17— Old Town at Brewer; Bangor at Belfast
at Bangor
Belfast
19— Brewer at Old Town;
ator, County Clerk, County Attorney, Sheriff,
20— Brewer at Old Town; Belfast at Bangor Register of Deeds, County Treasurer and Coun23— Brewer at Belfast; Old Town at Bangor ty Commissioner, and also to select a County
24— Brewer at Belfast; Old Town at Bangor ! Committee for the ensuing two years.
26— Belfast at Brewer; Bangor at Old Town
The City of Belfast and each of the several
27— Belfast at Brewer; Bangor at Old Town I towns in the County shall be entitled to one
\ 30
Belfast
at
Town
Old
at
for every fifty
Brewer;
-Bangor
j delegate and one alternate
votes cast for Progressive presidential electCollege Championship Games.
ors in November, 1912, and one additional delBowdoin and Bates are tied for the State egate for a majority fraction of fifty votes so
championship as the result of the annual Ivy cast.
All voters in the County of Waldo who be5th.
Day game, played in Brunswick June
lieve in the principles of the Progressive Party
Bowdoin winning 4 to 1. Bowdoin won the and who intend to vote for the Progressive
of Bates' errors, candidates at the coming election are invited
game by taking advantage

j

to

participate

in the

caucuses

He

dent

Reward

Republienr

served

his

tov.

and

business
of

the

rnana.

r.

exeeur

Freedom Academy Assoc .:
Mr. Cilley was born in Waldo, Me., May 25,
which the citizens of iisor
187?, and received, his early education in the ^
public schools of his native town. He later pride.
Mr. Say ward was the non
attended the State Normal School at Castine
of clerk of courts in 191" t
and after finishing his education engaged 'in
with every republican nonm
His success as a teacher caused his
teaching
At that election the to*
of
townsmen to elect him
a

position he
a

has held for three years.
member of the Grange when

has always been active
serving his tenth
and
year as Master of Silver Harvest Grange
has tilled most of the subordinate offices, as
well as Lecturer of the Pomona Grange.
He is Deputy State Commander of the

Knights of Maccabees
State installing officer.

now

of the World and also

For seven years he has been a director and
collector of the Liberty & Belfast Telephone
and Telegraph Co., and also collector of the
Waldo & Penobscot Telephone Co., positions
he now holds, and holds without bonds, handling
several thousands of dollars
annually, an

speaks more eloquently than
words for his honesty and integrity.
He has always been a Repub'ican and stands
squarely on the platform of the party, adopted
endorsement that

at

last State

the

trness

for the

convention.

made a gain of ten votes for
most towns in the county an
loss. The vote for governor
courts in Thorndike was as f<

Governor
Bert M. Fernald, R 90
F. W. Plaisted, L>.06
VOTE

1. 1:
Geo

OF THE CO'

Governor
Bert M. Fernald R.
F. W. Plaisted, L>.
Clerk of Cour
J. H. Say ward, R.
Geo. I Keating, D.
The above mentioned factto the esteem ami confided
is held by his co *
citizens at. home and it
office in his keeping would

Sayward

a painstaking and dignifi
To the Republican voterYour assistance is solicited.

His eminent

position should commend him

careful consideration of the voters and
his nomination and election.
If elected he pledges himself to fulfill the
duties of the office in a manner that wili add
to

the

ensure

strength

and credit

to the

party that elected

Kim

to select dele-

$100

has

mrrnber

No Need '(

gates to this Convention.
The several delegations shall have power to
fill vacancies.
The Committee on credentials will be in session at the Court House at ten o’clock a. m. on
Convention morning to receive and act upon
credentials.
Per order of .the County Committee,
R. A. Peavey, Chairman.
Lewis B. Nickerson, Secretary.

$100

the

selectmen live years, and
chairman.
He has leen a director
Telephone Co. since its in.
and is now serving his lift:

but 14 years of age and
in the work. He is

The teams

on

Mr. Say ward has aiwty;
the Uepubi
served twenty-four year*
mitteeand sixteen as i:s c

He became

home.

rts

the ranks of

schools,

home,
atjhome and eight
away from

co

County.

Superintendent

away from home.
Belfast plays 59

Beach, President
of the Bangor Theological Seminar.yperformresidence.
at
his
They came
ing the ceremony
down river by boat Tuesday afternoon and
went directly to their home in Camden, The
he passing five men.
bride ie the daughter of the late Myra Pen- asd Lindquist's wildness,
dleton and Elbridge Henderson Durgin of The features were the work of McElwee and
to have the Islesboro and has been employed for some
Weatherill in the field for Bowdoin and the
up the contract it is expected
time as local and toll operator in the exbuilding completed in time for occupancy change of the Waldo Telephone Co., making batting of Knight and Fuller. At Lewiston,
about March 1,1915.
her home with her sister, Mrs George E. Kit- June 9th, BateB won the championship defeatThe road leading from the organization of tredge. The groom is the son of G. Clifford ing Bowdoin, 12 to 10.
of Camden. He left the U. of M.
the Belfast position occupied by this company Hopkins
Short Stops.
without comp\eting the course to take a res
has been at times a rough one. There have ponsible position with the Knox Telephone
June
3rd, Castine High defeated
At
Castine,
been some unpleasant features, some experi- Co. at Camden and was recently appointed
a
vis- Belfast High, 14 to 7, in an interesting game.
that have been discouraging, and it is wire chief. The groom haa been frequent
ences
itor in Belfast and both bride and groom have
Colby defeated Bates last Saturday.in an exonly due to the unselfish loyalty of all the many frieada here who extend both congratuhibition game at Gardiner by a s core of 6 to 6.
members of the company that it is possible for ationa and beat wishes.
Ten innings were required.
them to report the splendid achievements of
Lawrence High school baseball team defeattoday. Some misunderstanding may possibly
ed Freedom Academy Wednesday afternoon,
have gotten into the minds of some people in
June 3rd, in a 10-inning game on the West
relation to the purpose of this organization;
street dia mo nd, Fairfield, by a score of 7 to 6.
tortures
of
suffer
the
people
Many
it
are
of
therefore let us say that all members
muscles and stiffened joints because
lame
By deafeating Westbrook Seminary. 4 to 3,in
kind.
serving without remuneration of any
of impurities in the blood, and each suc- a great 9-inning battle on the Seminary
They have freely given of their time, they ceeding attack seems more acute until grounds Saturday afternoon, the base ball team
of Hebron Academy becomes the acknowledged
have paid a great deal of the expense such as
rheumatism has invaded the whole system.
champion of the State amongst the private
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as imtelephone and telegraph bills, postage, travelto
general health as preparatory schools.
ling expenses, etc., without askiog anything portant improve your
to purify your blood, and the cod liver oil
U. of M. won a featureless game from the
is
completed,
in return, and when the building
Easterns team at South Brewer, Saturday, by
inScott’sEmulsion is nature’sgreat bloodwhich we trust will be in about eight months,
maker, while its medicinal nourishment the score of 6 to 1.
the members of this Company, together with
strengthens the organs to expel the
On the Congress street grounds last Satura
impurities and upbuild your strength.
many of the City officials, wlU have given
day afternoon, Belfast High defeated Camden
Scott’s Emulsion is helping thousands
High. 9 to 8, in a 9-inning game. The score
great deal of their time and thought and coneveryday who could not find other relief,' was 8 to 8 against Belfast at tha end of the 8th
tributed large sums in personal expense withthe
Refuse
alcoholic substitutes.
inning.
out receiving anything in return except that
afternoon. Rev. David Nelson

ci".—

zAND.”

and

Savannah, Ga., Evening News of June
following notice of the death of
the daughter of Mrs. Oscar B. Smith, formerly day's games
Miss Mary Carter, daughter of Fred G. and
Easterns at Bangor.
Jennie Riggs Carter of Belfast:
i»uuc,cav.uD..v
1 ne scneume
After an illness of six weeks, Phyllis, the
played, is as follows:
only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar B. Smith,
12 -Bangor at Brewer; Old Town
died yesterday at the home of her parents, No.
Old Town
The

4th has the

~=51|c=ioii5]rc:

I

Wilson

to

bert

ews

j

SOUTHWORTH,

12 Main St.

Mabel Heal of Camden, Rev. David

performing the ceremony at the
Congregational parsonage, and they began
housekeeping in the Marsh house, corner of
Church and Market streets. In February last
Mr. Andrews was compelled by increasing illness to give up his work in the Howes store,

im-

I

you

I FOR SALE

Mrs. W. F. Sturtevant and Miss
Maud E. Mathews were chosen delegates from
the Belfast Baptist church to the Northern
Baptist Convention to be held in Boston next
week. Miss Frances A. Sargent also expects
to attend. Following this convention Mr. Sturtevant will attend the Sunday school convention in Chicago and a onvention of Young People’s societies in Kansas City, Mo.

the

your

please

critical despite the unusual precautions of the
and nurses and the case was found to
be a hopeless one. He was born in Lincolnville, the son of Alton E. and Lillian 6. Sholtz

L.

Republi- lawn. Monday evening
vention. As to his getting
he portant official board meeting and all are urged
nomination, we hope not; but if
to attend.
£*>
He
follow.
will
surely
does, his defeat
The commencement exercises of the Bangor
aforemalice
deliberately, and with
3d.
of the pre- Theological Seminary were held June
thought, ensured the election
Percv J. Clifford, formerly of this city, was
this
made
has
which
sent administration,
one of the graduates and was vic« president
abroad and
of the class. Ai the annual meeting of the
country an object of ridicule
at home.
Alumni Association in the morning the followdealt a death blow to prosperity
ing officers were elected. Rev. A. M. Cousins
Postmaster General Burleson (from of Brewer, president; Rev. T. P. Williams of
scheme
a
whereby
Houlton, vice president; Rev. Edwin C. Brown
Texas) has devised
he can of Bangor,
secretary and treasurer; Rev. Herunder the guise of civil service

cover

i'~-~-joj

Miss Vera

can

little ot both, we will
Straw Hat that will

new

j

25 years, 6 months and 7 days. He had been ill
for some time with jaundice, appendicitis and
other complications and had delayed the operation on account of ill health of Mrs. Andrews.
He realized that the operation would he very

service.

Rev. and

a

RALPH D.

Andrews. The family later moved to Northfarm for a
port and carried on the French
number of years before coming to Belfast.
A. A.
Young Andrews entered the employ of
Howes & Co., in February, 1913, and his strict
attention to business, genial disposition and

that
Gen. Nelson A. Mites predicts
At the Methodist church next Sunday the
the
fight
make
will
•'Theodore Roosevelt
term; pastor, Rev. Horace B. Sellers, will preach on
jf hjg life for another presidential
at the morning
of the Repub- "The Stewardship of Wealth”
that he will be the nominee
service and on "An Ethical God” at the evenoverbe
will
he
that
lican party, and
service. He will speak at the Brainard
state- ing
whelmingly defeated.” The first
schoolhouse in West Northport Sunday at 2.30
a prediction.
ment is a fact rather than
p. m. The young people’s chorus will rehearse
before the
It is the same old fight, begun
Friday at 7.15 p. m. There will be work all
conday Saturday on the tennis court at the church
nomination of Taft at the Chicago

over iu
turn the fourth class post; omces
the hungry and expectant Democrats.
to be held
service examinations are

you’ll see every style that is right, in every
shape that is fashionable, at every price that is
practical. Whether your taste be conservative,

g

The services for the week at the Baptist
it is stated that the recent primary church will be as follows: prayer meeting this
the
won for him the approval
election in Pennsylvania will cost
Thursday, evening; morning worship, Sunday pleasing manner soon
a
the friendship of his fellow
at 10.45 a. m ; Sunday School at noon; Christ- of his employers,
State at least $500,000 and possibly
of all with whom he
alian Endeavor meeting at 6 30 p. m.; evening clerks and the regard
million. This is paying dear for an
he married
reform.
service at 7.30 d. m. followed by the baptismal came in contact. March 23, 1913,
; eged reform that does not

gasolene

;

“Home of Good Values’ !

surgeons

m.

baptisms at the evening service.

that the
The Portland Press reports
schooners and
Maine coasting packets,
steamers, are not doing much

“Straws"

Fred Irving Andrews died at the Tapley
Hospital Wednesday afternoon, Jane 3d, aged

The

will he

at

AT THE COLONIAL THEATRE

OBITUARY.

11

..

heard from.
vester Trusts, ha'- not been

Wednesday Evening, June 17th

at

—

ui

iaie

See the !
New

COMING TO BELFAST

that Spring street will be discontinued
between Church and Court Streets, that the
building may have a better setting and that
additional room may be had for the children's
playground. The day i6 not far distant when
we show
The Churches.
we will be able to rejoice together as
Belour friends, and the State at large, that
There will be an Episcopal service next Sun- fast is still leading in the line of progress.
day at 3 30 p. m. in the North Church vestry. We are told by several men who have carefulwe are to have one
Preaching service at North Belfast as usual ly examined the plans that
in the
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, followed of the best school buildings anywhere
^
State of Maine, outside of the large cities.
by Sunday school.
bonds
As a final word, let us say that these
The morning service at the First Parish
investment; they are non taxable,
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sun- are a good
would
they pay 5 per cent interest, and we
day. The Sunday school meets at 11.45.
be very glad if more of the n could be taken by
The regular services at the Universalist
All
the citizens of Belfast in small amounts.
church next Sunday will be as follows:
three of the banks are ready to assist anyone
preaching service at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday who wishes to purchase one of these bonds,
school at noon.
and they can be obtained by application at any
The Christian Scientists hold services in
one of the banks.

$13,366.90^of

Jr er kins,

Boston Grand Opera Singers!

every

sure

hoped

services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
held at 10.30 a. m„ followed by the
have i Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
The Massachusetts Progressives
at 2.30 p. m folio wed by Sunday school.
their proposed $50,raised
Geo. W.
The services for the week at the MethEvidently
fund.
>00 campaign
1
Thla

3lip

very

Company will feel more than repaid
tfhen the day comes for them to dedicate this
use
tplendid building ana turn it over for the
)f the school children of the City of Belfast.
There is still much that needs to be done,
and this can be much easier accomplished if
sverybody will work together and instead of
holding back .will use their utmost endeavor
to push the good thing along. It is earnestly

Purify your blood by taking
This mediHood’s Sarsaparilla.
cine lias been and still is the people s
medicine because of its reliable
character and its wonderful success
in the treatment of the common disand ailments—scrofula, caeases
rheumatism, dyspepsia, loss

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

we

dw;
*f the
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for

a

edisonI
Diamond i

^

Phonograph |

Holder
-The ASBESTOS
SAD IRON
has

a

hood which bottles

up

the

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
heat
keeps the handle cool.
Radiation from the top of the iron
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
| is completely checked.
The iron stays hot a long time.
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s catarrh
You don't have to carry an AsCare is the only positive cure now known to
bestos Sad Iron to and from
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a conthe stove so often. The Asbesstitutional disease, requires a constitutional
tos is designed for the comfort
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inI
of the woman who irons.
and
blood
the
ternally, acting directly upon
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up the
CARLE &
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
BELFAST, MAINE.
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Accidents will ns ppen, nut the best regulatSend for list of testimonials.
D r. Thomas’ Electric Oil for
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O. ed families keep
such
emergencies. Two sice s 26 tnd CCc at al
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
stores.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
—

j

JONES

Scratch
l
FOR SALE IN WALDO CO

CARLE &

JONEs

BELFAST, MAINE

1

The northwest gale last Friday morning,
which destroyed a maple tre* on achoolhonse
common, did more or less minor damage about
the city in breaking limbs from shade trees,etc.
of the Hoepital Aid will
Circle
Sewing
At Pearl Brook farm the wind took the hind
TW
next
Abbott
G.
Mondey
,Uh Mrs Gilee
wheels under a load of loose hay clear from the
per' *
:
and turned the load completely over.
ground
* fterno00,
of the earliett
harles D. Harriman.one
The blow-out of tbe cable of the Penobscot
''if
■ froet
quite
reported
milkmen,
cjty
| Bay Electric Company that croases the Penobof **
aarly Tuesday morning.
scot river near Bucksport, caused by the elecfisl
Bi„dgett, 33 Cedar street, sharpened, tric storm May 31st, was a serious mishap and
■4
mowers last season}
lawn
80
set
and
Mr. A. C.
involved considerable expense.
this time has had over E0.
Hopkins, the local manager, has been at the
J
*"
Stine Hall, who recently took a poa scene with expert help from Chicago, Boston
11 ctiri
course in the Neurological Hoepital, and Rockland.
Pjrk, a nurse at the Tapley hospital,
Mrs, Mary S. Whitmore, Main street, has a
from Twin Lakes,
a teletrram Tuesday
with a history. It is 27 years old an*®
ily
:fl
this
under
comes
that
take a case
j Icame from Fniitland Park, Fla. It has two
! stalks, one with four and the other with three
aerial'?Stars,
H Leahy of the Boston Opera
blossoms of a beautiful cardinal with white
June
Colonial
17th,
Bays
The
at
j;r he
veins. The flowers are six inches in diameter.
was
“1
talking
Manager Bray:
,, r u,
It is* Johrsnian amaryllis.
V Mr. Lakey, a musician who lived for Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the G.
■/
in Belfast. He heard the company
last Tuesday,
weeks ago, and declared that A. R., et their regular meeting
i|,, afew
:C
elected the following delegates to the State
a success in
kind
of
the
biggest
1 make
it WOtU"^
Encampment: Mrs. Augusta Fletcher, presiBelfast.
dent, Mrs. Julia G. McKeen, department chapR. Circle will tender
G.
A.
the
of
T,f [ adies
lain, Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney, Mrs. Nettie Merriof the Auxiliary totion to the Ladies
thew, Mrs. Dora Bridges, Mrs. Lottie McDonAll
to
7.30.
Friday, evening from 645
ald, Mrs. Mary Collins.
,r w
Ice cream and cake will be serv;
Monday, June 15th, from 8 to 10 p. m., Rev.
S‘t
will be opeued to the public at
Lhe doors
and Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl will hold an inthat follows. The
entertainment
f.,r the
formal reception in the Congregational parwill consist of singing, reading and
nasonage, High street, which will be in the
?r't
to
all
children,
appropriate
i<e by
ture of a house-warming. Members of the

of Rodtland has op—ad
Heights for the oom>

Belfast
-j^e News of

!

next Sunday.

■

/r

this week.

_‘sl

.;r.

I

and give the usual space to

our

rrespondence.
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Republican candidate for the
CrDckett is a native of Prospect
the

Hospital Club. Atameetavith Miss Maude B. Steward at 4
..o.nty

Dr.

still retains an interest in the affairs of his home
county and his comments on men and things

last Monday evening, the Waliiospital Club was organized, with

ect

and

elsewhere in the State, past and
present, were original and interesting. Come
again, doctor.

here and

Mar*

Miss

Senate.

u-ning officers: President,
Keene: Secretary, Mrs. Maine Hills;
r.. -#r. Miss Maude B. Steward; member*
The graduating class of B. H. S. accompanied
:tee, Mrs. E. A. Wilson, Mrs. Oscar
the school ball team to Freedom, Monday, to
Mrs. W. B. Woodbury, Mrs. Carl H.
! meet the Academy team. The score was 5 to 1
Mrs. John T. Davis, Mrs. Leroy A.
!
The young ladies
Freedoms.
Miss
Amy in favor of the
Mrs. George E. Kittredge,
,0
!
lunches under the trees and on the
Mrs. Herbert Seekins, Mrs. Virgil took their
j,
j
I
of the hotel and also enjoyed the
Oiher committees will be appointed veranda
I ..
I
of the young ladies of the Academy,
made for work in all possible ways courtesies
the domitory and the school building,
visiting
will
be
|
The
meetings
the
(
hospital.
They changed their plan of remaining to the
j other Tuesday.
! evening exercises and left for home about 7
1 cement is now on at the University
I o’clock. Several of the young men of the
The exercises of the graduating
ie.
class were called home earlier on business.
The
Bangor
Daily
held
Monday.
...pre
The steamer Catherine
Steamer Notes.
News says:
Crocker of Belfast, gave the class went on the Rockland-Sedgwick route last
and much appreciated. week, leaving Sedgwick at 3 p. m. daily, exj j .. ..... inch was witty
forth in a modest way the superiorcept Sundays, for Rockland. Her inter mediate
ver any class that ever graduated,
to the fact landings include Dirigo, Eggemoggin, South
with
We

[

j

!

pride

point

the

-, a

a.

close

wun

a

cane.

ruur
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have
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THE MAINE SCHOOL

FOR

THE

Wadlin. who was graduated
e Maine School for the Deaf in Portland
to
Isit «e<r. came to his home in Belmont
?pen: the summer vacation with his grandHe was very fortunate for he had
:aer.

off at this point in his education but
expects u enter Gallaudet College in Washingin two years. He is going back to
ion,
v

m.

come

to be

5 p. m.,

fall to take a post
order to fit for college.

Up-Day.

cation of the

Last

Monday

at the
Miss Claribel Marsh, chief operator
taking a two
Western Union Telegraph offiee.is
of Bangor is aubweeks' vacation. Miss Elgee
her.
for
btituting
Ms interest in
Walter A. Decrow ha» sold
his partner. George
the Belfast Printing Co. to
the business.
W. Smith, who will continue
needed rest.
Mr. Decrow will take a much

owners

t

and occupants of

tiiat the fire

an

the

program:
1. Liszt.

Gipsy Dance from
Rhapsody

in

Barracks, the Dunton summer home at
The Battery, is undergoing many improvements, including a bath room. Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Dunton and Miss Margaret A. Dunton
will move down for the summer as soon as the

Horace and Alice, the little son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, are
happy in the possession of a five-months old
Shetland pony that arrived from Boston Monday. “Speck” will grow up with the children
and be ready to drive when they are large
enough to handle the reins.

The following letLetters.
remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending June 8th. Ladie3—
Mrs. Elvin Hanson, May L. Hanson, Miss Carrie I. Sherman, Helen K.O’Meara. Gentlemen
Charlie Carl, E. F. Sanborn, Franklin Went-

names

Globe announced last

of the winners

of

prizes

week

10

Specials
of the Big Sale
until 4 p. m.

Day

Prices Regardless of their COST

the

in its last

"book lovers picture game.” In all, the Globe
distributed $10,000 in prizes. The big one,
$2,000, was awarded to Miss Alice M. Parnell
of Charlestown, Mass. There were nine other
at $10
prizes from $100 to $1,500, about 100
each, and the other winners, a long list, got
each. Mrs. Louise Royal of this city won

Remember this sale Begins
and continues for 10 days.

$5.00
a $5 prize.

Keyes orchestra furnished music.

Discount

a

All Coats and Suits Marked at

completed.

The Boston

specially priced

%

worth.

4.
5.

Donizetti.

3.

give is, that
perfectly satisfactory.

The only

prices

are

reason

that

Then why not call and see
Shop,” located “at the sign of
of Commercial and High Streets.

Saturday,

June

13,

JAMES H. HOWES
"

■

———--
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.

Candidate
For County Attorney

Republican

}

g

at “The Sanitary

good heating,”

corner

j

|

■

|

Thank You

ment.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Avard Craig.
Waltz.
Beulah Young.
Pleyel. Minuet.
Robert Titherington.
Uurlitt. Polonaiae.
Ethel Hall.
Atherton. Sprites at Play.
Dana Pattee.
Phelps. Silvan Dreams.
Alice Sanborn.
Cadman. The Coy Princess.
Uns Greenlaw.
Hunten. Lea Bords du Rhin.
Maud Field.
Lack. Idilio.
Mary Hayes.
Lebierre. Tarentella.
Doris Clifford.
Chaminade. Arlequine.
Doris Roberts.
Sinding. Rustle of Spring.
Marguerite Owen,
Behr.

At the regular meeting of Emma White
Barker Tent, D. of V., Wednesday nigh*, June
8d, there were initiations and Flag Day was
observed. Miss Alice E. Simmons read The
Flag of the Shenandoah. The Tent accepted
an invitation tendered by A. Perry Coombs to
take a trip to Castine on the steamer Golden
Rod, the date to be arranged later. Refreshments were served, for which ten cents was
charged,the proceeds going to the State departThe next
ment for the convention fund.
meeting will be held June 24th owing to the
State convention, which comes on June 17th
President Etta E. Savery, vice
and 18th.
president Annie M. Frost, secretary Alice E.
Simmons and color bearer, number one. Miss
Florence Kimball, will attend the convention,
which will be held in Lewiston.

If you’re going away this sumand want to take your Edison,
let us box i t properly for you.
mer

1

Come and be Welcome.

Carle & Jones,
Edi«on Cylinder Phooogrmpb.
Ambaroli VIII.

us

our

The Daughter of the Regi-

If there is any record you would
like to hear before deciding to purchase it, come in and let us play it
for you.
If you find in'.the June list something that strikes your fancy, mention it and let us play it for you.
If you are in doubt what new
Ik
records to consider, let us help you
decide.

|

we can

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending June 10, 1904:
John B. Wight, Wayland, Mass, to Ralph W.
; Milliken, Marlboro, Mass; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
j! Clara B.
Pillsbury, Unity, to George Pillsdo; land in Unity.
j bury,
Jesse
E.
Staples. Belfast, to Charles W. Lanj
caster, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
1
Emma J. Morrill, Providence, R. I., to Arthur W. Leonard, Morrill; land in Morrill,
j Laura V. Shibles, Knox, to James W Twee! die, Thornd ike; land in Thorndike.
Lincoln G Monroe, Thorndike, to Nellie M.,
Marion C. and Gladys L. Monroe, do; land and
| buildings in Thorndike.

j
!

Tel. 143-14

Doris ratterson.

INVITATION

j

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Just remember that JONES & SNOW are perfectly
willing to talk things over and advise you. And when we
express our opinion we think of your interests. For your
interest rebounds in future business for us,

We want you to call and be
welcome. We want you to feel that here is a mecca
for Edison enthusiasts.

|

are

ters

The ball given last Friday night in Memorial
hall by the Seniors of the Belfast High school
was a most enjoyable affair and was attended
by a large number of the students and invited
guests. The hall was decorated in the class
colors, gold and white, and the lounging room
was cozy and effective.
Punch was served
during th6 evening, and at intermission Shiro
cartered ice cream, several of the juniors as-

work and

to you is most cordial.

Mahogany or Oak.

11

Advertised

Stand Wrecked.
In the gale
of Friday morning, June 6th,about 7.45 o’clock,
a maple tree on the Court and Spring streets
Corner of the schoolhouse common came down
with a crash, that waB heard ail over the
neighborhood, Selwyn Thompson was within
a few feet of the tree on the Spring street
walk when it fell and thought for a brief space
of time that the Unitarian church was falling
his way. The tree broke off at the trunk near
the ground without tearing up a space of over
two feet of earth in diameter and crashed into
the band stand, breaking down the railing, the
supports for the electric fights and damaging
the stand itself. The band stand was erected
some years ago by the Belfast Improvement
Society, and has been used by political and
other speakers as well as for the much enjoyed open-air concerts by the Belfast band. The
falling tree also injured a small locust tree
planted by the B. H. 8. class of 1909 with more
than the uaual ceremonies and namsd the
"Adams Locust,” in honor of their principal,
Walton 8. Adams. About four feet of the
top is injured, but it is hoped to save the tree
by pruning. This is regretted by all interested in this class and the alumni generally. It
was a graceful little tree and very symmetrical.
The Band

S,

One for Every
10 a. m.

The

repairs

Extra

10

Palermo.

Windsor Hotel presents
an attractive appearance with its
body color of
light gray and white trimmings. The interior
has undergone renovation, and the Windsor
with its annex is now better equipped to care
for the travelling public than ever before.

Why?

Hungarian

Edna Curtis and Lillian Dexter
Schumann. The Happy Farmer,
Charlotte Knowlton.
Rowe. The Tin Soldier Boys.
Mary Harrower.
Buebee. Mazurka.

2.

North Belfast. Mrs. Edith Holm (nee
Laori) and children, of North Dakota, are visitmgher mother, Mrs. E. C. Merriam.... W. A.
C'ark and wife of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived
last week and are at their new home for the
summer. Mrs. Clark is the daughter of Dr.
sod Mrs. F. C.
Gay. She and Mr. Clark were
married June 1st and came here for their honeymoon.
They have bought the property
owned by the late Edward Cunningham fora
summer home, and are now occupying it. We
wish them much
joy in their new relation....
Wilburt N Brier of Detroit, Mich, Mrs. R. S.
Bner of Winter
Hill,Mass., and Malcom Gay of
Brooklyn, K. Y., arrived Sunday morning and
are at the
Brier homestead for the summer....
'-uoningham Bros, are building a store on the
3:te of the old st
ore owned by the late W. E.
Muchell.... F. S Bartlett is building a car“L* house in
connection with his farm buildings

I

On all merchandise not
of 10 per cent will be given.

|

WE ARE GROWING

given only to those who may complete the required course in one year. Miss Stoddard has
had 42 pupils the past season, and will continue
to teach through the summer months. The

be

OUR

committee having the Fourth of July
Unity in charge, have engaged
and
Orrin J. Dickery to assist in the program
ast as marshal of the street parade. Special
on the trains from this city!
rates will

apply

The exterior of the

13th

This sale will be welcomed by hundreds of thrifty
persons. Coming right now at a time when they must
replenish many ready-to=wear and home needs.

of insurance
During 1913 the largest amount
acpaid out on the life of a single individual,
was $61,426
cording to the Insurance Press,
Letters have been received from Tom Ran- ; paid on the life of Frank W. Cox of Portland.
dall, son of Mr. and Mrs. William M. Randall of The total amount paid out iu Belfast was
this city, announcing his arrival at Vera Cruz ! $17,250.
on board the
I
battleship Texas.
Mrs. Sarah E Stewart, 88 years of age, haB
Very lew fish were received at the sardine ! held an uninterrupted membership for 82
factory last week, which was the dullest in the years with the Belfast Methodist Sunday
history of the local plant. Monday morning school and is now one of its most interested atthe factory whistle announced the arrival of tendants. One year of her early life was spent
fish.

DEPARTMENTS,

Beginning Saturday, June

The

Mrs. Morris L. Sluggentertained the Auction
Fourth Class Postmasters. Competitive
last Saturday at a 12 o'clock examinations for fourth claaa postmasters in
luncheon in honor of Miss Giladys Pitcher and Maine will be held during July. The examinMiss Evelyn P. Morison, two of the summer’s ation in Belfast wiil be held July 15th. From
brides, the former to he married on June 30th these examinations the position of postmaster
to Prof. James T. Sleeper of Beloit College in the following Waldo county postoffices are
and the latter in July to Clyde B. Holmes of to be filled: Burnham, Dark Harbor, Frankfort,
Belfast. The guests of honor received showers Islesboro, Liberty, Lincolnville, Lincolville
of miscellaneous articles including many useful Center, Monroe, Morrill, North Islesboro,
th ngs for their new homes. Bridge was I Northport, Palermo, Searsmont, Troy and
played during the afternoon.
Unity,

tory work, and we hope that more may take
the course next year, as they are given more
time to practice with better results. Credit is

allowed to accumulate, and the
:■ i1(;
i.Tinerly used as dumping places will
remai-i safe and sanitary.
not

iN ALL

celebration at
:

Days of Tremendous Bargains

clean
the north

department has been
.'eptu.Um.y called out to extinguish fires starttc in the
rear of these premises, thus entailing expense upon the city while endangering valuable property in the business secli is now expected that in the future
-it n
ish—paper, straw, excelsior, etc.—
ac

Ten

The W C. T. U. will meet tomorrow. Friday,
Mae Frost, Cedar
afternoon with Mrs. Annie
The Flower Misstreet. The subject will be
a parliamentary
sion and there will also be
drill.
Chamber of ComUpon invitation of the
of the Farmers'
merce the annual meeting
in Bangor on TuesUnion of Maine will be held
will be present
day, June 30, when delegates
the State.
from the 50 unions throughout

was

hidings and the job was a thorough one.
chute’s inrerest in the matter is due

he

Friday.

Bridge club

delightful surprise. She sang a cute little
and it
song, playing her own accompaniment,
of the stores on
rear
was a pleasure to see the baby fingers finger
up-cav
She sings in perfect
Main street from Church street to the keys so accurately.
Chief Shute of the fire tune and rythym, and has a wonderful musical
•Ummton street.
urtn.'-nt engineered the job, and street ear for a child so young. The older pupils
cominis,':oner Post was on hand with the city
who were given credit for their music in the
tear :•> remove the rubbish.
They had the High school this last year have done satisfacc

to

revise
the sessions until
June 15th. and will continue

sisting.

annual event and is eagerly
children. The appearance
of little Thelma Dexter, 4 years of age, was a
has

anticipated by

in Portland next
urse in

freight

Pupils’ Recital. Tuesday evening, June
9th, a most successful recital of piano music
was given by some of the pupils of Miss Amy
E. Stoddard at her studio, 68 Church street.
Carroll Parker and Paul Tuttle were at the
door to pass programs to the guests. About
fifty relatives and friends were present. This

"primer boys,” being employed in the printing
if his school. He was not satisfied with

gradd.ju*

feeder to the

and north-side India Wharf, Boston, at 5 p.

former

t

important

daily.

schoolmate here who is now
vriir.g in the printing office of The RepubliErnest Wadlin was one of the
can jjurnal.

e;r

I sn^irwr

D_-A

an

department, being the home of the Farnsworth
Packing Co., manufacturers of sardines. The
South Brooksville landing was formerly looked
after by the Bluehill boat... The Eastern S. S.
Co.’s outside line between Boston and New
York with the Massachusetts and Bunker Hill
began the service June 8th, to continue till Oct.
2nd, leaving Pier 18, N. R., foot of Murray St.,

Lrneet II.

c.a

_Ml

Brooklin is

baseball M, six
r all letter, five their track letter, and
team. In
tennis
the
S een on
’varsity
k.- are eight musical club men, six in
;tic club, three on the judging teams,
man who has tried every course in
er

T

first class to adopt

lbi we

in

t

Hnslin Underwear

is in session
toThe Board of Registration Primary election
the
the voting lists for

The Journal had a call last Saturday evening from Dr. G. Lan^t-y Crockett of Thomaston, a political dynamo and whirlwind orator,
who has been a conspicuous figure in Knox
county politics for many years, and is this year

..

ANNUAL MARK DOWN
-AND-

rented the store at Temple
Allen Webber
season through the
Heights for the summer
J. Dickey, and will open it
agency of Orrin

church and parish will be given opportunity to
look over the parsonage, which has oeen tnoroughly renovated and improved and made a
most attractive home.

full and very interesting
the Waldo Coun: [be Junemeetingoi
but are obliged to deran Association,
much
publication until next week, with
of po3Witer because of a large amount
the
"1 other advertising matter. With
to clean up the accumu„ue vve expect

I

ha.

vi'teti.

a

recovered sufficiently

preside

day

~

received

th^„

Mr.- R. C. Sheldon has
to open her milbn.ry
from a recent illness
block on Church street.
rooms in the Stickney
enters the employ
Mis. Ruth M. Coomb,
City Drugstore Monof Read & Hill at the
at the aod. fountain.
and will

’te
\

ave

%

Do
WH.
Little River,
the Well* cotta**

at

,'.j
-,f,Si:t"u.

flag day

.‘STTspioo.,
p'rtment

■

p-.*;:..

Edison Phono Distributors
BELFAST, BAIBE.
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Ton have noticed that the Pearl Brook 6 and
10 eent cigars are darker than other cigars.
That means quality. Imported dear Havana
cigars an dark but mild and aromatic. Try one
and bo convinced. Made from Cuban tobacco
grown la Mains.

The Masonic bodies will discontinue their
meetings for the season early this month.
Timothy Chase, F. Sc A. M., closed last Thursday with conferring the third degree on three
candidates, and a banquet. Phoenix Lodge, F.
St A. M., closed last Monday with a regular
CARLETON DOAK.
meeting, and Palestine Commandery, K. T.t
Wednesday. Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter
REPUBLICANS
THE
TO
will close next Tuesday. The Commandery
will make a pilgrimage to Rockland St. Johns OF WALDO COUNTY:
If nominated and elected. I will enforce the
day, where they will be the guests, by invitalaw, and all other criminal laws, to
prohibitory
of
Claremont
tion,
Commandery.
the best of my ability, and in a fair, impartial
Among the other green stuff in front of A.
and vigorous manner I heartily endorse the
A. Howes St Co.’s store last Saturday morning
honest, straightforward course which Sheriff
were green peas, and “Our George”, who was
Frank A. Cushman has maintained in dealing
near
standing
by talking with Lawyer Harri- with the
liquor problem, and I pledge the
was
asked if they were from his garden
man,
voters of this county that if we are elected
The much paragraphed fisherman has nothing
I will assist him in everyway in my power*
on the amateur gardener and the reply was:
The Sheriff can do a very good job alone, but
“Yes, I picked them t’his morning.” The lawwho is in full
if he has a county attorney
yer then spoke up and said that the bananas
sympathy with him, of course eveq better
were from his plantation on Pearl street. Then
we knew that the pineapples must be from the
results can be attained.
ranch of Dr. G. P. Lombard on the North
I was the Republican nominee two years ago
Shore, Northport, which borders on Paradise
and made a good run at the election, being the
and the tropics.
only Republican who carried Northport, and I
Mrs. Fred R. Howard entertained the Interran about twenty ahead of the ticket in
national Bible class of the Baptist church at also
its last meeting, and 18 members were present. Belfast. I feel that I should have the customMany of the guests were in quaint old-fash- ary second nomination, especially as I have
ioned gowns, while others wore take-offs on
been a party worker since I was nineteen
the costumes of today, which it must have
been difficult to caricature. A program con- years old, served three years as Chairman of
sisting of readings by Mrs. L. L. Robbins and the Republican City Committee and have deMrs. Morris and songs by Mrs. Craig and Mrs. voted a lot of time and work to our various
Upham, was given, and fruit punch and wafers were served by the hostess.
The next campaigns.
If you feel that I am fitted to be your candimeeting will be held in Northport, when Mrs.
Robert P. Coombs will be the hostess.
date, and that I should have the customary
second nomination which party usage demands,
I will be much gratified if you will be kind
for me for the Republican
Pmint *u so high ths last tew years the enough to vote
nomination for county attorney at the primary
market was flooded with trash.
What is trash?
election on Monday, June 15.
It looks like paint and pretends to be psint,
(Signed) CARLETON DOAK.
hot isn’t worth painting. It costs a painter’s
day’s work to pot-on a gallon of point, good or
The Shoe Situation.
baa; and a painter’s 0ay’s-work is $8 or ft.
Add that to the price of a gallon. That is
Continued improvement is shown in the
the coat of a gallon. Devoe & ffl or ffl a gallon; and trash a half-dollar less.
distribution of footwear at retail, due largely
Bnt Devoe Is all paint and more too; yon add
to the favorable weather of late. Conservaoil to it; a gallon is 5 or 6 quarts of perfect
tism, however, is still being practiced, buyers
But
for
the
trash
is
threepot.
painter’s
paint
quarters, two-thirds or half paint; you pay a confining purchases of fall lines to close
half-dollar less for nobody-knowa-what-it-is.
limits. Most producers have enough contracts
10 gallons Devoe is enough for the overage
their plants running for a
job; it takes 16 to 20 gallons of trash. And the on hand to keep
wear same way.
Unfortunately, they look month or so, yet unless more new business dealike when first put-on.
DEVOE
velops a quiet period is to be anticipated
Mason A Ball sell it.
during July.— Dun’s Review, June 6th.

Paint and Not

The Belfast Board of Trade desires herewith to publicly express its sincere thanks and
appreciation to the following citizens of Belfast for the splendid co-operation and assistance rendered by them in making the recent
banquet such a marked success:
To The Republican Journal and the Waldo
County Herald for the generous allotment of
space and publicity given this event in their
columns.
rTrt tha laHipR

rtf

ITnivaranliaf

rhnrrh

fnr

the bountiful amount of food supplied and for
the efficient and gracious manner in which it
was served.
To the members of the Belfast Band and
Belfast Musical Society for the vocal and instrumental music rendered so delightfully by
them in the way of S0I09, duets, etc.
To H. E. McDonald, The Home Furnishing
Company, Charles R. Coombs, the Seaside
Grange, the Belfast High School, the Woodrow
Wilson Democratic League and many individual citizens for their extreme kindness in loaning chairs and tables so generously.
To M. B. Smith for

a

generous

supply

of his

excellent Regalia Cigars.
To Roscoe Arey for his kindness in supplying the ladies with Quality Chocolates.
To the patrons, we are deeply grateful for
the support given us by attending in such
goodly numbers.
M L. SLUGG,
Signed:
C. W. WESCOTT,
S. A. PARKER,
CHAS. R. COOMBS,
CLYDE B. HOLMES,
Et ON B. GILCHREST,
IRVING C. DINSMORE,
Committee.

PERRY’S
Heavy Western Corned Beef.14c lb.
Sugar Cured Bacon.
Pork Sausage, 2 lbs for.25c
Native Smoked Alewives. 2c each
Fancy Prunes, 3 lbs for
...25c
Apricots, 2 lbs for.....25c
Maine Corn, 3 cans for.
25c

Splendid Baked Beans.12c can
Alaska Salmon. 9C can
Three lbs Crown Macaroni.25c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes. 9c pkg
Quaker Oats.9C
Olives in bulk, per quart.32c
Peanut Butter.15c
Best Cocoa.22c lb
Fels Naptha Soap. 4c bar
Pure Leaf Lard.
13c Jb
Eight Belfast Made Cigars.25c
PARRY’S CASH MARKET,
The only strictly cut
price
store in Waldo County.

Beirasi 4 Moosenead Lake R. R,

Company.
Clerk’s Office,
)
Belfast, June 11, 1914. )
Notice is hereby given that the annual meeting of this corporation will be held at the Court
House in Belfast, WEDNESDAY, JULY
1,
1914, at 10 o’clock a. m for the following pur-

poses, viz:
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the
Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
2nd—To elect Direct rs.
3rd—To act on any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.

3w24

Belfast

By the

Hour

or

WILMER J. DORMAN. Treasurer.
Belfast, June 6, 1914—3*24

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my gratitude to all those
who have been so kind and thoughtful to
my
wife during the past years of her suffering.
L. C. CILLEY.
Brooks, Maine, June 4, 1914—p

TO
Two

Mile.

Savings Bank.

Notice ia hereby given that
Savings Bank
Book No. 13,128, issued by this hank, has been
IcKt and application has been made for a
duplicate hook according to laws regulating
issuing
new books.

Automobile
FOR HIRE

W. H, QUIMBY, Clerk.

rooms.

LET
By

S. S. L. SHUTS)
No. 7 Park Street.

REASONABLE PRICES

NOTICE

Call np 6-22, or 211-4

DONALD 8. CLARK,
2w23

Belfast, Maine.

CARD OF THANKS.

TO LET
cottage at the
Ashore
Hu thru duping rooms,

m

and

.

kitch.n, .In

Apply

.

1 wish to give notice to my patients that 1
have returned and that my office in Masonic
Temple will be opened Monday, June 16th
21tf
DR. E. S WEBBER.

battery.

living

room

large piusa.

to

LOUV1LLE J. POTTLE, Beltut, Ha.

We wish to extend heartfelt thanks to all
our friends who so
kindly assisted us in oar
late sorrow and bereavement. We wish also
to thank all who brought beautiful flowers.

GEORGIE E. GREY.
ROBIE F. GREY.

BY DR. W. H.

Mr*. C. W. Nealey left laat week for
Our Troy correspondent writes: Sunvisit of several weeks in Roxbury, Mass.
day morning. May 31st, the sad news
came that our old neighbor and life-long
Virgil Linnell of Bangor was a guest
RELIGION.
friend. Edwin H. Garcelon, had passed recently of his mother, Mrs. Avon Larby.
His
His age was 73 years.
SteUon, Augusta E.
away.
Mrs. Tina Perkins of Monroe visited
death, which for days had been expectVital iasnaa in Chriatian Science.
L.
on Memorial Day—the day recently at C. B. Jewett’s and R.
1914. ..2899St 3-2 ed, occurred
that he had always kept sacred to the Clement's.
SOCIOLOGY.
memory of old comrades, never failing
Kussell Nealey of Roxbury, Mass.,
Lowell. Abbott Lawrence.
to visit their last resting place and see- who has been
in town for two weeks has
Public opinion and popular gOYwas forgotton or overno
that
grave
ing
returned to his home.
ernment. 1918.- 821.8 L 9 looked.
Although in very poor health he
Mrs. Livona Williams of Searsport
LITERATURE.
much enjoyed the soldier’s reunion at
her
Gettysburg last July, and it was very in- spent several days recently with
Burroughs, John.
his
to
experienceswhile cousin, Mrs. Julia White..
The summit of the yean. 1918....814 B 9-12 teresting to listen
there. Kind hearted and sympathetic, he
L. A. White, family and guest, Mrs.
MacKaye, Percy Wallace.
was ever ready to help in time of need;
812II19
1914....
bird
•
Williams, were in Monroe, May 31st,
masque.
Sanctuary;
if a person had wronged him and was in calling on Frank
Sargent and family.
GERMAN BOOKS.
trouble.no one more quickly responded to
E. M. Estabrooke and family of BanSchultz, Thcreee.
tbeir call for help and sympathy. SevSoil ich euch erzahlen?. G-Sch 8 eral years ago his wife, a lovely woman, gor were in town Mav 31st in their car,
whose loss he deeply felt, passed away; calling at the home of M. A. Haley.
Spyri, Johanna.
love
G-Sp yet he was deeply blessed by the
Kurze Geschichten fur Kinder.
C. W. Nealey and wife and Russell
and devotion of four daughters, who were
TRAVEL.
and wife were week-end guests
Nealey
second
The
daughand
his comfort
pride.
at the home of Walter Smith in NewNewlin, Ruth Cranston. (Anne Warand
young
a
beautiful
accomplished
ter,
burg.
wick; pseud.)
muy,
The meccas of the world; the play
Mrs. C. E. Bartlett entertained the Lasoon died of consumption like her mothHis third daughter, one of our most dies club May 27th. The usual time was
of modern liie in NewYork,Paria,
er.
teachers,
spent at whist. Delicious refreshments
accomplished and successful
Vienna, Madrid and London.
to fail gave up were served, followed by a short enter1913.. T 01 W 2 when his health began

CONFERENCE

WINSLOW.
CONSPIRACY.

I am
“Good morning, Mr. Bemis.
bank this
slad to see you walking to the
fine day. Dr. Chapman says, ‘Walking
ia the best exercise for elderly persons.
and
Golf cures its thousands annually, arm
of leg and
vou know there is plenty
said
exertion in that delightful game,
who
Cutnet, merrilyigreeting the banker, the
with
was slipping along the pave
man of forty
erectness and energy of a

^“Good morning,
early,

out
my boy. You are
1
too; haven’t been out all night,

boDe?”
“Not much; I want to be in the market
I must
at the opening of quotations.
of
make a few thousands more in view
sir.
my prospective alliance,
“Be careful you don’t lose; the market
is stiffening and your side is not as popular as it was.”
_.
and
“Never fear, sir; I amplaying soft
most of
the
invested
safe now; having
My

in

capital

gilt-edged

wao

securities.

..

Sheppard, Edgar.
The old royal palace of Whitehall.

Kinley) .T 798 St 9
;

old

organ marcn,
for
rice, old shoes and a hunt
place. She wishes to elope.”

a

Watt, Francis.
Edinburgh and the Lothians. 1912.T 41.4 W 3
Wharton, Edith Newbold.
Italian villas and their gardens.
1904.. T 45 W 5
BIOGRAPHY.

hiding-

the fam“Elope? Heavens! Scandalize
ily and cheat me out of the show?
“She says, vou did, and her sainted
mother always joked about it.”
“The little minx! She knows too much
of family history. It is true, however;
I did run away with Helena.—God bless
her!—It was to escape some unpleasant
family opposition. There is nothing similar in your case. I do not approve of
church weddings, with all the flummery

Pillans, T. Dundas.
The real martyr of St. Helena.

.B4N16-21

iQiS

Thorold, Algar Labouchere.
Henry Labouchere.
1913.
Wrench, Guy Theodore.
Lord Lister; his life and work.

—

life of

The

1913..

W\

B'L 11

B2L69

HISTORY.

of China died in the afternoon of June 1st at the Waterville City
hospital, death resulting from pus on the
lung. He was to undergo an operation
and was taken to the hospital that morning. He was born in Albion and was
engaged in the grocery business in North
Since
Vassalboro for several years.
coming to China he had followed farmfarming and was one of the prominent
He is survived by
ers in that section.
four sons, Eli P., of Nashua, N- H.,
Prince M.. of Chicago, 111., Guy E., of

f J. E. Bessey

Kaler, James Otis.
old, wrinkled hot-house
1902. 974.15 K
The story of Pemaquid.
of microbes,
millions
with
covered
plants,
Lockhart.
which have done service day after day at Rives, George
The United States and Mexico,
all grades of weddings and at lots of conadorned py
1821-1848. 2 vols. 1913. 973.6 R 5
Our
home,
funerals.
tagious
vines and flowers, and a bell of white j Ryan, P. F. Williams.
while
roses for you two to cuddle under,
| Queen Anne and her court. 2 vols. 942.06 R 9
the minister mumble3 through the sacred
FICTION.
and debe
would
satisfactory
service,
Birmingham, G. A.
lightful.”
B 533
General John Regan. 1913.
“Excellent, but she’s pretty .set about
it. We have had several arguments and Dell, Ethel M.
D 382-2 Montague, Mass.,Carroll A.,of China; by
The rocks of Valpre. 1914.
spats over the question.”
two daughters, Mrs. Edith A. Barnes of
“Well, she is my all; it’s her affair, Hopkins, William John.
North Vassalboro, Mrs. Martha L. LinH 777-2
mostly—and yours, What do you think
Burbury Stoke. 1914.
nell of Fairfield; by two brothers.Charles
about it?”
Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.
Bessey of Knox, Walter Bessey of Free“Wendell and Mary are to have a priL
631-14
1913.
Dan’s
daughter.
Cap’n
dom; by one sister, Mrs. Susa:: Rand of
vate parsonage marriage next week, beUnity, and by four grandchildren. The
I | Lutz, Grace L. H.
cause of her mourning, you know.
L 978 remains were taken to China, where the
The best man. 1914.
have thought we might motor over to
funeral service was held, and the burial
Ferncliff, where there is a pretty church MacGrath, Harold.
M 17-11 was in the family lot.
and a good hotel, and remain incog, for
Pidgin Island. 1914.
a week or more, and then return for Martin, Helen R.
Hot Weather Tonic ard Health Builder.
and the hired,

congratulations

not tell Alice.

and a reception. I did
It must be a real elopeangry relatives; disgusted

ment; pursuit;
friends; gossiping neighbors; reportorial
activity; big scare-heads in the newsher Pa astonished and
and
papers,

angry.”

“Huh ! That’s the program, is it
The ungrateful midget! Fool her old
father, hey ? We are warned and ready.
She shall have her way. You shall elope
and make a sensation. Make your plans
for Thursday of week after next. I
will, in the meantime, proceed to get
angry.

“Ferncliff will do, but insist on Alice
wearing a beautiful bridal dress, splendid

hat and all her jewels. Yon will have
witnesses in the little church
many
there, because a wedding in a small place
always attracts all of the villagers. It
will never do for Bemis’ daughter to aphas
pear cheap in a place where our hank
many good customers. Keep mum about

me.”

"All right, sir; 1 will respect your
wishes, and report progress soon.”
Cutnet spent the evening with Alice
planning their great event for the next
Thursday week after the Wendell nuptials, and the lady had an exciting ten
days to prepare for going away from
home. She was somewhat surprised at
Cutnet’s easy acquiescence in the adventure, and at his insistance on bridal array
for a visit to a little village sixty miles
away in the mountains; but she was willing to agree with him about costume be-

M 86-7
Barnabetta. 1914.
Pier, Arthur Stan wood.
The women we marry. 1914.Pm P 61-g

Smedley, Frank E.
Frank Fairleigh.
Waller, Mary E.
From an island outpost. 1914.
Warner, Anne.
Sunshine Jane. 1914.
Weboter, Henry K.
The

butterfly.

1914.

JUVENILE

V* 39 6

J-J 64-18

Midshipman “Pewee”
Clinton’s first cruise. 1912.J-st 437-2

Messmates.

Taggart, Marion Ames.
Betty Gaston, the seventh girl.

1910.J-T 13-55
girls and the seventh one. 1909. J-T 13-4
Six girlB growing older. J-T 13-3
Wheeler, Francis Rolt.
Six

hoy with the U. S. Indians.

1913.J-W

for which ht received cold stares and
evasive answers, putting the marriage
off to an indefinite future day.
Bemis, Sr., smiltd at the chaffing and
discussion at the dinner table between
the young people, and told Alice she
should have everything a3 she wished,
because she was so good to her papa,
which speech caused a momentary twinge
of conscience on account of her deceitful

ery

saved her life.”

563-5

[TO

be

Good for children.

51c.

and $1.00, at your Druggist.

VERY PROGRESSIVE.

31st.

votes for Roosevelt, as
for Wilson, and 34.673 for
Taft. Yet this year’s primary registration listed only 6255 Progressives—compared with the enrolment of 59,986 DemUCldia

nuu

iot,uoi

ucpuu'icauD.

me

women’s vote, it may be assumed, would
not affect the proportion of the parties
except in a way favorable to the Progressives. The Republicans cast over 60 per
cent of their registered vote, and the
Democrats and Progressives between 50
and 60, the governorship being most
hotly contested. Apart from this index of party strength, the primary is of
chief interest as strengthening a sentiment for the perferential voting system.
One of the candidates was nominated on
approximately 20 per cent of his party
vote. As the Portland Oregonian remarks, the State has now had its primary
law ten years without amendment—an
unconscionable period for a really pro-

IVir.
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Montville, June 1st, after
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—yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour

that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
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value.

■

Tell your grocer that
suit you but

nothing will

with him.
Davis delivered the Memorial
before David Esancy G. A. R.

Post

Sunday, May 24th.

Mrs.

Frances

Gushes has returned
where she visited her

from Searsmont,
sister, Mrs. Wfn. Bickford.
Charles Simmons of Northbridge,
Mass., is the guest of his parents, B. F.
Simmons and wife.
The recent fair, sale and dance in the
Grange hall by Golden Rod Rebekah

Lodge was largely attended and much
enjoyed.
Mrs. Maynard Brown, who has been
confined to the house for nearly two
months with sciatica, is able to walk

is
a

pleasant days

in

calling

on

ittuuitu

miss
■

nora

xasKer bad

who recently visited relatives here, were
obliged to prolong their visit somewhat
longer than intended, caused by breaking

of the crankshaft to

their car,

■

Rev. A. J. Lockhart of Winterport
delivered the baccalaureate sermon at
the church last Sunday, May 31st. It was
a

very

impressive

discourse and had the

close attention of a large audience. The
singing by the pupils of the High school
was fine.
Kelley’s Casino orchestra of
Bar Harbor furnished music for the
graduation exercises and dance Thursday
evening, June 4th,

GENUINE

castoria

prepared by him for over 30 years.
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bulk
or

otherwise; to

babies.
The Centaur

Company,

protect the
^

I A
POLITICAL

To the
GENTLEMEN:

ADVERTISEMENT._

Republicans

of Waldo

e

good salary selling

mos” any

person would be satisfied with

if he had

a

one term

of six

years as

County Commissioner

good yearly income.

the issue in comparWe think the Hon. Gentlemen of the Committee rather dodged
and
Sheriff
Treasurer, tli
the
Governor,
ing the term of the Commissioner tof that of
in
the length
the difference
are two years instead of six for the County Commissioner,

the

terms was

probably overlooked.

know tnat ne is living
Relative to the residence of Mr. Bryant; the Committee must
and some
and has been for the past three months or more, in Pittsfield, Somerset County;
for a second term as
of them must have thought that he was not going to be a candidate
they signed Mr. Mortland s Nomination Papers.
in office one man for (11
If it has been “Party Usage” in Waldo County to continue
Other Counties and the N.
twelve years, is it not about time to change the custom?
and this is one of them; we had belter follow
are getting out of some of their old ruts
suit and keep up with the procession.

Very respectfully,

of six years.

F. 1. Pendleton,
B. F. Colcord.
H. Goodall,
W.
W. M. Parse,
F. Stinson,
C. Seekins,
and Treasurer.
P.
Secretary
Nichols,
James

FOR SALE BY YOUR CROCER
!*e c o n

vou
>s

hand

(1-

goods of ©very deFumiscription.
n'.! »\ bedding, cat
en
stoves,
pets,
Anti<;u(’ furniture
a specialty, ii yo:
l’:.vt*. anythin- t<
sell drop me
will receive a prompt call.

WAI TKU li- .A.
and Federal Mr ts.

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE OF SEARSPOR

STATE OF MAINE
STATE PRIMARY
The following is

l5,

19i4

odaco

V

a

TXT

Election to be held
to be voted for in Waldo County at the State Primary
list of REPUBLICAN candidates
THEPERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE FOR. F<
rrur cottar* TO THF RIGHT OF THE NAME OF
BE MARKED FOR EACH OFFICE. ADD NAMES BY WRITIN

mBvrm^NSASTlfTHFNIIMEEROFCANDIDATES TO X
PASTFTG
FOR

CTIcLVs™n BLANK SPACES

AND MARK

TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES.

------Ti

GOVERNOR__Vote

WILLIAM T. HAINES,

tor

ruiv

TIMOTHY F. CALLAHAN,

DO NOT ERASE

>ji

il.ivi*

FRANK A. CUSHMAN. Montville

_

Lewiston___

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO
JOHN A. PETERS, Ellsworth

CONQRESS_Vote

CHARLES M.

CONANT,

tor

Freedom_

ONE

___—

__

SENATOR_Vote

FOR STATE

tor ONE

Winterport__

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY

_Vote

WALTER A. COWAN, Winterport.
CARLETON DOAK, Belfast

JOSEPH

_

FOR COUNTY TREASURER
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE, Belfast

for ONE

_

_

__

COURTS_Vote

for ONE

FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO LEGISLATURE

ALBERT M. AMES, Stockton Springs

H. SAYWARD, Thorndike

_

C. M. Berry and Mrs. Cora B.
went to Ellsworth June 1st to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Clement.
Mrs.

Vote for ONE

FOR REOISTER OF DEEDS
EDWARD EVANS, Waldo
JOSEPH H' FARWELL, Unity

_

I

R
B
R
B
B
B
B
B
B
;|gh

0

K|
K.'

^B

B

'•

.v

JOHN H. MCKINLEY, Jackson
CHARLES M. HOWES, Liberty

Berry

>

Vote tor ONE

FRANK I. MORTLAND, Searsport

-JAMES H. CILLEY, Waldo

I

_|

tor ONE

JAMES J. CLEMENT, Montville

I’

niMF

»

GEORGE E. BRYANT,

FOR CLERK OF

I Saves Medicine-Money 1

NAMES_
fnr

__

Waterville___

AUDITOR_Vote

FOR STATE

ON_

I

FRANK R. KEENE, Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Jackson and Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Luce of Belfast visited
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Luce May 31st.

I

Belfast,

vw

Mrs. Winfield Jaquith went to LewisWednesday to visit her sister, Mrs.
E. J. Penny, who is very ill.

County:

have before us a circular letter, presumably written by the Republican Towr
for Count',
Committee of Freedom, relative to the candidacy of Mr. George F. Bryant
these
with
gentlemen (we kn
Commissioner of Waldo County; generally we agree
to differ in sonk
them well, they are all staunch Republicans) but in this case we beg
of
Mr.
Biyant; any man who can cun
their findings. We are in accord as to the ability
farm machinery has plenty of it; in passing we might say that
mand a
W

which

ton

PreS«.

FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTOR

visit with relatives.

side.

the

is tl

Children Cry

two weeks’

Caterpillars are very abundant. The
selectmen would do a good work by removing the wild cherry trees by the road-

The Signature of

to give up ner

school in Brooks on account of her health
and is at home, but is gaining.
Man ter Dolloff’s family from Gardiner
was in town Memorial Day in their car,
and stopped over night with her brother,
A. L. Durham.

her

friends and taking automoble rides.
Nat. Talbot and family of Camden,

For Your Baby.

The friends of Mrs. Wealthy Grant
will be glad to know that she is able to
sit up a little.

Simmons and wife of Belfast

V. A.

recently visited B. F. Simmons and wife.
Mrs. Lucy Goodspeed of Duxbury,
Mass., is visiting her father, David Cummings.
Paul Lincoln is painting the village
“Ted” Perry is at work
Bchoolhouse.
sermon

The fanners are well along with their
planting in this section.
Milton Thompson from Massachusetts
is visiting at Isaac Curtis’.
William Colson and wife are having a
visit from their daughters, Maude and
Phylis,

and ate
As individuals we believe in one term only for County Commissioner
that he is to have it for a single kr
porting Mr. F. I. Mortland with the understanding

Miss Delila Ripley has been critically
ill, but at present is somewhat better.

Miss Nan L.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bartlett and son Mark I Since childhood
found
of Waterville Bpent the week-end with 3 Connor has
her son, James 9. and family, returning
“L F.” Atwood’s Medicine
to Waterville Monday.
■ a reliable remedy for many ills. It
gressive Commonwealth.
I does the work of higher-priced
James H. and Mark J. Bartlett called
*
■ medicines, and saves many dollars.
on their uncle, J. O. Bartlett, May 31st.
Always Lead to Better Health.
Mr. J. O. Bartlett’s health is much bet- ■ Burnham, Maine:
Serious sicknesses start in disorders of the
||H “I remember the 'L. F.’ Atwood’s Medter than it was early in the spring.
H icine from childhood, as a reliable remedy
The
correctbest
liver
snd
stomach,
kidneys.
for many ills. It is as good for children as
III for
Dr’s Millett and Vickery of Belfast Mm
ive and preventive is Dr. King's New Ufe
folks I know many people who
of Searamont were at Dr. M use grown
and
Simmons
it constantly instead of more costly
ConPills. The; Purify the Blood—Prevent
and performed ■ medicines. It gives a good appetite and
A.
D.
Sunday,
Ransay’s,
stipation, keep Liver, Kidneys and Bowels in an operation on Dr. Ramsay’s bead, ^B helps to tone up the system.”
[signed] Nan L. Connob
healthy condition. Give you better health by opening an abscess from which be had ^B
iB
Big Bottle—tjc—At All Dealers
ridding the system of fermenting and gassy suffered for several weeks. Miss Inez
liberal Sample—FREE—From Us
foods. Effective and mild. 25c. at your Barker is caring for him and be is as ■ «L.p»ll«dkl—Q*. Portland, lin.
His
be
as
could
comfortable
expected.
Druggists.
many friends hope for a speedy recovery.
Bucklan’s Arnica Salve for all hurts.
\

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake

James Spaulding has sold his house
and land to Harry Pierce.

was hauled into the Kimmens garage
[New York Evening Post, Ind’t.]
few weeks.
where a new shaft was put in.' The proLast week’s primaries in Oregon for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of Wal- prietor, Herbert Kimmens, is having
senator and governor—the first in which
cars in hiB shop for repairs from all the
women voted—will scarcely justify Prodo were guests May 31st of Mr. and Mrs.
adjoining towns, in addition to the home
gressive pride in the strength of their L. W. Howard.
work._
State organizations. In 1912, Oregon

against 47,064

B

APPLETON.

these

Gray is very feeble and June
neighbor made a bee and put in

Mrs. Greeley of South Freedom
assisting Mrs. Volney Thompson for

cast 37,600

fl!

Start

—

h is crops.
NOT

■i

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

run

with the aid of crutches.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth and daughter
CENTER MONTV1LLE.
Mildred have returned from Houlton,
where Mildred had a
as
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay attended teacher in one of the good position
schools, but was
Memorial services in Freedom.
to
leave
before
the
end
of
the
obliged
on account of illness.
Her friends
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Jackson were term
are glad to know that her health is much
relatives
in
of
May
Washington
guests
better, and that she is now able to enjoy

1st his

concluded.]

‘B

you do

Elbridge

Mr. Frank

plotting.

more loaves to every

Nothing better than Electr'c Bitto-day. Mrs. James Duncan.
Haynesville, Me., writes: “Completely cured
50c
me after several doctors gave me up.”
and $1.00. at your Druggist.
Buckler's Arnica Salve for Cuts.

W 24-6

Stevens, William 0.

The

B;

strength.

ters.

ruuuiau,

1913.

/B

Tonic and Health Builder to drive out the

BOOKS.

me

■1 and More of It
lightest, finest, (B
Bp —the
B
whitest bread and

W 16 8

Eldred, Warren L.
The Townsend twins. J-El 2-5
Johnston, Annie Fellows.
Mary Ware’s promised land. 1913. J*J 64-15
Miss aanra oiaus oi

1

Best Bread—

Is
down—Nervous—Tired?
You are not
an effort?
lazy—you are sick! Your Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, and whole system need a Tonic. A
Are you

everything

Sm 3-2

Coughs and Colds Weaken the System.
Continued Coughs, Colds and Bronchial troubles are depressing and weaken the system.
cause he had been good in letting her Loss of weight and appetite generally follow.
have her own way. She was to be a Get a 50c. bottle of Dr, King’s New Discovery
bride, the heroine of an elopement, and today. It will stop your cough. The first dose
her name would be in all the papers !
helps. The best medicine for Btubborn Coughs.
Oh, the glory and the vanity of it ! How Colds and all Throat and Lung Troubles. Mr.
the
same
crave
ladies
many fine young
H. Brown, Muscatine, Ala., writes: “My
sensation with less desirable partners O.
wife was sick during the hot summer months
than Cutnet.
Jack Bemis asked many impertinent and I honestly believe Dr. King’s New Discov-

questions, Alice thought, about the date
of the wedding, how the house was to be
decorated, and who was to be invited,

tainment.

came often
and spent the past two weeks with him.
Earle Nealey and wife, who were reHer husband came Saturday to remain cently married, entertained the younger
until after the burial. Of his father’s sec ar a dance in Monroe town hall, Frifamily, one brother, Wm. Garcelon of day evening, May 22nd, and their older
Burnham, and two sisters, Mrs. Pea- friends at a reception at the home of C.
body and Mrs. Cotton of Lewiston, are W. Nealey, Wednesday evening. May
all that remain. All are in poor health 27th.
and much sympathy is extended to them
with the others in their sorrow. Not
only in his own family will he be greatly
missed, for he leaves a host of friends.
Seldom when passing the home of an old
friend -or neighbor would he fail to stop
for a word of kindly greeting. Yet it is
a comforting thought that his sufferings
which for some
with heart disease
months have been severe—are over. The
funeral services were held at his late
home Tuesday morning and the burial
was in Fairview cemetery.

Stuck, Hudson.
The ascent of Denali. (Mount Mc-

“A wise head on young shoulders.
Have Alice and you decided about your

same

-»

1902.T 42.1 Sh 4 Mrs. Bradford of Auburn,

tures.”

the

-—-v

««v

During the last months of his illness his
Evangelistic services were held at the
oldest daughter, Mrs. Whitney, with her hall
at White’s Corner Sunday afternoon,
husband, the Idoctor, left their home in May 31si. The principal speaker was
Unity 10 be with him and have done all Allen White of Montreal, Canada. J. D.
in their power to make him comfortable
McEdward and wife of Bangor assisted
and happy. The youngest daughter,
in the services.

The two Americas. 1914.- T 8 R 33
Shelley, Henry Charles.
Sh 4
Royal castles of England. 1913.... T 42

is

“That’s something I want to talk over
an
with you. The darling doesn’t want
ribup-to-date wedding, with flowers,
man and
bons, bridesmaids, ushers, best

vw

her school work to care for the home.

Reyes, Rafael.

“Rather select, although Paragon
much
too perfect and Pump has too
water. No mines?”
...
in the
“No; golf holes are all the holes
in cellars
ground I wish. Investments
are not as certain as in the superstruc-

marriage yet?”

lonvu

_

“Which are-V
and
“Paragon, Pump, People s, Pacific

Penney.”

Mr*. Addie Bowden’s father is with
her for a short visit.
\

a

New Books, April 1914.

CHAPTER XIX.
AND

MONROE.

WHITE'S CORNER, (Wtaterport.)

RECENT DEATHS.

Library

Belfast Free

A Game of Chance.

",

•;

Vote for ONE

The Business Farmer's

WOMAN COULD

hardly sum

COPYRIGHT 1913 lyy the Morse International Agency—All rights reserved

Recause of Terrible Back-

THE NEW STRAWBERRY BED 1 THE

ache. Relieved by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegeta-

asparagus, strawberry beds
should be established as soon as the

Pa. —“I suffered from
nuiiadelphia,
.-..nt and inflammation, and had
such pains in my
sides, and terrible
backache so that I
could hardly stand.
I took six bottles ol
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and now I can
do any amount of

family has settled In
because it takes

to

’’—Mrs.Harry
1642 Juniata Street, Philadel-

suffering

phia- Paknottier Woman’s Case,
providence, R. I.— “I cannot speak
r. highly of your Vegetable Compound
it has done wonders for me and I
not be without it. Ihadadis-

!

i hardly stand and was thorrun down when I took Lydia E.

It

Vegetable Compound.

: s

;

tiie and I am in the best of health
sent. I work in a factory all day
o-i !, s doing my housework so you
v S at it has done forme.
I give
u n to publish my name and I
your Vegetable Compound to
f my friends.”—Mrs. Abril Law-

t

I

naming.
Mark off rows four feet apart and
set the plants two feet apart in the
row.
When the plants are received
unpack and water copiously and leave
in a shady place for twenty-four hours
before setting out. If they are strong
and healthy specimens growth will
start almost immediately, so go care-

I>.

i-rvousness, and the blues.

a

they are symptoms of
derangement or an inflamVorative condition, which may
true by taking Lydia E. Pinktable Compound. Thousands
-rican women willingly testify to
cases

r-

v-nle

!

commenced to throw out runFour for each plant is enough,
and those are trained to root as nearly
as possible before and behind and on
each side of the parent plant, which
makes a solid row about twenty-seven inches wide at the end of the
ners.

h'

to Construct

a

a

Poultry

House.
A.nartment of Agriculture Issues New Bulhat Should be of Interest to Poultryraen from Maine to California.

C.,

Ai-iiiMrTON, D.

8,

June

1914.

jV;::> Houses may be built more open
•■•luently less expensively in our

Southern States than in the north, Beto investigators of the U. S.
rn

Agriculture. However,
iiich gives satisfaction in Maine
;!give good results in Texas or
The best site for a poultry
v>y location is one where good
and air drainage are available.
«;•
TP floor and yards will then be dry.
of

_:tn :i:t

should not occupy a low holWherever
which cold air settles.

■use

a

southern

southeastern

or

ex-

should be selected, although this
essential if there is any good reafacing the house in a different
direction,
l oultry House Construction” is the
;

•■f the

Department’s

new

(No. 574,) in which

■

growing

The best way to insure runners rooting is to press them
close to the soil, holding them in place
either with a small stone or a handful
of earth.
After'growth stops in the fall the
space between the rows should receive
a dressing of commercial fertilizer and
be well spaded over.
About Dec. 1 a
mulch of straw or leaves should be
spread over the plants to protect them
from frost. Early the following spring
the same work is repeated, and about
May 1 the mulch is removed from immediately around the plants, but left
on the ground to keep the berries from
coming in contact with the earth and
also to keep the soil moist about the
roots.
season.

is

urged

for

to write

;■■■

as

nng

a-

the

of

proof,

'/

I

department’s supply

SYSTEM” AND THE
‘‘COLONY SYSTEM.”
"her...are two popular ways in which
poultry, the “intensive system”
“colony system.” The first of

-'o.

be?t

50c, We. fl.CQ; g$ lb. pail £2.50
bird- and young stock. It
t’
i\or on the job and
(■i---'‘i. M..kes more eggs and

e'nt

.*

I

!

|

—

aims to save steps, and accomthis purpose.
Long stationary

■

are

used.

easier, however,
healthy and to reproIt is

the birds

in- stock under the Becond systeml -r the colony system, the birds
an aii wed free
range, the houses,

m-

t'li hold about 100 hens each, being
Placed from 200 to 250 feet apart, so that
slock

will not kill the grass. This
system may be adapted to severe winter
0

conditions by drawing the colony houses

together in a convenient place at the beginning: of winter, thus reducing the
labor during the cold months. The first
is more suited for hens used sole!! for the production of market eggs
than for those used to breed stock.
AS FEW FENCES AS POSSIBLE.

ienceB mean an outlay of money, and
‘his outlay iB more or less continuous, as
1 y must
be maintained after being infilled There should be as few fences
if

dividing

possible

■'“ids,

as

ta8>ly

if not

lane

is a

ins.

kept “sweet” more
fenced, and fresh, sweet
valuable asset in poultry rais-

J':,t’ °fuplandby
_

soil,
greensward
allowing 200 to 250
a

per bird.

‘urds per
on

lots and the

land can be

(-'n good

tan

the

acre.

poor or

number of fowls

square
Thi3 means 217 or

More space is neceslight land. A larger

are

ntre double

may be

usually kept

yards

are

i-

out.cation
!_c.

'“'d is

frequently cultivated. Plymouth
otl«, and the other heavy meat breeds
dna
yards require fences 5 to 6 feet

'"►t while

a

fence 6 to 7 feet

high

iB

"tsaary for leghorns.

The upper two
the fence for the latter may be
inward

,,r *
6l

t

an

angle of 30 degrees,

strand of barbed wire may be used

"P of the regular wire to keep them
Conhried. it is also sometimes necessary
’c‘
clip the wing featherB of one wing of
sss birds
that persist in getting out.
board or strip along the top of the

.tr'Ce 18 not

advisable. Hens will often
1 over 8uch an
arrangement,
wts may be set or driven into the

"

They should be set 8 to 10 feet
w'th common poultry netting, or

2i) feet with woven wire.

Corner
should be about 8 inches in diame> and
be set 4 feet in the ground,
"l,ervening posts may be 4 or 5
in diameter and set 3 feet in the
That part of the poet which is
ln the
ground mBy be charred or
with some wood peraervative to
while corner poata ahould be
y braced or set in cement

iJ15

Jotul.
^

^vantage,

to his house.

Grange

uuiu

1

c-v

11

MORTON.

O.

Paint half of your house Lead-andOil and half Devoe.

fairly good

road than for a railroad to
haul a ton of wheat the same distance;
that our poor roads cost us at least $15
per annum for every horse we drive;
that good earth roads would save half
the cost of hauling and state roads
more than three-quarters of it.
Some figures will show the tractive
force (the live horse power) required
to pull one ton on level roads of different descriptions, and it may be mentioned that a horse produces his best
efforts when drawing a load two and
one-half miles per hour with a tractive
force of 150 pounds.
Traction
force per ton.
Road.
56 lbs.
State highway
68 lbs.
Country road, hard
150 lbs.
Oravel
237 lbs.
Ordinary byroad
457 lbs.
Sandy
The building and maintaining of
state highways is a duty of the state,
and we can only see that money is well
expended and work properly done by
putting in honest, efficient men. foi
our country roads are most important
to us, and we who live in the country
are responsible for them, as we have
a
voice in local affairs, and thus
should see that they are graded, cared
for and properly drained.

birds and owner. Kerosene, gasoline
and like articles should be avoided
owing to danger from fire. Perhaps
the safest articles of the kind, as well
as the most effective, are the coal tar

Drainage Overlooked.
Drainage, where the frost goes deep
into the ground, is quite frequently overlooked. Tile drains should be

ir;.

How to Apply.
There are several disinfectants on
the market and they have the additional value of disinfecting as well as killing vermin. They can be brushed on
or mixed with water and applied with
In warm weather this sort
a sprayer.
of a solution can also be effectively
used to dip the fowls in, a sure way to
kill the lice and mites.
If you will use proper preventive
measures it is doubtful whether you
will have much trouble. Keep your
house clean, dry and full of sunlight.
Burn old litter, fumigate, spray and
dust at regular intervals. Keep on
guard for the pests and act as soon as
they are discovered. There is no louse
on earth that can live under such con-

laid three or more feet below the road
surfnce on each side of a roadbed at
the foot of the grade and parallel to
to it. If properly laid with 2.5 to 4 inch
tile and joints closed tightly the roads
will not heave and become impassable.
Moreover, they will dry out rapidly
after a rain if the open drains on the
sides are kept clear.
Crowning the road doesn’t mean putting on scrapers and throwing all the
trash from the gutters into the middle, making a rough, water holding
crown, but, on the contrary, making the
graded portion of the road wide enough
to carry the travel and not rounded up
so as to be dangerous, yet well above
the overflow of storm water, with sufficient grade to shed water quickly.
Usually one or one and one-half inches
to the foot is grade enough. That is.
• roadbed twenty-four feet wide should
be about eighteen inches higher at
the center than at the side. Finally,
repair promptly, for it is less expensive to have road caretakers every ten
tnlles or so than to haul over a badly
neglected roadbed or to rebuild every
few years.

ditions.

Mites, tiny red spiders which suck
the blood, are rather more difficult to
get rid of, but will succumb to the
same treatment if persisted in. They
are more difficult to locate than lice,
as they only come on the fowl at night,
hiding in cracks near the roosts during the day. Close search in the daytime will reveal them in clusters of a
dark red color distinguished by a peculiar sharp acrid odor.
^

If Devoe doesn’t take less gallons and cost less
money, no pay. If Devoe doesn’t wear better too,
we’ll return your money.

Lead-and-Oil is said to be good for
three years. Devoe is better six
years. If not, we’ll return your
money.
At sea, Lead-and-Oil is good for a year;
don’t know how long; for several years.

Mason & Hall Sell It

SuesineSilk

or

Money Back

Poultry Book

Now that the gates are open Mr. C. R.
Nickerson is running his mill by water-

recently.

and Monroe.
CiCnery uunningnam

SERVICE.

buildings

and

was at nume irum

Bucksport over Saturday and Sunday,
May 30th and 31st.
Mrs. Frank Spratt of Bar Harbor was
poul-

APPEARANCE AND

appliances

on a

try farm will be improved greatly, both
in appearance and in
the addition of paint.

town last week, the guest of
brother, A. E. Nickerson and wife.

in

her

serviceability, by
Miss Vina Nickerson of Portland has
One may buy
arrived and will be the guest of her
ready-mixed paints, or may purchase mother, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson.
paste pigments and oil and mix them.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson is having a new
All surfaces should be clean and dry be- veranda built on his
house, which will
fore they are painted. Use a priming
reatly improve the appearance and contcoat made of equal parts of paint and f ort of his establishment.
linseed oil and cover with one or more ,.;W. E. Damm and wife went to Brunscoats of paint, which should be thorough- wick May 30th to attend the “track
meet”, and from there went on to Portly rubbed into the surface.
land, where they were the guests of A.
Whitewash is the cheapest of all paints Eugene Nickerson and wife for several
and may be used either for exterior or days.
interior surfaces. It can be made by
James Bradbury, who took the part of
slaking about 10 pounds of quicklime in Mr. Hubbard in the play “Along Came
Ruth” in the Gaiety Theater in New
a pail with 2-gallons of water, covering
York the past season, arrived May 31st
the pail with cloth or burlap, and allow- and
opened his cottage on the West shore
ing it to slake for one hour. Water is of Swan Lake. We are always glad to
then added to bring the whitewash to a welcome Mr. Bradbury’s genial face.
consistency which may be applied readiThe remains of Mr. Wm. Tripp were
brought here from Rockland for burial,
lymore than a week
A weatherproof whitewash for exter- Saturday. A little
he came here to attend the funeral
ior surfaces may be made as follows: (1) ago
of his sister, Mrs. Littlefield, nee Nell
Slake 1 bushel of quicklime in 12 gallons Tripp.
His death was very sudden.
of hot water, (2) dissolve 2 pounds of He leaves one son, Henry of Rockland;
one brother, Augustus of this town, and
common salt and 1 pound of sulphate of
Mrs. Wood, who have the
one sister,
zinc in 2 gallons of boiling water; pour
sympathy of their many friends. The
(2) into (1), then add 2 gallons of skim floral offerings were many and beautimilk and mix thoroughly. Whitewash is ful. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant of Belfast officiated. The interment was in
spread lightly over the surface with a Hvoan T.onrn nomofpru
hrnaH hriiRh

David Wingate is building a fine cellai
of rock and cement and will build a new
house as soon as the cellar is completed.
The Prospect base ball team playec
the Swanville team on the Heights Maj
30th. The score was 22 to 4 in favor oi

Swanville.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley, two daughters
and grandchild, of Belfast were guests
at the home of Charles Riley, Mrs. W.’s
brother. May 31st.

The Industrial Club met with Mrs.
Otis Patterson and the following officers
were elected: Pres., Mrs. Otis Patterson; Vice Pres., Mrs. Rushbrook Thayer:
Sec’y, Mrs. Isaac McKeen; Treasurer,
The club’s
Miss Louise Cuuningham.
annual lawn party will be July 1st in the
evening at Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Gray’s,
[ce cream and cake will be on sale.

Sewall Staples and wife
fast May 31st.

were

in Bel-

E. B. Choate, who has been working
n Massachusetts for some time, is visitng his sister, Mrs. Charles Colby.
Claude Nutter, William Greenlaw and
Albert Cuzner from Belfast visited at
1. W. Nutter’s May 30th and 31st.
J. W. Deane and his sister, Mrs. Emand
na BuBher, Miss Florence Dow
M. E. Busher called on Mrs. J. W. Nut-

May

107 in classes in the Morrill
school May 31st.
were

Sunday
Hugh Simmons
spend a few weeks

Annie Simmons.

has arrived home to
with Mb mother, Mrs.

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTQRIA
KNOX

Miss Flora Knowlton of Liberty passMrs. Bertha Palmer was in Belfast
ed May 30th and 31st with her sister, shopping one day last week.
Mrs. Geo. Dow.
Mrs. William. McNeil of Belfast reMrs. Emma Sawyer of Augusta is cently called on relatives in town.
The friends and neighbors of Chas. F.
spending a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. Lottie Murch.
Beasey are pleased to see him back home
Mr. Loud and wife from Waterville again.
spent the week-end with her parents,
Willis Richardson recently bought a
James Harding and wife.
very nice three-years-old colt of Bangor
Miss Melissa Post of Knox and two parties.
children of the late Frank Woodbury
Mrs. Susie Wentworth of Waterville
were guests at Delbert Paul’s last week.
was the week-end guest of Mrs. Hester
F. M. Adams and his daughter, Wentworth.
Mrs. Eula Woods, started for Montana
Vincenso Insogna of Boston has arJune 6th. They bad an auction to sell rived to
spend the summer at John
their household effects and farming im- Mannuccia’B.
at-

people

31st.

E. F. Banton and Martin Whitten ana
3am Baxter went to Portland last week
:o attend the funeral of Turner Berry.
Mrs. Banton, who had been there for the
past week, returned with them. They
nade the trip in their auto.

Eddie Moore is at home at present.
Alfred Edgecomb is running his mill
with a full crew.

Mrs. Oscar Davis is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Clarence Howes.
Mrs. Walter Stover and little girl are
itopping with E. S. Adams and wife.
Orville Gross and wife of Camden, visted C. S. Adams and wife May 30th and
list.
Prof. F. F. Phillips of Cambridge,
Mass., spent May 31st with his cousin,
3. S. Adams.

HI IS II

pc

Relieves Rheumatism by Cleansing the
Whole bystem of all Impurities.
plements Thursday, which was largely
Do not try to relieve Rheumatism by dosing
Miss Alice Aborn of Belfast spent , he system with dangerous drugs. RHEUMA
tended. J. F. Sheldon, auctioneer. Mr.
Adams leased bis farm for one year to Memorial day and the week-end with B. , b free from all opiates and narcotics and
leanses the system in a natural but scientific
L. Aborn and wife.
Roy Gurney.
The dangerous “waste” is eradicated
Banner.
Rev. Wm. Fletcher, who has been
Mrs. Pearl McGray and children visit- \ rom the kidneys, bowels, liver and skin.
here
for
the
preaching
past eight months, ed her grandmother, Mrs. Rachel Ryan, j tHEUMA costs only 60 cents of A. A. Howes
i k Co.
gave us a fine Memorial discourse May at Rena Dolliff’s May 31st.
“I was a great sufferer from Rheumatism for
31st. Beginning June 7tb, and during
Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch! { en years. After two dsys use of RHEUMA
the summer months, Rev. W. J. Setzer
down my crutches and have since given
itch.
laid
tie
worse
the
Try !
of Newton Theological Seminary will The more yon scratch,
For ecsema, any skin itch- I hem sway. I am a well man.”—J. ft. Crocker,
preach here the firat and second Sundays Doan’s50cOintment.
( 14 Sumter St, Columbia, S. G»
a box.
lag.
of each month.
^

a

good place

to

live

in.

Peruna

will do it. Not as an artificial stimulant. Simply a tonic that stimulates
*
appetite in a natural way.
Those who object to liquid medicine's can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

FOR SALE
The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot is fully graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected

No better location for resiapartment house now available in
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to
No. 8 Church Street. Tel. 110.
8tf
with the

dence

sewer.

or

JNew Lngiana uraer

of Protection
An Ideal

Progressive Fraternal

and

and

Social Insurance Order for Men and
Women.

Organized November,

I

hey Pay

PIGEONS
Dollars while

Chickens pay cents.
The young, 20 to 26 days old, sell for 40 to 60
cents each (according to the lesson). The
city markets ore always clamoring for them.

AND

Good

still con-

Always panned up out nt .he way.
Very small space required.
All this is fully explained in this month's
issue of our Journal; send for it; price 10c.

Reliable Squab Journal, Versailles, Mo.

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of
the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
Communications

Discount
Sale

are

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

cash

PORTLAND, MAINE.

STEAMSHIP
EASTERN
CORPORATION.

BROOKS, MAINE.

on

Announces thit
to diseases of

SIX

TRIPS

A

WEEK.

BANGOR LINE.
BELFAST AND BOSTON $3.50.

.ROUND

TRIP $6.50.)

he has limited his practice
the

TURBINE

STEEL~STEAMSHIPS

BELFAST

3p.m

AND CAMDEN.
Leave Belfast at 5.00 p. in daily, except
Sundaj’, for Boston. Leave Belfast at 7 30 a.
m. daily, except Monday, for Searsport, Bucks*
port, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURNING

CORN'EH CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS

daily, except Sunday, and leave Belfast at 7.30
a. m. daily, except Monday, for Bangor and in-

Eye, Ear, Nose and Shroai
AND KtfKACTION.
hours -1 >

i)

7 to 8

a.

d. m..

m.

to 12

and bv

m., 1 to

appointment.

Leave India

FIGHTING DISEASE GERMS

Why

There is a popular idea that most sickness is caused by a germ of the diseaso
finding entrance to our bodies through
the food we eat, the water or milk we
drink or the air wo breathe. This is true
as far as it goes but it is also true that

disease germs are entering our bodies
every day without causing disease.
The reason for this is that there are
forces within the body that are constantly fighting these disease germs and it is
only when this defence is weakened that
the germs get the upper hand and we beOne of the most powerful of
come ill.
these forces that work for health is rich,
red blood. Good, healthy blood i ncreases
the resistance of the body to the disIt
eases that are always threatening.
is easier to keep up this resistance by
taking Dr. Williams’ I’iuk Dills, eating
proper food, avoiding articles of food
that do not agree with us and getting
plenty of fresh air day and night, than
it is to cure disease after it gets a foothold. Keep up the resistance of your
body to disease by these tonic pills, which
you can get at any drug store, and you
will avoid much sickness.
Two booklets, “BuildingTTpthe Blood”
and “What to Eat ami How to Eat,”
will be sent free by the Dr. Williams
Jledicine Co., Schenectady, K. Y

We have the

|

the

prices

RICKER, Mgr.,

No. 155 Fark St., Portland, Maine.
Catalogue is complete with
everything for the automobile,
have the pleasure of mailing

Our 1914
most

Maj

!

l

we

yen one?

12w22

__J
some™ nice
TRY CRAWFORD’S
Puff

Imported

Paste

Crackers
AND
,

Gifford’s Piquant Cheese
A. A. HO WES &
GROCERIES,

DRUG S AND

FOR SALE

2

FORD MODEL T

^j

In best condition.

K\

fm
ai

nj
u

nj

CO.,
MEDICINES

jf® ss a«f® js®

g»

LONGER

uou>.

same

Chicago?

goods ami

OF MAINE
W. E.

than any other roofing made. That is not a mere
claim. It is an iron-dad guarantee backed by a reputation of 18years square dealing. Our policy, absolute
satisfaction or money back without question. We sell
rood n g of all grades for all purposes at a wide range
Send for Free Roofing Catalog
with money-saving information.

seme

35 % AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO.

Buy direct from our factory- get highest quality roofing—keep dealer 's profit
in your own pocket. You can easily save 30
to 50% on every order. Our Weartex Roof-

qC prices.

Agent, Belfast, Maine.

send your Mail Orders to

Sj

b

“LASTS 10%

Wharf, Boston at 5.00 p. m.,

termediate landings.
FRED W. F<>rE,

23tf

Telenhone connection

^
B

TOURING CAR
Extra shoe.

2

Many

extras, including vibrator chains, £
speedometer, electric horn and Presto M
1911 Model. Small mileage. £
tank.
m
Been used carefully. Price $300.
Adaress
4w22

L

K. GREER,
Rockland, Me.

«

|||

Bp ggi ag ggggjjglggggagggM

It is filled

Dr. W. C. L1BBEY.

WEBBER LUMBER & SUPPLY CO.
Summer St#
Fitchburg, Man,

DENTIST,

TRUCKING.

93 MAIN STREET,

}

BELFAST, MAINE

For Sale

| repared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving*specialty. Leave ! A few bin! houses f »r bluebirds and martins
grdera at the stable, corner of Main and Crow These houses have been especially successftt
■tree is, and they will receive prompt etten
io attracting purple martins.
1 elephone connection
at n.
Phone 175-3, or address
BASIL H. NEWELL,
W. W. BLAZO.
City point.
14
IS Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
1

<-n

\

|

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MareellusJ.Dow

They will clear yon above all expense, $6.00
| a year per pair. They breed the entire year
Twenty minutes daily will core for 100 pairs

.4w23

Un'imited Raw Material

tinue our

Each pair of Pigeons will raise
18 to 82 young a year.

%

life.

Undeveloped Water Powers,

receiving

1887.

Belfast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
6m 18
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec'y-

RAISE

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

GOODS

prices for

OE THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
in

we

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE

rWe NEW
but

Sites, Farms,Sites
and

price.
are

13

for Summer Hotels

their

lose

Simply don’t care for anything to eat. The dinner bell has'no
interest to them.
They loathe their
breakfast. They may nibble a little
of this and a little of that, but they
do not care for it.
Lunch has lost all of its charm:.
although they try to eat somi thing.
Dinner about the same.
is
There
something
positively
wrong, of course, but no disease that
Just out of sorts.
can
be named.
*
That is all.
It is in this kind of a conditim
that Peruna acts very beneficially.
After using Peruna, interest in food
is revived.
Beginning with a toaspoonful of Peruna before each rural
will generally quickly improve the
appetite and help the digestion.
Thousands of people can testify t
this. Liberated from a slavery that i;
The slavery of
almost unbearable.
having no interest in life. All used
Yet one does not know exactly
up.
why. Take Peruna before each meal.
Skies will get blue again. Fields will
look green onco more and life wili
be pleasant. You will feel that you
are good for something and the world
is

NORTH MONTVILLE.

SOUTH MONTVILLE.
MORRILL.

There

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson spent
the week-end at the home of Mark Snow
in Frankfort.

;er

of

Losaiio
Mill

i

shades. We*
send the goodsi
by mail every-'
where prepaid
on
receipt of

i

Multitudes

Factory

We make a spec-,
ialty of Suesine;
Silk and keep.s
or
order, all

at low

■

Quarries,

39 CENTS

YOU CAN’T EAT
APPETITE POOR
—

Devoe,

We’ll back Devoe against Leadand-Oil in any exposure anyhow
anywhere any time.

appetite.

Mrs. Eliza Pattee of Searsport was the
guest of her brother, Wilmot Robertson,

Many of our citizens attended the Memorial exercises in Searsport, Brooks

„•;</

!

Benjamin Webb of Portland spent
the week-end with his uncle, Charles
Webb.

Guaranteed
-tut

Mrs. Eliza Webber of Monroe, was the
guest recently of Mrs. Briggs.
Horace Webber of Exeter, N. H., is
in the employ of David Wingate.

The L. A. S. will meet with Mrs. W.
S. Nickerson Thursday, June 11th.

power.

PAINT ADDS BOTH TO

All

coat

-irtes: I-.sist on Pratts.

L. T. SHALES & SON.

3082

to the

used ana tne

prove

Poultry Regulator

I

paint

a new

There is to be a dance at Comet
hall Friday evening, June 12th.

Lively Chicks
Healthy, disease

INTENSIVE

tttM

of the common legume crops, whether
used in rotation or as green manure
Results obtained from their
Crops.
use are far more striking in poor soils
than in rich soils.”

J. W. Nickerson has added

this

bulletin,
ill be sent him free on applicalepartment

"Investigations prove the high value

explain-

and in which pictures and plans
'.sfaetory houses are shown. Every
r. man who contemplates erecting

oltry buildings

ver, bur clover and beggar weed.
“In comparatively few cases does it
happen that one of these legumes can
be used in place of another,” continues the statement.
“Cases in which
there is a choice are red clover, alfalfa, alsike clover and sweet clover; sov.
Deans, peanuts and Japan clover; crimson clover, hairy vetch and bur clover;
velvet beans and beggar weed.
The
department has been frequently asked
by farmers, where there is a choice
of legumes adapted to the same purpose. which one adds the most nitrogen to the soil.

reach.

from infested

slaked lime which is sometimes used
has the disadvantage of being very irritating particularly to the birds’
throats and lungs, tobacco dust if not
combined with other substances is too
sticky and odorous. The house, nests,
roosts, etc., should all be thoroughly
painted or sprayed with a good liquid
insecticide. Care should be taken in
see
that the liquid penetrates all
cracks, crevices and corners and the
roosts should have particular attention. This should be done frequently
and regularly. Creosote is sometimes
used and while good is extremely irritating and rather dangerous both for

Choosing Legumes.

|

plant

fowls, from sparrows, irom trees, road
dust litter and numerous other ways.
They reduce your fowls’ vitality, lessen
birds with
egg production, infect your
other diseases, deduct from table qualities and interfere with brooding.
The weapons wherewith to fight are
many. Perhaps the best direct treatment consists in suspending a fowl by
Its legs and dusting thoroughly with a
good reliable powdered lice killer. Air

“There are sixteen important leguminous field crops in the United
States—namely, red clover, alfalfa,
cowpeas, alsike clover, crimson clover!
white clover, soy beans, peanuts, Canada peas, hairy vetch, common
vetch,
velvet beans, Japan clover, sweet clo-

The patient angler is very busy at
Swan Lake.

main features that should be conm

may come on your

Without

“To some extent this is determined
by the amount of nitrogen contained
in the crop. Thus of 1,000 pounds of
green plants cowpeas contain on the
average 3.7 pounds, common vetch 4.1
pounds, Canada peas 4.3 pounds. Mammoth clover 4.4 pounds, crimson clover
4.6 pounds,
velvet beans 5.4
pounds, hairy vetch 5.5 pounds, sweet
clover 5.8 pounds, alsike clover 6.0
pounds, soy beans 6.5 pounds, red
clover 6.8 pounds, alfalfa 7.4 pounds
and bur clover 8.5 pounds of nitrogen.
“Additional advantages considered
more or less important in connection
with green manuring are based on the
root structure of the plant.
Unquestionably legumes with stout roots
which penetrate the soil to considerable depths do have a somewhat similar effect to a subsoiler and, furthermore. put vegetable matter at depths
which shallow rooted plants can not

E.

In carrying produce to market few
people realize that it coats more to
have a bushel of wheat driven over a

Devoe against Lead-and-Oil

SWANVILLE.

Farmers’

are

crops.

consequent falling off in
productivity
certain to occur.’*
The above statement is made
by the
department of agriculture in connection with the use of legume
crops in
rotation methods of
farming, it is
rarely possible to keep up the supply
of nitrpgen from the humus
derived
from nonleguminous plants.

|

Poor Hoads Cost the Driver at Least
$15 Per Horse.

begins. Lice and mites annually cause
other causes
greater losses than all
combined. A single louse in eight
They
weeks can multiply to 120,000.

are

fully through the rows in about two |
weeks' time, when the plants will

have

legume

KELLER.
approach of warm weather
the poultryman’s fight with insect pests
J. w.

the rational use of legumes in
a rota
tion the depletion of
nitrogen and the

permanent position.

inpitt St., Providence, R. I.
i- Signals to Women
physician called backache,

1

to utilize

ure

GOOD AND BAD ROADS

With the

tivated there Is no doubt
that the
greatest single cause has been the
fail-

runners.
These, taking root develop
Individual crowns.
Nurserymen have
of late years taken to sinking small
pots filled with rich earth In the beds;
then, by lifting the ends of the runners on to the pots, the roots of the
young plants develop within the pot
and can later be removed without retarding the development, which, of
course, greatly facilitates the growth
of the crown after it is set out in its

vnt,bearing down,and backache,

p“

a

Challenge

FIGHTINGJERMIN

OF LEGUME

JOHN HENDERSON.
“Among various causes that have led
to the abandonment of
land once cul

country home,

ards are the Marshall for first early,
the Glen Mary for midseason and the
Gandy for late gathering.
New beds may be started In the fall
or spring, whichever Is the more conIf the plants are set out in
venient.
the early fall they will bear the following season, but if planting is delayed until spring It will be a year before the vines fruit August planting
Is therefore recommended to the beginner except where there are established beds to take other plants from.
Strawberries are propagated from

a bit of trouble.
I
recommend Lydia EL

Ffh'ek.

a

year to get a full
crop. There are a great many varieties to choose from. Among the stand-

work, sleep good, eat
good, and don’t have
Compound
pirijihani’s Vegetable
womam.

CROPS

MAUR.

Like

Compound.

ble

SAINT

KATE

IMPORTANCE

Ta^.e

,

==—1

MAINE S. OF V. AND AUXILIARY,
The annul sessions of the Maine Sou of
Veteran and the Ladiea Auxiliary were opened
of Maya Waterville June 3rd. In the abaence
W. Davia gave
< r Hilliard. Ex-Mayor Cyrua
t he addreaa Of welcome on behalf of the city.
lec-Treaa. Edward K. Gould of Koekland reI ponded.
The routine reports of the officers
A reception
acre presented and acted upon
I ind ball was held in Elk’s Hall in the ever.tag.
of
V.
June 4th,
b.
the
of
U the dosing session
ifficers were elected as follows: William O Cobb
if Gardiner, Department Commander; Olin P.
kyar of Auburn, senior vice department comnander; Frank L. Merrick of Waterville, junK.
or vice department commander; Edward
Gould of Rockland, department secretaryGardiner was
treasurer; Mrs. Marion Cobb of
elected president of the Ladies Auxiliary;
Miaa Mabel Smith of Boothbay Harbor, vice
preaident; Mrs. Grace Webster of Portland,
treasurer; and Mrs. Lenora Merrill of Gardiner was appointed secretary.
The Ladies Auxilary elected and installed
the following officers June 4th: Marion Cobb,
Gardiner, president; Mabel Smith, Boothbay
Harbor, vice president; Annie Anderson, Portland. Luella Hooker, Bath, and Lillian Libbey,
Yarmouth, council; Grace Webster, Portland,
treasurer; Ida Rokes, Rockland, chaplain;
Ethel Toward. Waterville, inspector; Edith
Wallace, Portland, inspector and institute
officer; Alice McGIauflin, Portland, patriotic
inspector; Mary Fletcher, Augusta, first delegate to national convention; Ethel Toward,
second delegate to national convention; Zadie
W. Ward, Portland, first alternate to national
convention; Grace Webster, second alternate
to national convention. There officers were
also appointed to serve during the year: Leona
Merrill, Gardiner, secretary; Elizabeth Savage,
Bangor, chief of staff; Mary Fletcher, Augusta,
Garpress correspondent; Wiiliam O. Cobb,
diner, judge advocate.
The next season of both bodies will be held
in Bangor, Aug. 3 and 4. 1916.

SEARSPORT.
Kenneth Holmes is visiting relatives in East*

jort.
The spring term of schoolB in town closed
June 6th.
to
Charles S. Shute made a business trip

Bangor Saturday.
Mrs. George B. Delano went
Saturday to visit relatives.

to

Rockland

a business trip to BanSaturday, returning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Voae of Bangor are at
the Searsport House for a few days.
Fred Swift and wife left Monday for Chicago

William West made

gor

for

a

two

months’ visit with relatives.

George InnS left Tuesday for Stonington,
where he has employment for the summer.
BrookGeorge Colson arrived Sunday from
in town.
lyn N. Y., and is visiting relatives

4

in
Martin Colson and wife of Auburn were
week, guests of Otis Colson and wife.
Mrs. B. F. Pendleton arrived last week from
Milwaukee, Wis.. where she spent the winter.

town last

Isaac E. Wallace left Wednesday for Dixformer
mont, called there by the death of his
-wife.
Miss Evaline D. Bolduc and Miss Mansfield
of Bangor were at the Searsport House Sun-

day.
H. A. George of Boston was the guest last
week of Capt. H. G. Curtis and wife on Water

Katherine M. Parsons of Auburn was
W. Sweetser,
guest of her aunt, Mrs. J.
ast week.
Miss

the

II

T

14

Mnntanmprv

of Bucks-

of Mr. and Mrs. J.
port were guests Tuesday
W. Black.
R. L.

Weymouth and wife spent the weekin W'est Appleton and

end with relatives
Searsmont.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hemmingway of Philathe Searsdelphia are spending a few Jays at

stay they caught
Johonnet took the largest fish, a seven-pound
salmon measuring 24 inches in length. They
returned home June 3d.

Zenas' D. Hartshorn, principal of the Gramat Swan
mar school, gave his pupils an outing
Lake last Saturday. There wert 28 in the
which accomparty besides the Boys’ Band,
served and
panied them. A picnic dinner was
the party returned late in the afternoon after

|

The News of Belfast
Mrs. Laura J. Pease, matron at the Home
for Aged Women, underwent a very critical
and
operation at the Tapley Hospital, .Monday,
Miss Nettie Brown is subis
At

a

as

even-

Univeisalist church it was voted to
ing
allow the schools to occupy the building, providing the committees could agree to specified
terms.
The committee in charge of the Board
of Trade banquet reported that the net
p roceeds were $85.
of the

__

Frank Overlock has returned from Belmont
and has made an application to enter the Soldier’s Home at Togus.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Fairchild of Allentown, Pa., are visiting their son, Dr. S. L.

meet at
_The Ladies Benefit society will
the Grange hall this, Thursday, afternoon.
News was received last week of the marri20th, of James
age in Chattanooga, Tenn., May
and Miss
B. Johnson, a native of Searsport,
Emma Riley of Chattanooga. Mr. Johnson
business here
was formerly in the cooperage
and served in the Civil War in the 19th Me.

H

§

gf

JUST RECEIVED

of the FAMOUS AUBURN FARM WAGONS, for both one and
are
two horses, running from 11 inch steel axles to 31 inch skein axles. The goods
to
show
them
us
Let
you.
and the prices are right.

a

[carload

fast. A. A. Howes & Co. will take orders
visitors, as heretofore, for cakes, etc.

summer

We are unable to put our Stockton Springs
items in type for this jfr£Lf,much to our regret.
_

__

PRICE CURKNE7.

BELFAST

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

HAYFORD BLOCK

Willard S. Morse and Hester
of Belmont, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, by their mortNovember
dated
24, 1911, and redeed
gage
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 303,
Trust Company,
to
Waldo
Page 190, conveyed

WHEREAS,
Morse, both
a

corporation duly organized

and

existing

FOR SALE.
Sealed proposals for the purchase of "Kp
FORD BLOCK” and adjoining real
Belfast, devised to the City of Belfast by .'V
Peirce Frederick for the purpose of build.;’4,
public school house, will be received by o.
undersigned at any time on or before V
day, June 2M, 1914, at seven o'clock p. ni,
all proposals will be opened at the office
Superintendent of Schools in Belfast
veyance to be made and possession given
1, 1914. The right is reserved to rep. "J.

PRODUCE

PAID PRODUCER.

MARKET.

un-

der

and all

"HJ

proposals.

Belfast, Maine, June 2, 1914.
CHARLES W. FREDERIC K. :
ROBERT F. DUNTON, May

Sick Animals

Safety

Razor

Will

save

your

religion

when

$

Blades

Sharpened.
I Have Bought the Odell Automatic Safety
Razor Sharpening Machine
I know I can suit you. I have a machun
that does the work right. Don't throw a«g;
If they
old blades, mail or bring them,to in*are in good condition I can make then; 'tut bet.
ter than new ones at half the cost. Try a few
and be convinced. All single edge w&'«

blades. 25c.; double edge such as Gillettes,
Durham Duplex, 50c. per dozen. Mai or :<*v*
the blades with
CHARLES E. SHERMAN.
I8tl

and
Backus. In Camden, Mav 29, to Mr.
Mre. Raymond Backus, a bou. Alfred Sherman.
Mrs
Hills. In Rockland, June 4. to Mr. and
11
Oliver F. Hills, a son, Graham MacAlman,

,.,

•>

BORN

The treatment of diseases of Horses,
Cattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’Veterinary Manual, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,

J

Maine.

NORTON, Belfast,

B. O.

Meal,_4

At the meeting of the reading department
of the Woman’s Club last Tuesday evening
Mrs. John R. Dunton gave a brief and interesting sketch of the life of Eugene Field and
read several of his poems and articles. She
recommended the reading of his booi, “The
Home,” regarding it as his most humorous

1

right

|

port House.
Eugene T. Savage and wife, children and enjoying a very pleasant outing.
Dodges Corner. Granite Grange will hold
maid, of Bangor were at their cottage on the
Mrs. Clarence E. Mclntire and Mrs. Ada L.
in
western shore Sunday.
their memorial services at the M. E. Church
at 230 Wildes are making preparations to open the
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass., was North Searsport Sunday. June 14th,
Barnard will tea room in the Woman’s club room Saturday,
in town last week, the guest of his parents. W. standard time. The Rev. Oscar
This wHl be welcome news to
June 13th.
no better; his
is
wife.
Seavey
and
officiate....Charles
T. C. Runnells
Belmany, particularly auto parties who visit
a part of the time.
him
is
with
from
Dr. Edward Calderwood ol Boston arrived brother George
Tuesday and is the guest of his father in-law,
Capt. Henry G. Curtis.

f

Witch Hazel Oil Chfckem,

matron in her absence.

special business meeting Tuesday

|
I

HUMPHREYS*

daily improving.

stituting

|

the laws of the State of Maine, and hav10 00al4
ing its office at Belfast, in the County of Waldo
Hay,
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels, will Apples.per Dbl.L50a2.L97 Hides,
State of Maine, three certain tracts or
11
and
»
dried, per lb.,
lead to chronic constipation. Doan’s Regulets
14
parcels of land, situated io said Belmont,
2 50a2 75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
stores.
at
all
box
a
20c
j
26
iperate easily.
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beans, Y. E., 2 50a2 75 Lamb Skins,
First. The farm known as Charles Wotton
28a32 Mutton,
Butter,
;
or Eben Hall farm, being the same conveyed
8a lO Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
65
to Willard S. Morse by Mary A. Hall by deed
9 Potatoes.
Beet, forequarters,
dated September 3. A. D. 1887, and recorded in
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu.
9.00 the Registry of Deeds for the County of Wal24'Straw,
Cheese.
26a30 do, Volume 228, Page 436.
18; Turkey,
2
Second. The northerly half of the farm
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
(COMPOUND)
12al3 formerly known as the George W'. Morse farm,
20!Veal,
Duck,
For Piles or Hemorrhoids.
20
being the same conveyed to said Willard S
20 Wool, unwashed,
Eeerf’
5.00 Morse by George’W. Morse by deed dated June
18; Wood, hard,
External or Internal, Blind or
Fowl'
3.50
18, 1895, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
18 Wood, soft,
Bleeding, Itching or Burning Geese,
Deeds, Volume 277, Page 392.
MARKET.
RETAIL
PRICE.
RETAIL
Third. The northerly part of .a tract forOne application brings relief
IW
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
merly known as the "Allenwood Wood Lot,"
*
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, a
the same being described in a deed to said WilButter Salt, 141b., 18a22|Oat Meal,
®
all druggists or mailed.
lard S. Morse by A. C. Morse, dated January 13,
91jOnions,
^orn,
12al3
66 Oil, kerosene,
bracked Corn,
1902, and recorded in the Registry or Deeds
Send Free Sample of Oil lo
86iPollock,
for said County of Waldo, Vol. 280, Page 20.
Corn Meal.
M
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
24; Pork,
Cheese,
1.13
185 Plaster,
has been broken; now, therefore by reason of
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal,
the breach of the condition thereof said Waldo
Codfish, dry,
160
18 Shorts.
Trust Company claims a foreclosure of said
Cranberries,
20a22 Sugar,
Clover Seed.
mortgage.
40
5 75a6 75 Salt, T. I.,
Dated this fifth day of June, A. D. 1914.
Flour,
6
3 50 Sweet Potatoes,
WALDO TRUST COMPANY.
B. G. Seed,
Wheat
75
William
Medicine
156
Ilomeo.
Lard
Co.,
By ORLANDO E. FROST,
Ilumphroys
Its President duly authorized.
3w24
St., New York.

street.

Fred M. Harris and Charles W. Johonnet of
at
Boston spent four days at the Lake House
Swan Lake enjoying the fishing. During their
14 salmon and 8 trout. Mr.

j HHinggiantiMBgSHBMHWWWU

Ml / &

main oireei

“proposals

the skeeters and

Brooks,

he has
Town of
For
Regt. as a First Lieut. For many years
20c. per Bottle
^
lived in Florida, Alabama and Tennessee, and production. This department has adjourned
In Freedom, May 9, to Mr. and
Overlook.
Maine.
went to Mon- until next October, the remaining subjects for
25c. per Bottle by Mail.
was one of the gold-seekers who
Mrs. W. A. Overlock, a son.
156 William St- New York.
I Sealed proposals will be received a; th*
and Miss this season to be included in the program for
CITY DRUG STORE,
tana in 1867. Mr. Johnson is about 75
Wight. In Belfast, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
I
Read & Hill, Prop’s, P. 0. Square, Belfast, Me. fice of the Architect until Thursday,Ji .Is
another year. The Woman’s Club hopes to
Clarence Wight, a
Rilev 54.
to.
daughter_
attended
Mail orders promptly
1914, at 6 o’clock p. m., for the constrm
this
science
domestic
on
L. W. open a department
of
&
a school building for the Town
Sidney M. Webber took his friend.
Soft,
Fluffy
Beautiful,
of
the
one
HARI1IE9
fall with a talk on the subject by
Maine. Separate proposals are askec for
Church street for the summer,
Wheaton of Bangor, out Sunday afternoon for
!
and
heating
plumbing
Hair An Aid to Beauty
general contract,
famous trotter, Pilot M. instructors at the University of Maine.
fiarge Buster arrived June 5th from Perth a drive behind the
may :i
and specifications and all informal.
a Progressive
Farnham-Moody. In Bangor, May 28, by
obtained at the office of C. Parker
From the Law Court. Rescripts from the
Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the Penobscot Near Navy street Pilot M. took
not love a head of pretty hair? Rev. George C. Sauer, Ur. Montana Farnham
does
Who
Bam:
to
hold
Central
Street,
41
in
No.
trying
Architect,
start and both reins parted
Law Court in Bangor in three Waldo county
tome women think it is a gift of nature and and Ethel Evelyn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
with some land, Cen- and the right iB reserved to reject
A
both
Both occupants jumped out of the car- coses were received by Clerk of Courts KeatlttM
»nvy their more fortunate sisters. If your hair Atwood A. Moody, formerly of Warren,
submitted.
Dr. and Mrs. S. S. Porter and maid of Mar- him.
proposals
and
is not fluffy, soft and lustrous; is falling out, of Bangor. To reside in H ampden.
Mr. Webber was badly shaken up
trally located. Address
COMMITTEE,
ing June 6th. They were as follows:
SCHOOL
ietta, 0., arrived Friday and are at their cot- riage.
SUPERINTENDING
June
or
full
of
dandruff
and
8,
by
In
itreaked, faded, brittle,
Bangor,
fractured ankle.
Hopkins Durgin.
Journal.
Mr. Wheaton escaped with a
Ray L. Rankin of Lincolnville vs. Clarence
f the scalp itches, do not think it must always Rev. David N. Beach, D, D., Carl H. Hopkins
tage at Navy Cove for the summer.
Town of Brooks, Maine.
Mr. Web- Wellman of
c- F- W’
hope. 'I he action was brought >e that way, for pretty hair is only a matter of Camden and Miss Stella M. Durgin cf BelPilot M. progressed rapidly toward
24tf
finished
Parmenter,
Kanawha,
Steamer
Capt
to recover damages
the
electric
at
term,
1914,
an
light
with
of
hair
January
nourishment
the
and
care
>f
proper
ber’s stable, colliding
fast.
___
for injuries to a horse owned by Rankin on acdischarging June 5th at the Penobscot coal
at the
Hair is something like a plant—if negoots.
pole, which he left behind him, arriving
count of the careless driving of Wellman.
ected it scon withers and dies, while with a
dock and sailed for Newport News.
for
Ritchie
Verdict for plaintiff for $5166.
stable safely.
it keeps fresh and beautiful.
attention
ittle
DIED
The steady rainfall last Thursday was a
plaintiff. Montgome y & Emery for defendant.
for Sumner J.
Parisian Sage is a scientific preparation that
Joseph La Fame, teamster
new trial overruled for want of
their
for
who
had
Motion
farmers
the
plantto
to
needed
invigorgreat help
mpplies just the elements
team down the
We have 450.000 old growth cedar shingles \
Andrews. In Belfast, June 3. Fred J. AnNickerson, was driving his
ution.
will be so Id
; ite the hair roots and stimulate the hair to
cuming to Belfast. These shingles
25 years, 6 months and 7 davs.
ing done, and started the grass in great shape. Steele Hill Saturday with a cord of wood when prose
E. H. BOYINGTON, MANAGER
drews,
aged
Essex Fertilizer Company of Boston vs. Geo.
See sample
crow long, thick, fluffy, soft and lustrous. It
at reduced prices from the car
Arey. In Vinalhaven, May 30, Herbert A.
to recover $50 claimof
Freedom
Danforth
O.
ran
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding, arrived
CO.
horses
&
and
v/ith
one
the
away,
dandruff
and
•emoves
J. c. DURHAM
j
application
at shop.
i a cross bar broke
Arey, aged 65 years.
be due on bill for fertilizer. The case I
Twenty-five years expenenct
juickly stops itching head and falling hair. A.
Tuesday from Newport News witn 3,700 tons 1 running into the Piper bruok at the foot ot the ed to tried
fit a
Dinsmore. In Thomaston, June 2, Mrs. barah
I fitting glasses enables me to
in April, 1913 with a verdict for dewas
woman, nineteen years or
V. Howes & Co. or any druggist can supply
BRIGHT
young
9
months.
rr
and
one
85
had
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
Fame
A Dinsmore, aged
years
the mix-up La
In
hill.
to become
fendant; was sent to the Law court and a new’
glasses will help. Consultation
'ou with Parisian Sage—it is inexpensive. You
Martha
over, who has the ambition
June
2,
Mary
In
Vinalhaven,
Noyes.
in
1914,
horses
April
branches in a High ;
trial granted, and it was tried
Mrs. J. P. Thomas arrived Saturday from leg broken in two places and one of the
j annot be disappointed with this delightful
a teacher ot Commercial
aged 81 years.
St. WINTERPCB
liussey for
with a verdict for the plaintiff,
tnd helpful hair tonic for the first few days’ N«yes,
School at a good salary, should address “PRI- Ij 44 So uti Wain
Washington, wiiere she spent tire winter, and j had the small bone in one leg broken. La
Overlook. In Brockton, Mass., May 20,
^
plaintiff and Dunton & Morse for defendant in i 1 ise will give the hair the beauty and charm of
Mondavs and Tue
VATE SECRETARY, Washington St., Dover,
of Warren, aged
Office
Days,
C.
formerly
Overlock,
is at her home on Church street for the sum- I Fame was taken to the Eastern Maine HosEverett
&
dunton
and
1913; and Ritchie for plaintiff
outh.
N. H.”4w23|
was
42 years and 1 month.
which
in
1914.
The
horse,
for
defendant
Morse
“Exceptions
mei.
Sunday.
1 pital in Bangor
to Dr. Darling, the overruled for w mt of prosecution.”
Maurice S. Dolliver arrived last week from a valuable one, was taken
Continental Illustrating Co of New York vs.
the summer veterinary, in Belfast.
and
will
N.
Y’.,
spend
Dutch Brothers of Belfast. The case was for
Syracuse,
and
with his mother. Mrs. E. S. Dolliver, on Main
The auto rest and tea room, W. A. Griffin, breach of contract in handling post cards,
for the
for the sea- was tried in April 1914 with a verdict
r>___n r..street.
proprietor, will open to the public
16th. A new rest room and defendant. Motion for new trial overruled for
STATE PRIMARY.
Mrs. Wingate F. Cram, children and maids’ son Tuesday, June
■
been added which will want of prosecution.
Election to be
of Bangor, arrived last week and are at the other attractions have
to be voted for in Waldo County at the State Primary
candidates
of
SOCIALIST
list
is
a
little
The
this
of
following
Carver cottage at Moose Point farm for the no doubt increase the popularity
New advertisements. James H. Howes’
In connection with the tea
summer resort.
summer.
annual mark down sale of muslin underwear
PERSON YOU WISH TO VOTE FOR.
the proprietor has arranged the adjoinPROSS v IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE
will begin Saturday, June 13th, and continue
Milton French and wife and W, W. Tibbetts room,
FOR EACH OFFICE. ADD NAML
house for the accommodation of motorists
for ten days, when great bargains will be ofand wife of Rockland were in town Saturday, ing
'1TRFCTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED
numerous
NAMES.
had
applications
over night, having
MARK X TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE
guests of Frank L. French and wife at the the previous season for such accomm jdations. fered
SPACES
SMOKE
»
not
all
on
be
bath
cent
will
specgoods
a
modern
House.
given
per
Searsport
The rooms have been renovated,
™
and the barn has been remodel- ially priced, and all coats and suits have been
FOR SHERIFF
J. P. Walker, wife and daughter. MIbs Alice room installed,
Vote tor ONE
ed for sheltering automobiles.
FOR GOVERNOR
marked at prices regardless of cost. ...U. G.
Walker,of Bangor, arrived Wednesday and are
LEWIS M. NICKERSON,
Fernald offers his grocery business on Main
PERCY F. MORSE. Portland____
The graduation exercises of the Searsport
at the William Parse house on Steamboat avein the street for sale.New straw hats at the
High school took place last Friday night
nue for the summer.
colors were
class
The
church.
Congregational
“Home of Good Values,” 12 Main street....
Pollock fishing was very lively near the green and white and the class motto “Multum
The Edison Diamond Disc Phonographs are
were but three in the class,
steamboBt wharf Sunday. A large number of in Parvo.” There
Frank Edwin Hall, Raymond Edward Lord sold in Waldo County by Carle & Jones, Belis
fish were taken, some of them weighing ten
and Herbert George Partridge. Following
for ONE
fast. They furnish real music and all music.
FOR STATE AUDITOR
or twelve pounds each.
the program:
Call and hear them... Automobile for hire by
Orchestra
Madam Williams and Mrs. Lavona Williams, Music,
Call up 6.22 or 211.4....
HANS J. P. ENEMARK,
Rev. Charles H. McElhiuey Donald S. Clark.
who spent the winter at Miss Georgia L. Ford’s Prayer,“The Panama Canal,”
Mr. Lord
Only one store in town has the original HoleEssay,
Scharwenka
bouse od Bay View place, returned to their Piano solo, “Polish Dance,”
Vote for OM
proof hose for sale and that is The Dinsmore
FOR COUNTY COW.V.ISSIONER
Herbert Partridge
borne in Islesboro last week.
store... .Annual meeting of. the Belfast &
Hall
Mr.
“Agriculture in Maine,”
JOHN LITTLEFIELD, Searsport,
Moosehead Lake R. R. Co. at 10 a. m. July 1st.
____
Dr. and Mrs. M. J. O’Neil are receiving con- Address, “Art, Music and Literature.
tor ONH
Belfast
of
Sturtevant
W.
F.
.See notice of loss of Belfast Savings Bank
Rev.
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO
gratulations on the birth. May 30th, of a ten- Music,
Orchestra
book No. 13,128... L. C. Cilley of Brooks pubWILLIAM E. PLUMMER,
pound daughter. Mrs. O'Neil was formerly Awarding of Diplomas,
lishes a card of thanks....The “Political AdLincoln R. Colcord of School Board
Miss Harriet K. Webber of Searsport.
E.
Barnard
G.
O.
for
themselves....Dr.
Rev.
vertisements” speak
Benediction,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Kneeland and
has returned to Belfast and will
Lieut. Frederick F. Black, of the United S. Webber
daughter Viola of Dorchester, Mass., spent
States regular army, now stationed at Hono- open his dental rooms in Masonic Temple,MonSaturday and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. lulu, will have the pleasure of meeting many
day. June 15th....Shore cottage to let at the
tor ONE
H. Kneeland, returning to DorcheBter, Mon- of his Searsport friends, during the coming
to Louville J. Pottle, Belfast.
FOR STATE SENATOR
until the Panama canal is open— Battery. Apply
for ONE
season—o%
day.
FOR COUNTY
the
sold
at
Store,
AmeriSkeeter
Drug
the
Skoot,
City
of
steamers
on
who are now sailing
A. L. YOUNG, Lincolnville
Miss L. W. Edwards returned Friday f rom can-Hawaiian line: Capt. C. M. Nichols and will save your religion when the skeeters and
RUFUS C. BARTON, Belfast
Boston with a full line of dry and fancy goods. Harry E. Dow on the steamer Georgian; Capt.
black flies are around... .Georgie E. Gray and
Frank E. Curtis, steamer Montanan; Capt.
Miss Edwards was absent two weeks and dura
card
of
Morrill
on
Robie F. Gray of
publish
—---I
Joseph F. Nichols and Harry L. Nason
jug her stay visited her sister, Mrs. Elizabeth steamer Pennsylvanian; Capt. James W. Ford, thanks.... Wanted for cash, a place with some
Kentuckian;
Mass.
steamer
of
the
in
Sullivan
J.
Hingham,
Robert
Eames,
land and centrally located. Address C. F. W.,
P. Colcord in steamer Iowan, and Capt.
tor ONE
Journal office....The J. C. Durham Co. has
Capt. Arthur Sawyer and James Stevens Rupert
Frank Dow in steamer Minnesotan.
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
for sale at a
have their fishing boat Collingwood nearly
All at- 450,0(0 old-growth cedar shingles
Church Notes.
Congregational
HORACE G. THURLOW,
ready for deep-sea fishing among the islands tending the Consecration meeting of the Y. P. reduced price from the car. See samples at
down the bay and will make weekly trips supS C. E. were much pleased with the “Pente- the shop.
The Junior Choir organized
costal Hymnal
plying fish for the local market.
was
The Board of Trade Banquet. The Board
by Mr. McElhiney during the past week,
P. H. Gillen, Miss Gillen, G. W. Dunning nnd accompanied by the Young People’s Orchestra.
of Trade's annual banquet and ladies’ night in
a similar praise
wife, Robert Dunning, Mrs. F. G. Lancaster, Each Sunday evening in June
the Opera House Friday evening, June 5th,
FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO LEGISLATURE
will be held by the Endeavor Society.
Arthur Peabody and wife, John Cox and wife service
The
was a success beyond all expectations and we
these
attend
meetings.
Vote tor ONE
to
are
invited
All
COURTS
OF
B. STEPHENSON, Belfast
RUSSELL
CLERK
all
O.
of
took
FOR
will
Boothby,
Bangor,
and Everett
regret that tbe crowded condition of our coltopic for discussion next Sunday evening
dinner at the Searsport House Sunday.
ZENAS L. PUTNAM, Monroe
be “How Employers and Employees Should
LEROY C. MANSUR, Monroe
umns prevents giving it the extended writeCol. 3:22-25;4:l....Tuesday
Mrs. L. G. Havener and Mrs. A. B. McGown work together”
decorated
be a
DONALD R. HEALD, Lincolnville
up it merits. The hall wbs prettily
afternoon, June 16th, from 3 to 6 there will
of Worcester, Mass., who have been in town
and
candy at the Conference for the occasion, and at 7 o’clock supper was
sale of food
their cottages for the summer, repreparing Worcester
Mrs. F. B.
Monday and will return Room. The committee in charge is Mabel Mc- s erved at 81 daintily appointed tables seating
turned to
Smith, Mrs. J. H. Duncan and Miss
here in about two weeks to spend the summer.
four. The supper was in charge of twelve
sale will be
this
of
The
proceeds
Elhiney.
used to assist in payment of the Orchestration from the Universalist church, the menu intor ONE
the
books
bought by
s t of Pentecostal Hymn
FOR REGISTER OF
cluding salads, cold meats, hot rolls, doughEndeavor Society for use in evening meetings.
cream pies and hot cofcake,
and
nuts
cheese,
as
WALDO
Sunday, June 2lst, will be observed
RAYMOND ELLIS, Belfast
Children’s Sunday. All Children are requested fee. After supper President M. L. Slugg pre"
Sugar-coated and all vegetable. Dose,
toastmaster.
as
Frost
E.
to attend the morning service. No special proMr.
Orlando
sented
of the day
only one pill at bedtime. For constigram is arranged, but the thought
was to have been the first
There will be special Mayor R. F. Dunton
will be appropriate.
pation, bilious headache, indigestion.
but was unavoidably absent and Rev.
are being made for the
for
60
Sold
speaker,
Pills.
yean.
music.
Arrangements
Ayer’s
baptism of infants and young children. Fur- HaradenS. Pearl waa called upon and made a
Ask Your Doctor.
ther plans will be announced next week.
telling speech on the relation of the church to
|
the forward movement, dosing with a tribute
to the people of Belfast for their hospitality
here.
’an d the warm welcome he had received
I
v
Dr. G. C. Kilgore then spoke of the forward
and clean-up movement and gave some interExesting and instructive health statistics.
Gov. Cobb of Rockland, one of the leaders in
WE ARE RIGHT HERE WITH
tbe Boom Maine Movement, was then called
upon and after paying a graceful compliment
to the citixens of Belfast and the ladies who
served the banquet, gave an address on the
natural attractions, opportunities and advantages of Maine, with suggestions as to how
they could be utilised,that roused the enthusiasm of his hearers. We bcpe bis address may
A WIRE SWATTER FREE TO EVERY CUSTOMER.
be printed in full. A feature of the evening
was the music furnished by the local musicians, the musical program ending with singing
America by the entire aaaamby, while flags
were unfurled on the stage.

Fairchild,

on

Park street.

Arthur Young left Monday for New York,
where he will enter the employ of the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co.
Mrs. Ellen D. Leib and daughter. Miss Louise
D., arrived Tuesday and are at their home on

black flies

are

around.

\

School Building.

Wanted for Cash

■'

place

Republican
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